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THE USE OF SATELLITE AND AIRCRAFT SAR TO DETECT
AND CHART HAZARDS TO NAVIGATION

1
INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a continuation of previous

research conducted for the Naval Research Laboratory under the spon-

sorship of the Defense Mapping Agency and the Naval Ocean Research

and Development Activity (Kasischke, et al., 1980; 1982). It repre-

sents the culmination of a series of studies to evaluate the utility

of aircraft and spacecraft synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data for

detecting and locating submerged features in shallow and deep water

regions which could be hazardous to navigation. These studies were

carried out through an examination of data collected by three sepa-

rate SAR systems. These systems were the Seasat and SIR-A spaceborne

(L-band) SARs and the APD-10 aircraft (X-band) SAR.

During the initial investigation of the Seasat SAR imagery,

Kasischke, et al. (1980) demonstrated that certain surface patterns

present on Seasat SAR imagery occurred over distinct bottom topog-

raphic features. This analysis utilized data collected over five

study sites during four Seasat passes. Through this investigation,

and several others conducted at ERIM (Shuchman, et al., 1979; Shuch-

man and Kasischke, 1979; 1981), five distinct types of SAR-observed

surface patterns were identified which are believed to be bottom

related.

During the follow-on study to the initial investigation (see

Kasischke, et al., 1982; 1983; Shuchman, et al. 1981; Shuchman,

*1982), Seasat SAR imagery collected over nine test sites from 35

orbits were analyzed. The purpose of this study was to further

document the occurrence of bottom-related SAR surface patterns as

well as to investigate the mechanisms which cause these patterns to

appear. It is necessary to understand these mechanisms in order to

W14 __ _ _ _ _ _
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understand the limitations of SAR as a hydrographic survey and

mapping tool.

In addition, during this study, Seasat SAR data from a deep-water

test site were analyzed and a previously unrecognized type of bottom-

related surface pattern was identified. Techniques employed in this

investigation included several multi-temporal analyses, a multi-

sensor analysis and a statistical correlation of digital depth data

with digitally recorded SAR image intensity.

The goal of the present study is to define the practical limita-

tions of SAR data for the detection and mapping of bottom features.

In order to fulfill this objective, this investigation addresses

three major areas. These areas are: (1) a complete survey of all

Seasat and SIR-A imagery, as well as available APD-1O X-band data,

to determine how frequently depth-related surface patterns appear on

SAR imagery; (2) a digital analysis of Seasat SAR imagery, including

SAR image intensity versus charted depth comparisons, SAR image in-

tensity versus Landsat comparisons and digital enhancement of Seasat

SAR imagery; and (3) the development of first-order theoretical

models to provide explanations of the hydrodynamic mechanisms respon-

sible for SAR detection of bottom features.

This report is divided into six chapters, including this intro-

duction. Chapter 2 presents an executive summary which discusses

the results of the present analysis and the limitations of SARs for

bottom feature detection. Chapter 3 discusses the results of the

survey of Seasat, SIR-A and APD-1O SAR imagery, along with discus-

sions of specific test case studies. Chapter 4 describes the results

of the digital analyses of the Seasat data. Chapter 5 presents a

discussion of possible hydrodynamic mechanisms responsible for the

detection of bottom features on SAR imagery. Finally, Chapter 6

* presents the conclusions of the longer term DMA/NRL program along

with recommendations for future investigations.

2/
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Appendix A of this report contains a table which summarizes the

complete survey of Seasat SAR imagery. Appendix B contains a copy

of the report prepared by Dynamics Technology under sub-contract to

ERIM. Appendix C contains copies of one journal and three symposium

articles which were based largely on results obtained from the

present and past DMA/NRL sponsored investigations.

I3
l3
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2
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since the mid-1970s, the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), the Naval

Research Laboratory (NRL) and the Naval Ocean Research and Develop-

ment Activity (NORDA) have sponsored research to explore the use of

remote sensing techniques to aid in updating nautical charts. The

goals of using remote sensing in hydrography are, in order of

priority:

1. To detect uncharted or mis-positioned submerged features

which are potentially hazardous to surface navigation,

2. To define the boundary and location of these hazards in

either an absolute or relative sense, and

3. To extract accurate, detailed and complete water depth

information.

Early research on the use of remote sensing techniques focused

on sensors which detected or measured reflected solar radiation

(i.e., aerial photography and multispectral scanners) and on active

laser systems. Since the launch of the Seasat satellite in 1978,

the research has been expanded to include active microwave sensors,

specifically synthetic aperture radar (SAR).

This report presents the results of an investigation on the util-
ity of SAR imagery for detecting and charting of submerged navigation

hazards. This investigation is the third in a series of studies

sponsored by DMA, NRL, and NORDA on this topic. The overall goal of

these studies is to define the practical limitations of SAR as a

hydrographic mapping tool.

The microwave energy emitted by a SAR does not penetrate appre-

ciably beyond the water surface; therefore, the surface expressions

of bathymetric features observed on SAR imagery are due to surface

roughness variations which are caused by a hydrodynamic interaction

/ i 5
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between the bottom feature and short wavelength, wind-driven surface

waves in the 1 to 40 cm wavelength region. Two major classes of

ocean processes result in SAR observation of bottom features:

(1) gravity waves propagating into shallow water; and (2) ocean cur-

rents flowing over distinct bottom features. These processes result

in six types of surface patterns on SAR images, as summarized in

Table 1.

The research conducted during the past year and discussed in

this report can be divided into three major activities: (1) a

survey of Seasat, SIR-A and APD-lO SAR imagery, (2) digital proces-

sing of Seasat SAR data, and (3) definition of the basic hydrodynamic

mechanisms responsible for the bottom-related surface patterns ob-

served on SAR imagery.

A survey of Seasat SAR data was completed during the past year.

A total of 212 passes of imagery were examined. This survey revealed

that on over 80 percent of the occasions the when Seasat SAR passed

over a deep-water bottom feature (i.e., seamount, ridge, shelf, bank

or edge of a continental shelf), an associated internal wave or

frontal boundary was present on the imagery. For shallow-water fea-

tures (sand banks, shoals, coral reefs, and bank edges in the

Carribean), the correlation rate was approximately 60 percent. Four

separate areas were further investigated through test case analyses.

4Two areas (Cay Sal Bank and Dry Tortugas) were used to further docu-

ment the occurrence of bottom-related surface patterns on Seasat SAR

imagery in shallow-water regions. The third test case study area

involved analyzing imagery collected over coral reefs in the Bahamas.

Analysis of this study area revealed that bottom-related surface

patterns were present less than 30 percent of the occasions when the

Seasat SAR imaged a coral reef area. Surface patterns were present

only over those reefs located at the edges of banks where a shallow

water depth or a tidal current existed. The fourth test case study

area was located in the eastern North Atlantic ocean where an

6
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analysis of Seasat SAR imagery collected over deep-water bottom fea-

tures was conducted. This analysis supported previous research which

revealed a high correlation between the occurrence of internal wave

patterns and deep-water bottom features.

Imagery collected by the Shuttle Imaging Radar-A (SIR-A) were

also examined. All of the passes or data takes (a total of 20) of

imagery were reviewed. The SIR-A SAR's system parameters were opti-

mized for collection of data over land areas. SIR-A's incidence

angle of -500 resulted in a radar return from the water surface which

was theoretically 15 dB lower than the return using Seasat's 200 in-

cidence angle. Compared with Seasat, SIR-A imagery contained less

dramatic patterns over water areas, and relatively few bottom-related

surface patterns. Several areas where bottom-related surface pat-

terns did occur were studied during the present investigation. These

areas were Crooked Island, Mayaguana Island, the Caicos Islands, the

Tongue of the Ocean, and eastern Australia. Despite the relative

infrequency of these events, the analysis did demonstrate the poten-

tial of using shuttle-based SAR data for detection of submerged nav-

igation hazards.

X-Band SAR imagery, collected by an aircraft-mounted APD-10 sys-

tem during two SAR/oceanography experiments, were also examined.

These two experiments were the Maritime Remote Sensing (MARSEN) ex-

periment, conducted over the Dutch and German coasts of the North

Sea in 1979, and the NRL Remote Sensing Experiment, conducted over

Phelps Bank in the Nantucket Shoals area in 1982. Both data sets

contained surface patterns which were determined to be bottom-

related. The NRL Remote Sensing Experiment imagery was also compared

to Seasat imagery collected over the same region. The bottom-related

surface patterns on the APD-1O (X-band) imagery were found to be

similar in appearance to those observed by the Seasat SAR (L-band)

imagery.

-- - - -- _ _ _
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Three separate analyses were conducted on digital Seasat SAR

data. Seasat data collected over Cook Inlet, Alaska were cross-

correlated to digitally-recorded depth data from the region. Unlike

similar previous analyses, low cross-correlations were found (0.50).

These low correlations were believed to be due to the environmental

conditions present at the time the Seasat SAR data were collected,

including low current velocities and high wind speed.

Seasat data collected on two separate dates over the Tongue of

the Ocean (TOTO) were compared to Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS)

data collected within six weeks of the Seasat data. In this analy-

ses, a digital depth profile was produced using the Landsat MSS data

due to the absence of adequate bathymetry data for the TOTO region.

Previous analyses have shown that accurate, relative depth profiles

from Landsat MSS data can be generated in areas of low turbidity

water such as is found in the Bahamas. Although the two Seasat

scenes contained similar patterns over the tidal bar belts in the

TOTO, a significant difference between the images existed in the

form of a tonal reversal between the Seasat images. This reversal

is believed to be due to the different current directions at the

times the images were collected. Comparisons of the Seasat data to

the digital depth profile produced from the MSS data revealed a high

cross correlation between depth and radar image intensity for

limited areas.

* The digital correlations between water depth and radar image in-

tensity performed during the present study reinforce concepts con-

cerning extraction of water depth information from SAR imagery where

currents are flowing over bottom features. In these cases, the radar

image intensity is dependent on several factors, including the direc-

tion and magnitude of the current, the depth of the water over the

feature, the ambient gravity wave field, and the magnitude and direc-

tion of the surface wind. In developing a hydrodynamic/

electromagnetic model to predict radar image intensity as a function

of water depth, all these factors must be accounted for.

9
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In the third digital analysis performed during the past year,

four speckle reduction algorithms were evaluated for their utility

in improving the detectability of SAR-observed ocean surface pat-

terns. A median filter was found to be the best all-around image

smoothing algorithm, and a convex hull filter was found to work best

for improving the detectability of large-scale surface patterns.

The final area of research pursued during this investigation was

the determination of plausible hydrodynamic mechanisms responsible

for the appearance of bottom-related surface patterns on SAR imagery.

The causes of types I and III surface patterns (see Table 1) were

determined during previous studies (see Shuchman and Kasischke, 1981;

Kasischke, et al., 1983). The hydrodynamic mechanisms for types II,

IV, V and VI surface patterns were determined during the present

study. Each type of hydrodynamic mechanism is discussed in detail

in Chapter 5 of this report.

Seasat SAR imagery collected during Rev. 762 around North Rona

Rock was used in the analysis of the type II surface patterns. The

change in radar backscatter over the shoal or sill surrounding North

Rona Rock is believed to be caused by the trapping of long wave

energy around the island due to the bottom topography at the edge of

the shoal or sill.

Both shallow and deep water internal waves were studied using

Seasat imagery from Revs. 974 and 762, respectively. Shallow water

internal waves (type IV) observed on the U.S. East Coast in the New

York Bight region appear to be generated at the edge of the continen-

tal shelf by shear flow instability at the bottom of the mixed layer.

The internal wave then propagates up onto the shelf until the mixed

layer almost intersects the bottom. The SAR-observed features sug-

gest that the internal waves in each packet are probably rank-ordered

solitary waves. A two-layer solitary wave model combined with a

spectral transport model was used to simulate the ocean structure

/' 10
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present when Rev. 974 data were collected. Inputs from this model

were used to simulate Seasat SAR imagery of internal waves, and

demonstrated the capability to provide a first order description of

the internal wave field observed by Seasat during Rev. 974.

The deep-water internal waves (type V) observed during Rev. 762

over the eastern North Atlantic ocean were shown to be generated by

a lee wave formation as the diurnal tide flows over the saddle-like

valley in the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. Although the generation mecha-

nism is different than for shallow-water internal waves, the

hydrodynamic/electromagnetic interaction responsible for the deep

water internal waves appearing on Seasat SAR imagery are believed to

be the same.

Finally, type VI surface patterns were also explained using

imagery collected during Rev. 762. The frontal boundary over the

Faeroe Bank Channel appears to be generated by deep-water upwelling.

The tidal current flowing over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge through

another saddle-like valley on the west side of the ridge forces the

deep water isotherms up toward the surface. Therefore, the frontal

boundary may simply represent a surface intersection of the seasonal

thermocline. The mechanism for frontal boundaries appearing on SAR

images is possibly due to an interaction of the capillary and ultra-

gravity waves with the current shear at the boundary or to the tem-

perature variations between the two water masses.

Studies at ERIM have led to an understanding of the limitations

of SAR as a hydrographic mipping tool. There are physical limita-

tions as to when SAR data can be used to detect bottom-related sur-

face patterns. In all cases, a surface wind with a magnitude greater

than 1 m/sec must be present in order to generate the small surface

waves which are primarily responsible for the radar return from a

water surface. In some cases, wind magnitudes above a certain

threshold (approximately 8 m/sec) may reduce the chances of detecting

11
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bottom-related surface patterns on SAR imagery. In addition, a suit-

able oceanic disturbance or flow regime must be present, such as a

current or gravity wave field. In order to c'.rrectly interpret the

imagery, the hydrographer should ascertain the ambient environmental

conditions at the time of the SAR data collection. The absence of a

surface pattern on a SAR image does not always indicate absence of a

bottom feature, but may be due to the lack of the favorable environ-

mental conditions necessary to create the SAR observed signature.

The measurement of refracting gravity waves on SAR imagery in

some instances can be used to estimate water depth. This method,

however, is limited to areas where there is gradually shoaling water,

between 15 and 50 meters of depth, and to conditions where the SAR

can detect gravity waves.

Gravity wave/bottom interactions result in several SAR surface

patterns. These patterns often outline the edges of shoals and coral

reefs, and thus can be used to plot their locations and general

shapes. The detection of these features on SAR imagery is limited

to those instances where a gravity wave field is present and where

shoals and coral reefs lie between two and fifty meters in depth.

No water depth information can be extracted from these patterns.

Currents flowing over shallow water bottom features not only can

j give the exact location of a feature, but in some cases give an in-

dication of that feature's structure. The depths of features de-

tected in this manner range between 1 and 30 meters. Strong statis-

tical correlations have been found between radar backscatter and

water depth in some cases. However, in these cases, radar backscat-

ter is also dependent on current speed and wind speed and direction.

If these parameters can be measured or estimated, then the potential

exists to extract water depth information from radar image intensity.

Although a high correlation exists between the occurrence of in-

ternal waves and the presence of a deep water bottom feature, the

12
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internal waves give only a limited indication of the type or exact

location of the bottom feature. At the present time, all that can

be inferred from the presence of an internal wave on a SAR image is

the presence of a bottom feature in the region. The same general

statements are true for frontal boundaries which are due to deep-

water upwelling.

The studies conducted over the past four years at ERIM have dem-

onstrated the potential of SAR imagery for the detection and location

of bottom features which may be hazardous to surface and subsurface

navigation. Although there is no spaceborne SARs in operation

today, a significant number of new systems are scheduled for the

near future, insuring a world wide source of data. These systems

include both Shuttle-borne (Spacelab, SIR-B, SAR-FACILITY, SIR-C) as

well as satellite-borne (ERS-l [ESA], ERS-l [Japan], Radarsat

[Canada]) SARs. Therefore, in the near future SAR imagery will

represent a viable and continual source of information for use by

hydrographers in the updating of navigation charts.

13
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3
SURVEY OF SAR DATA

The approach taken during previous research efforts (e.g.,

Kasischke, et al., 1980; 1982) was to conduct in-depth analyses of a

limited number of Seasat test sites in order to determine the types

of bottom-related surface patterns which appear on SAR imagery as

well as begin to understand the mechanisms responsible for their

appearance. During the present study, a survey of the Seasat SAR

data set was completed and a survey of he SIR-A SAR data set con-

ducted. Two aircraft data sets were also reviewed. The purpose of

these surveys was two-fold: to determine the frequency that bottom-

related surface patterns appear on SAR imagery, and to determine how

SARs with different sensor parameters detect bottom-related surface

patterns. In the following sections, results of the surveys will be

presented along with case studies from each SAR system.

3.1 SEASAT SAR DATA

The characteristics of the Seasat SAR have been discussed in a

past report (Kasischke, et al., 1982) and will not be reviewed here.

The Seasat satellite collected SAR imagery during approximately 370

of the 1500 orbits it was in operation. SAR imagery from a total of

212 Seasat orbits were reviewed during the survey performed during

this study. The remaining Seasat imagery was not included in the

survey for one or more of the following reasons:

1. The imagery was not processed,

2. The imagery was of land areas only, or

3. The imagery was collected over ice covered regions, or deep

water regions where few deep-water bottom features existed.

The first step in the Seasat survey was to develop a uniform

classification code for both bottom feature types and bottom-related

surface patterns on SAR images.

15
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Ten separate classes of bottom features were identified. These

are:

1. Deep Water Banks (banks in water deeper than 100 meters),

2. Deep Water Ridges (submarine ridges in water deeper than

100 meters),

3. Deep Water Shelves (shelves in water deeper than 100

meters),

4. Sea Mounts,

5. Continental Shelves (continental shelves in water shallower

than 100 meters),

6. Sand Banks and Shallow Water Shoals,

7. Shoal Areas Surrounding Islands,

8. Shallow Water Banks (large banks, generally in the

Carribean, with depths shallower than 20 meters),

9. Coral Reefs, and

10. Mud Banks (often submerged at high tide, but can be detected

and charted at low water).

In Table 1, six distinct types of SAR-observed bottom-related

surface patterns were identified. Surface pattern types V and VI

from Table 1 are both internal wave patterns and are quite similar

in appearance. The distinction between these two types is that one

occurs in shallow water (<100 m) while the other occurs in deep

water. For recognition purposes, the six types of patterns identi-

fied in Table 1 can be grouped into five distinct classes: changes

in radar backscatter (image tone), frontal boundary patterns, inter-

nal wave patterns, striped patterns and striated or banded patterns.

Table 2 summarizes the types of bottom features each class of surface

patterns are associated with. Examples of the five classes of pat-

terns are presented in Figure 1.

16
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF BOTTOM FEATURES ASSOCIATED

WITH SAR SURFACE PATTERNS

SAR Surface Patterns Bottom Features

Change in Radar Backscatter Sand Banks and Shallow Water Shoals
Shoal Areas Surrounding Islands
Shallow Water Banks
Coral Reefs
Mud Banks

Frontal Boundaries Deep Water Banks
Deep Water Ridges
Deep Water Shelves
Seamounts

Internal Waves Deep Water Banks
Deep Water Ridges
Deep Water Shelves
Seamounts
Continental Shelves

Striped Pattern Sand Banks and Shallow-Water Shoals
Shoal Area Surrounding Islands
Shallow-Water Banks
Coral Reefs

Banded Pattern Sand Banks and Shallow Water Shoals
Shallow-Water Banks

i
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Change in Radar Backscatter Frontal Boundary

Internal Waves

Striped Pattern Banded Pattern

Figure 1. Five Classes of Bottom-Related Surface Patterns Observed
on Seasat SAR Imagery

F/ 18
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For consistency, during this year's study all passes of Seasat

SAR imagery were reviewed, including those passes used in past

studies. The following procedure was used during the survey of

Seasat SAR imagery: first, the ground track of each of the 212

passes was marked on a hydrographic chart. The Seasat SAR imagery

of each pass was interpreted, and the position of each pattern which

resembled a bottom-related surface patterns was plotted on the chart.

The position of the SAR surface patterns were then compared to the

position of the known bottom features. In addition, those bottom

features which did not have an associated SAR surface pattern were

noted as well as those surface patterns which did not correlate to

any known bottom feature (i.e., possible false alarms).

Appendix A to this report contains the complete survey of the

212 Seasat passes in tabular form. These tables list, for each

Seasat pass, the names of the bottom features within the ground track

of that pass, the type of each bottom feature, and the associated

SAR surface pattern for each specific feature.

Table 3 presents a summary of the survey of Seasat SAR data pre-

sented in Appendix A. This table contains a summary of the number

of times a SAR surface pattern was associated with a given type of

bottom feature. From Table 3, it can be seen that the deep water

bottom features (banks, ridges, shelfs, and seamounts) had an asso-

ciated surface pattern on Seasat SAR imagery well over 80 percent of

the time. Most of the deep water features surveyed were located in

the eastern North Atlantic Ocean. This area is discussed in more

detail in Section 3.1.1.4.

Shallow water bottom features (sand banks, shoals, and large

shallow bank edges such as the Great Bahama Bank) had an associated

surface pattern on Seasat SAR imagery 67 percent of the time. Coral

reefs were not well detected on Seasat SAR imagery. This bottom fea-

ture type will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.1.2.

19
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF THE SURVEY OF SEASAT SAR

IMAGERY-DISTRIBUTION OF SAR SURFACE PATTERNS
BY BOTTOM FEATURE TYPE

SAR Surface Number of Percent
Bottom Feature Type Pattern Occurrences Occurrences

Deep Water Banks Internal Wave 24 46
Frontal Boundary 9 17.5
Both* 10 19.
Sub-Total 43
No Pattern 9 17.5

Deep Water Ridges Internal Wave 17 61
Frontal Boundary 3 1
Both* 4 14
Sub-Total 7
No Pattern 4 14

Deep Water Shelves Internal Wave 6 46
Frontal Boundary 1 8
Both* 5 38
Sub-Total 7
None 1 8

Seamounts Internal Wave 8 67
Both* 1 8
Sub-Total 9
None 3 25

Continental Shelves Internal Wave 117 59
None 81 41

Sand Banks and Shallow Water Band 46 39
Shoals Stripe 5 4

Change in Radar Backscatter 24 20
Sub-Total 75 64
None 43 36

Shoal Areas Surrounding Islands Change in Radar Backscatter 30 91
Stripe 2 6
Sub-Total 32 97
None 1 3

Shallow Water Banks Stripe 90 56
Change in Radar Backscatter 11 7
Sub-Total 67
None 60 37

Cora) Reefs Change in Radar Backscatter 18 28
Stripe 1 2
Sub-Total 19 30
None 46 70

Mud Banks Change in Radar Backscatter 26 100
None 0 0

*Both Internal Waves and Frontal Boundary Patterns
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The high detection rate of mud banks (100 percent) was entirely ex-

pected, since SARs can detect land/water boundaries well. However

obvious, the value of being able to chart the locations of mud banks,

which are often submerged during high tides, should not be

overlooked.

Numerous examples of bottom-related surface patterns observed on

Seasat SAR imagery have been presented in previous investigations

(see e.g., Kasischke, et al., 1980; 1982; 1983; Shuchman and

Kasischke, 1979; Lyzenga, 1981; Kenyon, 1981; 1983; Kasischke and

Lyzenga, 1983; Lodge, 1983; or Fu and Holt, 1982). Additional exam-

ples are also presented below.

3.1.1 TEST CASE STUDIES

Seasat SAR imagery from four areas were examined to further docu-

ment and study the occurrence of bottom-related surface patterns.

These areas were the Cay Sal Bank, Dry Tortugas, coral reefs in the

Bahamas, and deep-water bottom features in the eastern North Atlantic

Ocean.

3.1.1.1 Cay Sal Bank

Figure 2 presents Seasat SAR imagery collected over the Cay Sal

Bank during Rev. 809 on 22 August 1978 at approximately 13:25 GMT.

Corresponding bathymetry for this area is illustrated in Figure 3.

Cay Sal Bank is a 4000 km2 bank which lies midway between Florida,

Cuba, and the Great Bahama Bank. The average depth of this bank is

about 8 meters, while the channels surrounding the bank are between

*600 and 900 meters in depth.

The outline of the Cay Sal Bank is clearly visible on the Seasat

image (C7 to H9 to A13). Land features on the image include the

Florida Keys (Cl to J1), Cuba (J12 to El5), Cay Sal (H9), Anguilla

Cays (A12 to A13), Damas Cays (B9), Dog Rocks (B8) and Double Headed

Shot Cays (F7 to G8).

21
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As indicated on Figure 4, strong currents flow on all three sides

of the Cay Sal Bank. These currents are believed to be responsible

for many of the patterns present on the Seasat imagery in Figure 2.

A small cyclonic vortex pattern can be seen at C13 to D13 in Figure

2. Vortices have been observed on other Seasat imagery (Fu and Holt,

1982; pg. 82). The wave-like patterns off the coast of Florida (D2

to H4) are believed to be the surface effects of the bottom boundary

layer of the Gulf Stream adjusting to changes in the Stream's inte-

rior flow as it passes over the bottom. These patterns are similar

to those observed by Fu and Holt (1982) and discussed by Mollo-

Christensen (1981). Finally, the dark stripe along the Florida Keys

(Bl to H2) can be seen to correspond to the edge of the continental

shelf in this region.

The environmental conditions present at the time Rev. 809 Seasat

SAR data were collected are summarized in Table 4. The meteorologi-

cal data were estimated using National Weather Service weather obser-

vation summaries from Miami and Key West, Florida. The tide condi-

tions were calculated using tide tables from Kline (1978) along with

the generalized tide flow model developed in previous DMA/NRL spon-

sored studies (Kasischke, et al., 1982.). The dark stripe between

Cay Sal and Anguila Cays (H9 to A13) in Figure 2, is believed to be

caused by the flood tide flowing onto the bank. The other edges of

the Cay Sal Bank are believed to be detected due to a combination of

the flood tides flowing onto the bank as well as interactions between

the strong currents (e.g., the Gulf Stream) in this area and the edge

of the bank. The striated or banded patterns along the northern edge

of the bank (G7 to H8) are quite similar to those typically found

over sand banks. The chart of this area, however, reveals no sand

banks at these points.

Seasat imaged all or portions of the Cay Sal Bank on five sepa-

rate occasions. These occurrences are summarized in Table 4, along

with the estimated wind speed and direction and tidal conditions for

25
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this area at these times. On four of the five times Seasat imaged

the Cay Sal Bank, a bottom-related surface pattern similar to that

in Figure 2 was present. Possible explanations why Seasat did not

image the Cay Sal Bank during Rev. 608 (see Table 4) include insuffi-

cient currents at the time of the SAR overpass or too low of wind

speeds to generate the small-scale surface waves necessary to detect

a surface pattern.

A final observation on this data set is that on DMA Chart No.

11461, the following note is made regarding the position of the Dog

Rocks and their surrounding shoals: "Reported to lie 1 1/2 miles

eastward of charted position." Since these small islands are clearly

detectable on the SAR imagery (B8), Seasat data can be used to verify

the positions of these islands. This would require obtaining

digitally-processed data from the area as well as using sophisticated

geometric correction algorithms such as those developed by Curlander

and Brown (1981).

3.1.1.2 Dry Tortugas

Seasat SAR imagery of the western end of the Florida keys is

presented in Figure 5 (Seasat Rev. 766, 19 August 1978, 13:20 GMT).

The bathymetry for this region is presented in Figure 6 (after NOS

Chart No. 11434). This image covers the region from Key West (Gl)

to the Dry Tortugas (BlO to C9). There are many patterns in Figure

5 which occur directly over the sand ridges and shoals in this area.

They include:

1. Distinct changes of radar return intensity and banded pat-

terns are both present over the sand banks making up the Dry

Tortugas (BlO to C9). The Dry Tortugas contain five small

keys which are situated on three larger sand banks. These

banks are located in water of 1 to 2 m in depth and are sur-

rounded by 15 to 20 m deep water.

28
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2. The Rebecca and Isaac Shoals (D 7/8) are indicated by small
areas of distinct changes in image tone. These shoals are
in water 3 to 5 m in depth and are surrounded by 10 m deep
water.

3. The western edge of the Half Moon Shoal (E7) is visible on
the Seasat image as a banded pattern. This shoal is approxi-

mately 5 m deep and is next to 15 m deep water.

4. Between Half Moon Shoal (E7) and the Marquesas Keys (F3), a
large region of changes in image tone exists. This region
corresponds to a large bank in water 2 to 3 m deep bordered
by water which is over 10 meters deep.

5. There are several banded patterns between the Marquesas Keys
(F2/3). These most likely correspond to tidally formed
longitudinal sand ridges similar to those found in many areas

of strong tidal action (e.g., the Tongue of the Ocean,
Nantucket Shoals or the English Channel, see Kasischke, et
al., 1980; 1982).

6. The small dark areas (low radar return) on the image (F4 and
Gl to G2) most likely correspond to regions of exposed sand
banks.

7. The subtle change in radar return at position E4 to D6 cor-
relates to the location of the New Ground Shoal. This shoal

is in water 3 to 5 m in depth, with the adjacent water over
15 m deep.

8. The edge of the continental shelf in this region (F9 to Hl)

is expressed as a subtle stripe or a change in image tone on

the SAR imagery.

Ancillary environmental data for this region was obtained by con-

* suiting the weather records and tide tables from Key West, Florida.
At the time of the Seasat overpass of this region, there were 10 knot
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Figure 5. Seasat SAR Image of Dry Tortugas (Rev. 766, 19 August
1978, Optically Processed Data Courtesy of JPL)
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Figure 6a. Hydrographic Chart of Key West to Quick Sands (Depths in Fathoms,
After BMA Chart No. 11434, Sombrero Key to Dry Tortugas).
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winds from 1350 (T). Since the winds had been light (-10 knots) for

the previous four days, the local sea present was most likely light.

Tide tables for this area indicate the Seasat data were collected

near maximum flood tide. Tidal currents at Key West were estimated

to be 1.5 knots with a heading of 0200 (T). From these data, we can

conclude that the surface patterns present on the Seasat SAR images

were most likely the result of the tidally driven currents flowing

over the bottom features in this region.

Seasat imaged the Dry Tortugas region on two other occasions

(Revs. 522 and 802). On both occasions, patterns similar to those

present on Figure 4 were also visible on the Seasat images.

Finally, the image in Figure 5 presents an interesting case study

of the detection of islands on Seasat SAR imagery. The Dry Tortugas

are made up of five small keys, each between 0.1 to 0.3 km2.

These small keys are difficult to detect on the Seasat image.

Loggerhead Key (ClO) is the most apparent, and it is visible as a

small dark patch on the image. In contrast, the small keys between

Key West (Gl) and the Marquesas Keys (F3) are quite visible on the

SAR imagery as bright returns. Most of these keys are as small as

those in the Dry Tortugas. The explanation to this apparent contra-

diction is obtained through examination of the smaller scale charts

of these areas. DMA Chart No. 11439 (Sand Key to Rebecca Shoal) in-

dicates that most of the keys in this region consist of mangrove

swamps, while DMA Chart No. 11438 (Dry Tortugas) indicates these keys

are essentially flat, sand spits. The mangrove swamps would appear

bright on the Seasat SAR imagery because the vegetation would be

detected as a rough surface by the SAR, whereas the sand covered keys

would have a specular reflection for the L-band Seasat SAR wave-j length, resulting in a dark return on the imagery.

I
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3.1.1.3 Carribean Coral Reefs

During a previous year's effort (Kasischke, et al., 1982), Seasat

SAR imagery of the eastern Great Bahama Bank was examined for surface

patterns associated with the large patches of coral heads found in

this region. It was concluded from this earlier analysis that the

large regions of coral were not detectable on Seasat SAR imagery be-

cause of the absence of a physical ocean process (i.e., waves or

currents) in these areas.

Figure 7 presents two Seasat images collected over nearly the

same region of the Bahamas on two separate occasions. These images

are of the northern edge of the Little Bahama Bank, including Sale

Cay, and were collected during Seasat Revs. 450 and 1110. Examina-

tion of the corresponding hydrographic chart of this region in

Figure 8 (after DMA Chart No. 26320: Northwest and Northeast

Providence Channels) indicates that the dark stripe on the Rev. 450

image (A5 to Dl) corresponds to the edge of the Little Bahama Bank,

while the mottled line (C3 to El) corresponds to a coral reef at the

edge of the bank. On the Rev. 1110 image, a slight change in image

tone is present at the coral reef (D2 to El), but no pattern is

detected at the edge of the bank.

The difference in the land/water contrast between these two

images is probably due to differences in incidence angle as well as

wind conditions. The portion of Rev. 450 shown in Figure 7 is from

sub-swaths 1 and 2, while the portion of Rev. 1110 is from

sub-swaths 3 and 4. Under some conditions such a contrast reversal

is observed from subswath 1 to subswath 4 in the same image, due to

the more rapid falloff of the radar cross section over water than

over land. Additionally, or alternatively, the wind speed may have

been higher during Rev. 450 than during Rev. 1110, causing a higher

radar cross section over water in the former case. Changes in the

radar cross section of the land surface (e.g., due to a recent

rainfall) are also possible but less likely.
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The region of the Little Bahama Bank presented in Figure 7 was

imaged on ten different occasions by the Seasat SAR. It therefore

offers an excellent opportunity to further analyze the appearance or

absence of surface patterns associated with the types of coral reefs

found in this region.

For this area, all ten passes of Seasat SAR imagery were examined

for surface patterns. For each pass, the tidal stage was predicted

from tide tables (Kline, 1978), the estimated water height above mean

low water springs estimated, and a tidal current velocity predicted.

These latter two parameters were estimated using the techniques

developed during previous studies (Kasischke, et al., 1982). Pre-

sented in Table 5 are each Seasat Revolution, Date, Time (GMT), es-

timated water height (above mean low water springs), estimated cur-
rent speed, and whether or not a surface pattern was present on the

SAR imagery.

DMA Chart No. 26320 indicates that the reefs in the region being

studied uncover at low water springs. However, we do not think the
reefs uncovered during the times the imagery investigated during this

analysis was collected. Our reasoning for this is as follows: The

lowest predicted tide height was during Rev. 1110. If the reefs were

exposed at this time, we would expect them to be clearly identifiable

on the imagery. However, comparison of the Rev. 1110 imagery versus

the Rev. 450 in Figure 7 imagery clearly shows that the more distinct

pattern is present on the Rev. 450, which had a higher predicted
water depth. It is believed this more distinct pattern is associated

with a current flowing over the coral reef.

The estimated water depth versus current velocities listed in

Table 5 were plotted for the ten passes in Figure 9. With one

exception, no surface patterns were detected when the water depth
was greater than two feet and the estimated current velocity was

0 -less than -l m/s. The only exception to this rule was Rev. 1239.

35
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Figure 8. Hydrographic Chart of Northern Edge of
j Little Bahama Bank (DMA Chart No.

26320, Soundings in Fathoms and Feet)
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These observations seem to support the following hypothesis for

detection of coral reefs in this region: when the water depth is

less than two feet over the reefs, a current velocity of less than 1

m/s is necessary to generate a bottom-related surface pattern. When

the water depth is greater than two feet, a current velocity of

greater than 1 m/s is necessary. Explanations for the detection of

a surface pattern during Rev. 1239 include the possibilities that

the current velocity was higher than estimated or the water depth

was lower than estimated.

Although the overall detection rate of coral reefs was low (30

percent from Table 3), this figure included nineteen cases from the

interior of the Great Bahama Bank, where due to calm water condi-

tions, one would anticipate no detectable surface patterns. If these

cases are removed, the detection rates do increase to over 40 per-

cent. The conclusion which can be drawn from the present analysis

is that if SAR data are collected at the proper times (i.e., near

low water when there are maximum tidal currents), then coral reefs

at the edges of banks may be detected.

3.1.1.4 Eastern North Atlantic Ocean

During a previous year's study, Seasat SAR imagery collected dur-

ing the JASIN experiment were examined for bottom-related surface

patterns (see e.g., Kasischke, et al., 1982). This analysis was ex-

panded in several directions during the present study. First, the

Seasat imagery collected was examined over ther entire coverage

region, not just the JASIN area, and this data set was expanded to

include all imagery collected over this region. And second, a theo-

retical analysis was conducted to determine the hydrodynamic mecha-

nisms responsible for the formation of these deep water surface pat-

terns. This latter analysis is discussed in Chapter 5.
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The same procedures used in past analyses were implemented in

this study (see Kasischke, et al., 1982). The JASIN data set pre-

viously examined was expanded to include Seasat Revs. 590, 785, 1149,

1307 and 1359. The results of this expanded analysis are summarized

in Tables 6 and 7. From these tables, it can be seen that 67 percent

of the deep water features had an associated internal wave pattern,

28 percent an associated frontal boundary, and 82 percent had either

an internal wave and/or a frontal boundary. These results are con-

sistent with the previous year's analysis. A more complete discus-

sion of this data set is presented in the paper by Kasischke, et al.

(1983a) which is included in Appendix C to this report.

3.2 SIR-A SAR DATA

Part of the scientific payload onboard NASA's second Space

Shuttle mission in November of 1981 was an L-band SAR, almost identi-

cal to the one carried by Seasat. This system was named the Shuttle

Imaging Radar-A, or SIR-A for short. During the two and one-half

day shuttle mission, SIR-A collected almost eight hours of data which

contained approximately ten million square kilometers of imagery.

Because the SAR signal histories were optically recorded onboard the

shuttle, SIR-A did not have to be within sight of a ground receiving

station, like Seasat, in order to record the SAR signal histories,

and could collect data anywhere along its orbital track. Figure 10

presents the ground coverage collected by SIR-A. For a more complete

£description of the SIR-A mission, the reader is referred to Ford,

et al. (1983).

A comparison of the SIR-A versus Seasat system parameters is

presented in Table 8 (after Ford, et al., 1983). A major goal of

the SIR-A mission was to collect spaceborne SAR imagery suitable for

geologic applications. To meet the scientific goals of this experi-

ment, an incidence angle of approximately 47* was used (compared to

the 20* incidence angle used on Seasat). Figure 11 (after Guinard

41
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCES OF BOTTOM-RELATED SURFACE PATTERNS

ON SEASAT SAR IMAGERY COLLECTED OVER
THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC

SAR SAR-Observed Pattern

Bottom Feature Covered Revolution Internal Frontal

by Seasat SAR Number Wave Boundary

Rockall Bank 547 X
556 X
714 X
757 X
791 X
958 X X

1044
1087 X

Anton Dohrn Seamount 547 X X
556 X
599 X
791

West Shetland Shelf 642 X
762 X
1359 X

Malin Shelf 547 X
633 X
791 X
834

Hebrides Terrace Seamount 547 X
642 X
791

Hebrides Shelf 590 X
599
633
642
719
762 X
834 X
1006 X
1049
1307
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCES OF BOTTOM-RELATED SURFACE PATTERNS

ON SEASAT SAR IMAGERY COLLECTED OVER
THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC (Continued)

SAR SAR-Observed Pattern

Bottom Feature Covered Revolution Internal Frontal
by Seasat SAR Number Wave Boundary

Iceland-Faeroe Rise 719 X
762 X X
958 X
1044 X X
1087 X
1149 X

Bill Bailey's Bank 719 X X
757
1006 X
1044
1049 X X
1087 X
1307

Lousy Bank 633 X X
590 X
791 X
834 X
958 X
1006
1044 X X
1049 X X
1087 X

Hatton Bank 547
791 X
958 X
1044 X

George Bligh Bank 547 X
791 X
958 X
1044 X
1087 X

Faeroe Bank 556 x
719 X
757 X X
762 X X
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCES OF BOTTOM-RELATED SURFACE PATTERNS

ON SEASAT SAR IMAGERY COLLECTED OVER
THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC (Continued)

SAR SAR-Observed Pattern

Bottom Feature Covered Revolution Internal Frontal
by Seasat SAR Number Wave Boundary

Faeroe Shelf 556 X
599 X X
642 X X
714 X
757
762 X X
1149 X

Wyville-Thomson Ridge 556 X
599 X
642 X
719 X
757
762 X X

Ymir Ridge 556 X
599 X
642 X
719 X
757 X
1049 X

4 North Feni Ridge 547 X X
556 X
590 X
633
757
791 X l
834

1006 X X
1049 X

South Feni Ridge 556 X

Rosemary Bank 556 X
599 X
633 X X
757
834 X

1006 X x
1049 x

2' 1307
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCES OF BOTTOM-RELATED SURFACE PATTERNS

ON SEASAT SAR IMAGERY COLLECTED OVER
THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC (Concluded)

SAR SAR-Observed Pattern

Bottom Feature Covered Revolution Internal Frontal
by Seasat SAR Number Wave Boundary

Iceland Continental Shelf 547
590 X
633 X
719 X
762 X
791 X
834

Norway Continental Shelf 556 X
599

757 X

Ormonde Seamount 785 X

Gettysburg Seamount 785 X

Agadir Seamount 785

Coral Patch Seamount 785 x

Porcupine Bank 599 X
642 X

North Atlantic Ridge 556 X
599 x
642 X
714 X
757 X

4
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF DETECTIONS OF DEEP WATER TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES

BY SEASAT SAR IMAGERY USING DATA COLLECTED OVER
THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC

Total Number of Total Number of
Total Number of Occurrences of Occurrences of

easat Deep-Water Bottom Internal Waves Frontal Boundaries
Revolution Features Covered Over Features Over Features

547 8 6 3

556 11 7 4

590 4 4 0

599 9 6 1

633 6 4 2

642 8 6 3

714 3 3 0

719 7 5 2

757 10 5 1

762 7 7 4

785 4 2 0

791 9 5 4

834 6 3 0

958 5 4 2

1006 5 2 4

1044 6 4 2

1049 6 4 2

1087 5 4 1

1149 2 2 0

1307 3 0 0

1359 1 1 0

Total 125 84 35

Percent 67% 28%
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TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF SEASAT AND SIR-A SAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Seasat SAR SIR-A

ORBIT

Altitude, km 795 259

Inclintion, deg. 108 38

RADAR

Frequency, GHz 1.275 1.278

Wavelength, cm 23.5 23.5

System Bandwidth, MHz 19 6

Transmit Pulse Length, us 33.4 30.4

Pulse Repetition Frequency, Hz 1463 to 1640 1464 to 1824

Transmitted Peak Power, W 1000 1000

Time-Bandwidth Product 634 182

Polarization HH HH

ANTENNA:

Dimensions, m 10.74 x 2.16 9.4 x 2.16

Look Angle, deg. 20 * 3 47 * 3

INCIDENCE ANGLE, deg. 23 * 3 50 * 3

SWATH WIDTH, km 100 50

RESOLUTION, m 25 x 25 40 x 40

DATA RECORDING Ground Station; Digital Onboard; Optical

SIGNAL CORELATION Optical and Digital Optical

48
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and Daley, 1971) illustrates the effect of depression angle (which

equals 900 minus the incidence angle) on L-band radar return from a

water surface. It can be seen that for the SIR-A incidence angle,

the radar backscatter from a water surface is approximately 15 dB

lower than for the Seasat incidence angle. In terms of visibility

on a SAR image, this relationship indicates that a pattern detected

on Seasat imagery would not be as visible on SIR-B imagery. Hence,

it was initially felt that the SIR-A imagery collected over oceanic

areas would contain very little information. In an overall compari-

son, the SIR-A imagery did not contain as much information over water

areas as did Seasat imagery. However, our examination of the imagery

did reveal several circumstances where bottom-related surface pat-

terns could be detected.

SIR-A was originally scheduled to operate over a four-day period.

However, due to technical difficulties, the second Shuttle mission

was shortened to two and one-half days. This abbreviation was

fortuitious for the present study in that more SAR imagery of oceanic

regions was collected than was originally planned.

Because the SIR-A SAR was optimized to collect imagery over land

areas (therefore resulting in a lower probability of detecting ocean

surface patterns than the Seasat SAR), a much less stringent and

exhaustive analysis was performed on the SIR-A imagery than was

performed on the Seasat data set. All twenty passes (or Data Takes)

of SIR-A imagery were examined . These Data Takes ranged from 248

to 2515 seconds in length. Given the shuttle velocity of 7 km/sec,

this translates to ground surface lengths of approximately 1700 to

17,600 km.

For the SIR-A data set, imagery from each pass was reviewed.

All surface patterns believed to be bottom-related were noted and

their geographic locations were determined. These patterns were then

compared to bathymetric charts of the same region. A total of 16

50
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bottom-related surface patterns were detected on the SIR-A data set.

Table 9 presents a summary of the SIR-A observations. Presented in

this table are the Data Take Number, Date, Time ON/OFF (GMT), length

of pass in seconds, observed SAR surface patterns and corresponding

bottom feature. From Table 9, it can be seen that there were fifteen

examples of SIR-A-observed surface patterns related to a bottom fea-

ture. We will review five of these areas in the remainder of this

section.

3.2.1 SOUTHEAST BAHAMAS

SIR-A imaged the southeastern portion of the Bahama Island group

during Data Take 24BB on 13 November 1981 at approximately 22:20 GMT.

In this section, we will present imagery collected over three island

groupings: Crooked/Acklins Islands, Mayaguana Island and the Caicos

Islands. At the time of the SIR-A overpass, the tide stage (after

Kline, 1981) was approximately 1.5 hours after high water. Wind

conditions for this image (from weather records in Miami, Florida

and San Juan, Puerto Rico) were light (4-6 knots) from the west.

Figure 12 presents SIR-A imagery collected over Crooked and

Acklins Islands. The smaller islands in the upper right-hand corner

of this image are the Plana Cays. The corresponding bathymetry for

this region is presented in Figure 13 (after DMA Chart No. 26280).

Of particular note on this image are the narrow white band which

lies along the northern shores of the islands and the gravity wave

pattern which can be detected. Measurement of this wave field from

the SAR imagery indicates a swell with a wavelength of approximately

250 m, with a direction of propagation towards 170*(T).

Figure 14 (after Kline, 1981) gives a clearer picture of the al-

most continuous reef which lies along the northern edge of Crooked

and Acklins Islands. The white band on the SIR-A imagery is

believed to be the surf zone where the waves are breaking on the

51'I ________ __________
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reef. The gaps in the reef (F6/F7) are clearly visible on the SAR

image. Although not as clear, the reefs north of Plana Cays (L4 to

N3) can also be detected.

Two areas of wave refraction, which indicate shoaling water, are

also detected on this image. These areas include the northeast tip

of Acklins Island (15) and the eastern edge of the Plana Cays (N3).

Figure 15 presents the SIR-A imagery collected over Mayaguana

Island. The corresponding area from the hydrographic chart for this

region is shown in Figure 16 (after DMA Chart No. 26260). Again,

the coral reefs along the northern edge of the island are indicated

by a bright line (B2 to Dl). Several other important observations

can be made from this image. First, the island forms a wave shadow

on the southern side of the island, where no waves can be seen on

the SAR image. This indicates the waves are coming from the north.

Second, the extensive reef at Abraham Bay (D4 to E3) is not detected

on the SAR image. There are several possible reasons for this: (1)

no waves are breaking on this reef (because of the island shadow),

hence no breaker line; (2) there are no current-induced surface pat-

terns because of low tidal current velocities; or (3) if tidal

generated surface patterns are subtle, the SIR-A SAR is not

sensitive enough to detect these surface patterns.

Figure 17 presents SIR-A imagery of the western portion of the

Caicus Islands, while Figure 18 depicts a portion the hydrographic

chart from this area (after DMA Chart No. 26260). On this image,

the coral reefs on the western (D4 to D6) and northern portion (D3

to Fl) of the islands are again detected. It is not known if the

large gap in the imagery at location C6 is due to a gap in the reefs
or no breaking waves. There is also a region of subtle changes in
radar image intensity along the southern edge of the Caicos Bank (F7

| to H6). These patterns occur quite near the southern edge of the

Caicos Banks, and therefore may be bottom related. However, they
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are quite similar in appearance to surface patterns associated with

wind slicks or surface upwelling slicks (see Ford, et al., 1983),

which may or may not be related to a bottom feature.

3.2.2 TONGUE OF THE OCEAN

SIR-A imaged the Tongue of the Ocean (TOTO) region of the Bahamas

during Data Take 18 at approximately 13:30 GMT on 13 November 1981.

The imagery from this overpass is presented in Figure 19, with the

corresponding bathymetry shown in Figure 20. This particular region

was extensively imaged by Seasat and has been analyzed during pre-

vious year's efforts (see Kasischke, et al., 1982). Although faint,

surface patterns similar to those observed on Seasat SAR imagery are

also present on the SIR-A imagery (07).

Examination of the tide charts for this area (Kline, 1981) re-

veals that high water occured at 13:26 GMT, almost coincident with

the SIR-A overpass. The current model developed for this region

(Kasischke, et al., 1982) indicates little or no currents at high

water. Since the presence of a current is believed to be necessary

for the appearance of bottom-related surface patterns in this region

(see Kasischke, et al., 1983), it is not surprising that SIR-A did

not detect more distinct patterns over the TOTO region.

3.2.3 EASTERN AUSTRALIA

Figure 21 presents SAR imagery collected by SIR-A during Data

Take 22 off the northeast coast of Australia on 13 November 1983 at

approximately 17:35 GMT. By comparing the positions of the numerous

ovate patterns in the SAR image to the bathymetric chart of this

region in Figure 22, we can see that these patterns correspond to

the numerous coral reefs in this area.

The tide tables for this region indicate that the tidal stage at

the time of the Seasat overpass was approximately one hour before

low water. Since the reefs in this region uncover at low water, it
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Figure 15. SIR-A SAR Imagery of Mayaguana, Bahamas (Data
Take 24 BB, 13 November 1981, Optically
Processed Imagery Courtesy of NASA)
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* Figure 16. Hydrographic Chart of Mayaguana, Bahamas (After
DMA Chart No. 26260, Depth in Fathoms and Feet)
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Figure 17. SIR-A SAR Image of Caicos Islands,
Bahamas (SIR-A Data Take 24 BB,
13 November 1981, Optically Processed
Imagery Courtesy of NASA)
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Figure 20. Ground Coverage of SIR-A Imagery in Figure 19
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MW

is possible that the patterns in Figure 22 are the result of emergent

reefs, although they may be surface patterns on the ocean due to the

gravity waves breaking on the reefs.

3.2.4 DISCUSSION

Although the SIR-A SAR was not optimized to collect data over

water, surface patterns did exist on its imagery which were corre-

lated to bottom features. These examples serve to illustrate that a

shuttle-based SAR can be used to collect useful SAR imagery for de-

tection of navigation hazards.

The SIR-A images presented in this section also illustrate an-

other method whereby SAR images can be used to detect a shallow-water

bottom feature. The bright line where the gravity waves are breaking

on the coral reefs clearly delineates the outer edge of the reef. No

examples like these were found in the Seasat SAR data set. However,

no gravity waves were detected on Seasat images in the regions of

coral reefs either, probably because of the lack of a large enough

ambient swell.

The above SIR-A images reinforce several important concepts con-

cerning the use of SAR imagery (both SIR-A and Seasat) to detect

bottom features. The gravity wave field present on the imagery is

an important factor from several standpoints. First, the gravity

wave pattern dictates what to look for, and second, it dictates where

on the image to look. With a gravity wave field, we now know to look

for three surface patterns: (1) refraction patterns; (2) changes in

radar image intensity; and (3) bright lines which indicate regions

of breaking waves. We can also determine the direction of the waves

by looking at wave shadowing. This shadowing is important because

we would not expect to find bottom-related surface patterns associ-

ated with gravity waves in those areas where gravity waves do not

occur. Therefore, this is a clue to the hydrographer as to where to

look. Finally, throughout the summer months in the Carribean, the
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prevailing winds are from the southeast, and usually do not build up

any significant longperiod swell. However, the storms in the fall/

winter, which come from the north, usually produce a long period

swell, which then propagate into the Carribean and can break on

reefs. This illustrates the necessity of selecting imagery from

different time periods to take advantage of differing environmental

conditions, which are important in detecting certain bottom features.

3.3 APD-10 SAR DATA

During the past several years, two shallow-water coastal areas

have been extensively imaged by the aircraft APD-1O SAR system.

These two areas included the southeast coast of the North Sea, which

was imaged during the fall of 1979 during the Maritime Remote Sensing

(MARSEN) experiment, and the Nantucket Shoals area, which was imaged

during the Naval Research Laboratory Remote Sensing Experiment in

the summer of 1982.

The APD-10 system (built by Goodyear Aerospace) is a high reso-

lution side-looking reconnaissance radar operating at X-band (3.2

cm) and carried aboard a U.S. Marine F-4. The APD-10 has six modes

of operation, which provide a variety of standoff distances and also

provide either fixed target imagery (FTI) along with moving target

imagery (MTI). Imagery can be obtained from either side of the

>1 aircraft.

For the data presented in this paper, Mode 1 was used in which

FTI is recorded on 24 cm (9.5 inch) film in four channels. Each

channel is nominally 4.6 km (2.5 nmi) in width with an additional

0.46 km (0.25 nmi) overlap between adjacent channels. The nominal

resolution of the APD-10 is approximately 3 m in both azimuth and
slant range and is independent of altitude. The fixed slant-range

distance to the near edge of the recorded data is 4.6 km (2.5 nmi).

The nominal platform velocity of the APD-10 system is approximately

1/ 67
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210 mls. Table 10 lists the parameters of the UPD-1O system which

are of interest.

In the remainder of this section, APD-lO SAR imagery from both

the MARSEN and NRL Experiments test sites will be presented. This

imagery contains numerous surface patterns which are demonstrated to

be bottom related.

3.3.1 MARSEN DATA

The MARSEN experiment was conducted in the southern part of the

North Sea during August and September of 1979 with the primary goal

of further developing remote sensing techniques for the retrieval of

oceanographic information (see Shuchman, et al., 1983). The data

collected during this experiment included both remotely-sensed and

in situ measurements.

As part of the MARSEN experiment, APD-10 SAR imagery was col-

lected over two instrumented towers located in the North Sea. The

Nordsee Tower was located in 30 m deep water approximately 80 km due

west of the German island of Sylt, while the Noordwijk Tower was

located in 10 m deep water approximately 10 km west of the Dutch

Coast (see Figure 23). During each SAR data collection mission

(called a "Line") a number of passes were flown over one of the two

towers in order to image wind-generated gravity waves. During the

i ,lines over the Noordwijk Tower, a pass was also made over the south-

eastern shore of the North Sea. SAR imagery collected during this

pass on two separate dates forms the data set for the present

analysis.

3.3.1.1 Methods

SAR imagery from Line 8 (collected on 25 September 1979 at 1330

* GMT) and Line 6 (28 September 1979, 1320 GMT) were used in this

analysis. Two test sites from each pass were selected; Borkum Island

and Cuxhaven near the mouth of the Elbe River (see Figure 24).

.68
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TABLE 10
NOMINAL APD-1O RADAR PARAMETERS (MODE 1)

Vehicle Velocity 210 m/s

Along-Track Beamwidth 1.50

Incident Angle 0 - 90°

Swath Width 18.5 km Slant Range (four 4.63 km subswaths)

Wavelength 0.032 m

Polarization HH

Maximum Range 23.2 km

FM Rate 105 MHz/,sec

Pulse Width 0.95 psec

Resolution 3 m Slant Range

3 m Azimuth
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Figure 23. Map of Southeastern North Sea Showing Locations
of NoordwiJk and Nordsee Test Towers
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The APD-1O SAR data collected during MARSEN were precision opti-

cally processed and reviewed at ERIM. The data from two test sites

on the two different days were selected because they contained repre-

sentative examples of SAR observed surface patterns present on this

imagery and also because there were different tidal conditions pres-

ent at the time of the two overflights. Positive prints of the

imagery were obtained from all four channels of the data and mosaics

were produced. Clear cell overlays of the hydrographic charts to

the same scale as the SAR imagery (1:100,000) were generated. Cor-

relation between the SAR surface patterns and the bottom features in

the region were noted. Ancillary environmental data for each area

were obtained to better understand the hydrodynamic mechanisms re-

sponsible for the generation of the SAR-observed ocean surface

patterns.

3.3.1.2 Results

Figures 25 and 26 present APD-10 SAR imagery collected over the

Island of Borkum on 25 and 28 September, respectively. A portion of

the hydrographic chart for this area is presented in Figure 27.

Table 11 summarizes the ancillary environmental data available for

these dates.

One observation which is immediately apparent from a comparison

of the two images is that the tidal height (above the chart datum)

was higher on 25 September than it was on 28 September. The evidence

for this observation is that there is more exposed, dry land on

Figure 26 than on Figure 25 (compare Memmert, Borkum, and

Rottumeroog and Lutje Horn Islands). The tide tables for these dates

indicate just the opposite (see summary in Table 11), i.e., the pre-

dicted tide height was greater on 28 September. One possible ex-

planation for this difference is that the offshore wind on 25

* September reduced the rising tide while the on-shore wind on 28

September added to the rising tide. Thus, it appears the tide

stages are not accurately reflected by the tables.

7/ 72
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It is clear from the APD-1O SAR images that most of the mud- and

sand-flats of this region are underwater at the times of the SAR

overpasses, and the land-water boundaries are distinct in the SAR

images. A portion of the hydrographic chart for this region (see

Figure 27) does not give an accurate portrayal of the shapes of the

islands of Memmert, Borkum, Juist, Lujte Horn, and Rottumeroog.

At first inspection, there does appear to be bottom information

on the APD-1O SAR imagery. For instance, on Figure 26, the channel

between Borkum and Juist (H5 to L), is visible on the SAR image as

a region of darker radar return. The shoal region to the north of

this channel appears as a series of bright streaks. The shoal re-

gions to the west of Borkum and Memmert (D4 and K4), to the west of

Juist (L4) and to the west of Lujte Horn (L) also appear as bright

streaks on both the images. However, there is no real consistent

correlation between all the shallow water features and the SAR

imagery in this area (for example, the channels south of Borkum).

Figure 28 presents APD-1O SAR imagery collected on 25 September

1979 near Cuxhaven, West Germany, while Figure 29 presents imagery

collected over the same region on 28 September. Figure 30 presents

a portion of the hydrographic chart for this region. Figure 28

contains some patterns which are related to bottom features. The

shoal areas north of Cuxhaven (C6 to C8) and at the southwest edge

.1 of Gelb Sand (Al to B3) appear as bright streaks on the imagery.

Similar patterns are visible on Figure 29, as well as numerous other

patterns.

Although there appears to be a greater number of patterns in

Figure 29 which are bottom related, it is difficult to consistently

correlate these patterns to any identifiable features on the map.

The channel at position F5 to H6 is clearly present as a dark radar

return, whereas the channel at position F3 appears as a series of

bright streaks. Many of the other patterns cannot be so readily

matched.
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Recent analysis of MARSEN SAR data collected over deep-water

areas has indicated that breaking waves result in the bright azimuth-

oriented streaks present throughout much of the APD-lO SAR imagery

collected over the North Sea (Lyzenga and Shuchman, 1983). In the

deep-water MARSEN data, these azimuth streaks appear throughout the

imagery, whereas in the shallow water data, there appears to be a

concentration of these streaks over shallow water features in certain

cases. Whether these streaks are due to wave breaking or current

effects is not known at this time.

In summary, the APD-lO X-band SAR images collected during MARSEN

present a very complex situation. Not only are there numerous

shoals, a complex bottom topography and tidal channels within the

region, but additionally there appears to be an azimuth streaking

phenomena which confuses interpretation of the data further.

3.3.2 NRL REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMENT DATA

Seasat SAR imagery collected over the Nantucket Shoals during

Rev. 880 (see Figure 31) generated considerable interest in both the

SAR and oceanography scientific communities because of the many sur-

face patterns which were found to be correlated to bottom features

(as documented in previous DMA/NRL studies; see Kasischke, et al.,

1980; 1982; and Shuchman, 1982). A workshop was held at Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institute in August of 1980 to define and plan an ex-

periment to further study the SAR-observed patterns in the Nantucket

Shoals region (Valenzuela and Chen, 1983). The purpose of this ex-

periment was to gain a better understanding of both the hydrodynamic

and electromagnetic mechanisms responsible for bottom-related surface

patterns on SAR imagery. This goal was to be achieved by collecting

aircraft SAR imagery simultaneously with meteorologic and oceanic

measurements over a sand bank in the Nantucket Shoals region. An

experiment was subsequently planned and carried out by the Naval

78
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41q

Figure 31. Seasat SAR Image of Nantucket Shoals (Rev. 880, 27 August
1973; Digitally Processed Imagery Courtesy of JPL)
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Research Laboratory (NRL). Based on results from the present inves-

tigation, we will discuss the correlation between the surface pat-

terns imagery present on the data collected during NRL Remote Sensing

Experiment and the bottom features in the area.

The NRL Remote Sensing Experiment took place during July of 1982

off Nantucket Island, Massachusetts. Although the primary study site

was the Phelps Bank, aircraft SAR imagery was collected over the

entire Nantucket Shoals region. The extent of the test site is in-

dicated by the solid line on Figure 32. SAR data was collected by

two U.S. Marine Corps RF-4 reconnaissance aircraft (identified as

Aircrafts 10 and 23 or AC1O and AC23). The USNS Hayes was stationed

near the Phelps Banks and performed extensive measurements of the

surface wind, current and wave conditions, in addition to other en-

vironmental observations. A single mission for four days (11-14 July

1982) was scheduled for each aircraft.

Seven flight lines were planned for each mission. Because of

weather conditions and equipment failures, one mission was flown by

each aircraft on 11 July and one mission was flown by a single

aircraft on 13 July. Because of the fuel consumption, only 6 out of

7 planned flight lines were collected during each mission. These

lines are presented in Figure 33. The flight lines for the 13 July

mission were modified from the original experiment plan. Figure 34

presents these modified flight lines. Table 12 summarizes important

aircraft parameters for each mission, while Table 13 summarizes the

ground track locations of each mission.

3.3.2.1 Analysis Methods

The analysis of the NRL Experiment SAR data set consisted of two

phases: (1) correlation of the SAR-observed surface patterns to

local bathymetric features, and (2) correlation of a subset of all

SAR-observed surface patterns to the ancillary environmental data.
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TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF FLIGHT PARAMETERS

FOR APD-1O SAR FLIGHTS

Ground Radar Aircraft
A/C Pass Time Track Look Altitude

Date No. No. (EDST) (6 True) Direction (ft.)

11 July 1982 10 4 1522-1528 13.6 R 11,000

11 July 1982 10 5 1532-1538 257.8 R 11,000

11 July 1982 10 2 1542-1546 342.9 R 11,000

11 July 1982 10 3 1550-1555 194.4 R 11,000

11 July 1982 10 6 1559-1608 312.6 R 11,000

11 July 1982 23 1 1435-1442 131.2 R 11,500

11 July 1982 23 2 1448-1453 343.2 R 11,300

11 July 1982 23 3 1457-1502 194.2 R 11,400

11 July 1982 23 4 1508-1512 15.4 R 11,400

11 July 1982 23 5 1517-1522 258.1 R 11,400

13 July 1982 10 2+  1411-1416 162.0 L 11,000

13 July 1982 10 3 1453-1457 194.0 R 11,000

13 July 1982 10 4 1420-1427 13.0 L 11,000

13 July 1982 10 5 1430-1436 258.0 R 11,000

+Pass flown in reverse direction
*Flight lines modified

t
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The APD-1O SAR data collected during the NRL Experiment was

survey-optically processed at El Toro NAS, California using a

Goodyear ES-83A correlator/processor. *rhe signal films and survey-

processed imagery were then forwarded to ERIM for further analysis

and precision processing.

Upon examination of the survey-processed imagery, numerous areas

were noted where the image intensity dramatically decreased. An

analysis of the phase histories recorded on the signal film revealed

numerous shifts in the Doppler spectrum, believed to be caused by

aircraft attitude changes during data collection. Because the Good-

year ES-83A processors operate on the assumption that the Doppler

spectrum position remains fixed during an entire pass, it generates

unfocused imagery with reduced intensity when Doppler spectrum shifts

are encountered. The ERIM precision optical processor has the ver-

satility to track the Doppler spectrum as it shifts and can produce

focused imagery which is more representative of the surface than that

produced by the ES-83A processor. Selected portions of APD-1O SAR

data set collected during SEBEX were optically-processed at ERIM.

Although additional analysis and precision processing could produce

higher quality imagery, the imagery produced at ERIM was of higher

quality than the Marine survey-processed imagery. Imagery at a scale

of 1:100,000 was produced.

* For the correlation of the SAR-observed surface patterns to

bathymetric features, the following procedure was used. First, the

positions of all surface patterns present on the SAR imagery, as well

as all land, buoys and ships, were marked onto clear cell overlays.

These were then placed over a composite hydrographic chart of the

area. This chart was generated by enlarging or reducing a set of

nautical and bathymetric charts from the Nantucket Shoals region to

the same scale [1:100,000] as the SAR imagery. These charts included

g Coastal and Geodetic Survey Chart No. 0708N-52 and National Ocean

Survey Chart Nos. 13203 and 13237. All sand banks and shoals within

, 189
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the coverage area of each pass were noted, as well as any SAR surface

patterns which occurred over these features. Also noted were the

occasions when a pattern on the SAR imagery did not occur over a

bottom feature which was present in the coverage area.

The following rating categories were used:

Strong - A clear, distinct pattern was present on the SAR imagery

over the bottom feature.

Subtle - A pattern was present on the SAR image which did not

give a clear indication as to the extent of the bottom

feature.

Mixed - A surface pattern was present on the SAR imagery which

was partially strong and partially subtle.

None - No surface pattern was present on the SAR imagery.

Finally, an in-depth correlation of the SAR imagery collected

over Middle and Fishing Rips with sea truth collected in these areas

was performed. This particular area was selected because detailed

ship-based current, wind and wave measurements were collected near

these areas at the times of the SAR overflights.

This analysis was performed by compiling ancillary environmental

data for those times that the SAR imaged the region and comparing

these data to the SAR images. Wind and wave measurements were taken

from the USNS Hayes and provided to ERIM in summary form for the en-

tire experiment data collection period (Valenzuela and Chen, 1982).

Three sets of current measurements were obtained. Eularian current

measurements were collected to the east of Phelps Bank, and summa-

rized by Greenewalt, et al. (1983). Langrangian current measurements

were collected west of Phelps Bank and summarized by Greenewalt and

Gordon (1982). The third set of current estimates were obtained

from NOAA Tidal Current Tables (NOAA, 1981).
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Figure 35 presents the location of the total ground coverage of
the APD-10 SAR overflights over the NRL Experiment test site. Also
presented in Figure 35 are the locations of the 62 individual sand
banks identified by number for the present analysis. Table 14 lists
these individual sand banks along with the estimated water depths
over and adjacent to these

sand banks.

Figures 36 and 37 present APD-10 SAR imagery collected during
Pass 2 on two separate missions conducted during the NRL Experiment.
Both images were collected over nearly the same surface area with
the radar illuminating the swath from west to east. Figure 36 was
collected by AC10 at 1540 EDT on 11 July, and Figure 37 was collected
by AClO at 1415 EDT on 13 July. Presented in Figure 38 is the hydro-
graphic chart of this region. The APD-10 images illustrate the types

of surface patterns present on the SAR imagery collected during this
experiment. It was observed that the surface patterns associated
with the bottom features ranged from very subtle to quite dramatic.
For example, the patterns over the Old Man and Fishing Rips in
Figure 37 (Kl to N3, G2 to J3, 11) are quite distinct and clearly
give an interpreter a strong clue as to the shape and location of a
bottom feature. The other surface patterns on this SAR imagery

* (e.g., D3 to E4, H5, Bl) require more careful interpretation and do
not give as much information about the bottom features in this

* region.

Table 15 summlarizes the occurrences of surface patterns present
on the APD-10 SAR imagery over the bottom features within the region.
The 62 bottom features in this region were imaged a total of 295
times. Surface patterns were detected over these features 45 percent

of the time (36 strong patterns occurred, 88 subtle patterns and 9

* . mixed patterns).
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TABLE 14
SUMMARY OF SAND BANKS LOCATED

WITHIN NRL TEST AREA

Depth Depth
Over Adjacent
Feature To Feature

Feature Feature Name (in) (mn)

1 Old Man Shoal -N 3 17

2 Old Man Shoal - SE 3 20

3 Old South Shoal - SW Finger -NW 13 23

4 Bass Rip -W 7 3

5 Bass Rip -E 3 7

6 Old South Shoal - N Finger -NE 5 8

7 Old South Shoal -N Finger-NE 3 8
8 Old South Shoal - N Finger -E 4 89 Ol Souh Shal -N Figer 3 2
90 Old South Shoal - N Finger E 3 28
10 Old South Shoal - S. Finger -NE 3 36

1? Old South Shoal - S Finger -NW 5 18

13 Old South Shoal - S Finger -NE 11 20

14 Davis South Shoal - N 15 28

15 Old South Shoal - NE Finger - E 5 18

16 Old South Shoal - E 8 28

17 Davis South Shoal -NE 5 44

18 Davis Bank -SW 10 31
19 Fishing Rip Bank -S Finger -E 8 37

20 Fishing Rip 37 18

21 Middle Rip -NW 22 37

22 Middle Rip Bank- E Finger 7 37

23 Middle Rip 37 18

24 Middle Rip Bank -Center 18 22

25 Middle Rip Bank -SW Finger 15 22
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TABLE 14
SUMMARY OF SAND BANKS LOCATED

WITHIN NRL TEST AREA (Continued)

Depth Depth
Over Adjacent
Feature To Feature

Feature Feature Name (mn) (mn)

26 Middle Rip - W 37 22

27 Middle Rip - SW 37 26

28 Middle Rip - SW 37 22

29 Middle Rip Sand Bar - SW 15 26

30 Middle Rip Bank - NW Finger 15 26

31 Phelps Bank - NE 17 22

32 Great South Channel - W 55 50

33 Phelps Bank - NW 15 37

34 Phelps Bank - NE 37 50

35 Phelps Bank - NE 17 37

36 Phelps Bank - E 13 30

37 Asia Rip - N 37 30

38 Phelps Bank - S 10 37

39 Phelps Bank - W 13 44

40 Phelps Bank - SW 18 30

41 Asia Rip 37 55

42 Asia Rip -NE 55 59

43 Great South Channel -W 55 39

44 Sand Bar -S 6 37

45 Bass Rip -N 3 14

46 Old Man Shoal - NWJ Finger 10 20

47 Old Man Shoal - W Finger 14 21

48 Old Man Shoal - SW 6 24

49 Sand Bar 16 24

*50 Old Man Shoal - SW Finger -NE 11 24

51 Bass Rip-NE 4 7
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TABLE 14
SUMMARY OF SAND BANKS LOCATED

WITHIN NRL TEST AREA (Concluded)

Depth Depth
Over Adjacent
Feature To Feat'

Feature Feature Name (mn) (in)

52 Bass Rip - SW 4 24

53 Old South Shoal - N Finger - NW 5 24

54 Old South Shoal - SW Finger - NE 10 27

55 Old South Shoal - S 6 37

56 Davis South Shoal - N 5 37

57 Old South Shoal -NE Finger - NE 4 22

58 Davis Bank - S 11 37

59 Sand Bars 16 20

60 Fishing Rip Bank -NW Finger S 10 25

61 Fishing Rip Bank -W Finger S 16 31

62 Fishing Rip Bank -S Finger -NW 7 29
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The tidal regime within the Nantucket Shoals is extremely com-

plex. The tidal currents are of the rotary type and vary over the

entire region. The formation of the sand banks and ridges in this

region are strongly influenced by the tidal current flow, and in

turn, themselves influence the currents. Therefore, the peak tidal

current flow at a given sand bank can differ dramatically from nearby

banks, and the optimum period for detection of bottom-related surface

patterns on the aircraft SAR may not be co-incident between banks.

The ancillary environmental data collected coincident with the

SAR data presented in Figures 36 and 37 were collected are summarized

in Table 16 and graphically presented on Figure 38. We can see that

the currents on both dates were in the same general direction, with

the magnitude of the current being somewhat less on 11 July.

The bathymetric-related features in the imagery collected on July

11 and 13 (Figures 36 and 37) are similar in appearance, having sharp

edges on the left side and more diffuse boundaries on the right side

of each feature. The distinct left edges seem to be in roughly the

same position on the two images, and to be aligned with the eastern

edges of the corresponding bottom features. Since the currents were

flowing in an easterly direction on both days, this corresponds to

the lee edge of the features, where the current speed is decreasing

(in the direction of the current). The current speeds on the two

days were somewhat different, but the component of the current per-

pendicular to the bottom features axes were roughly the same (see

Table 16 and Figure 38).

The wind and wave directions were both from the east on July 11

and from the west to northwest on July 13. Thus, in this case, the

general shape of the bottom-related image features and the location

of these features relative to the bottom seem to be determined by

the current direction rather than by the wind or wave direction.
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TABLE 16
SUMMARY OF WAVE,

WIND AND CURRENT INFORMATION

Wave and Wind Data

Wave Wind

Height Direction Speed Direction
Date (m) (0 True) (knots) (0 True)

11 July 1982 <1 2800 10 100

13 July 1982 <1 040 5 250

*Direction waves are traveling

**Direction wind comes from

Current Data

11 July 13 July
Speed Direction Spee Direction

Type Position (Knots) (0 True) (knots) ° True)

A Tide Table 41°02'N 69°41'W 0.8 105 1.5 044

B Eulerian* 40050.07'N 69"19.81'W 1.0 089 1.0 052

C Lagrangian* 40"47'N 69°25'W 1.1 085 1.5 027

*Eulerian and Lagrangian current measurements were obtained onboard the USNS

Hayes during the NRL Remote Sensing Experiment.
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There are several theories which have been formulated which

attempt to explain the appearance of bottom-related surface patterns

on SAR imagery. One theory, based upon examination of Seasat imagery

(see Shuchman, 1982; Kasischke, et al., 1983; or Lyzenga, et al.,

1983) is based upon the modulation of the Bragg waves by the current

as it flows over the bottom features. Another theory was formed us-

ing the NRL data by Gordon, et al. (1983). This theory states that

there is a selective blocking of the short period waves by the cur-

rent as its speed increases flowing over the shoal. This theory is

schematically illustrated on Figure 39 (after Gordon, et al., 1983).

In Figure 39, the short and long wavelength wind-driven surface waves

are propagating towards the bank. The increased upstream current

velocity is high enough to selectively block or trap the short wave-

length surface waves at the banks edge. Figure 40 (also after

Gordon, et al., 1983) presents a photograph of the water surface

taken over Phelps Bank on which is illustrated in the different

roughness characteristics caused wave trapping as currents flow over

the bank.

The intensity and width of the features imaged by the APD-lO SAR

are greater on the July 13 image than on the July 11 image. This

difference may be due to the difference in the wind and wave direc-

tions mentioned above, or to the difference in wind speed shown in

Table 16. The fact that the wind and waves were in the same direc-

tion as the current on July 13 would seem to imply that the pheno-

menon of wave blocking (Gordon, et al., 1983) was less important on

that day than on July 11, when the wind and waves were in the oppo-

site direction to the current. Thus, the difference in wind speed

would seem to be the controlling factor.

A decreasing visibility of bottom-related image features with

increasing wind speed was also observed in Seasat images of the

English Channel (Shuchman, 1982). This behavior is also predicted

by hydrodynamic/electromagnetic models which incorporate the effect
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of the wind speed on the relaxation rate or lifetime of the Bragg

waves (Shuchman, 1982; Lyzenga, et al., 1983). Intuitively, this

dependence is due to the fact that when the wind speed is high, the

waves are maintained in a nearly "saturated" state (Phillips, 1981)

regardless of the hydrodynamic forces acting on them.

3.3.2.3 Comparison of Seasat and APD-10 SAR Data

Figure 41 presents an enlargement of a portion of the Seasat SAR

image (Rev. 974) showing surface patterns located southeast of

Nantucket Island. Presented in Figure 42 is a portion of the hydro-

graphic chart of this region. Comparison of these two figures shows

that there is a correlation between the SAR observed patterns and

the charted shoals in this region.

Figure 43 presents APD-1O SAR imagery collected on 11 July super-

imposed onto the Seasat imagery. When the Seasat SAR image was col-

lected, the currents were traveling in a southerly direction. When

the APD-1O SAR data was collected, the currents were traveling in a

easterly direction (see Table 16).

The superimposition of the L-band Seasat image of the Nantucket

Shoals area with the X-band APD-10 image shows similar surface ex-

pressions, with a reversal of tone of the bottom-related surface

features due to the difference in current directions (i.e., the

bright lines in the APD-1O image correspond to dark areas on the

Seasat SAR image). The X-band features also appear to be narrower

than the L-band features. This difference is explainable, at least

qualitatively, by the expected differences in the relaxation rate or

lifetime of the corresponding X-band and L-band Bragg waves.

In summary, several aspects of the APD-10 SAR data sets seem to

be consistent with a Bragg scattering explanation for the verifi-

cation in reflectivity across the bottom-related image features.

|a Wave blocking does not appear to be a primary factor, since this

phenomenon is not expected to be significant in the data set showing
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the highest contrast. The possibility of wave breaking as a con-

tributor to the X-band modulations is suggested by the streaked

appearance of the images (Lyzenga and Shuchman, 1983). However, the

difference in the width of the features at X-band and L-band, and

the apparent dependence of the contrast on wind speed, suggest that

Bragg scattering is the dominant mechanism.

3.3.3 DISCUSSION

The analyses presented in this section have demonstrated that

X-band SAR data collected with the APD-1O system do contain surface

patterns which can be correlated to bottom features. Data collected

during the MARSEN Experiment did exhibit a certain number of patterns

which were correlated to bottom features, but also displayed patterns

which were not correlated. However, extremely complex surface con-

ditions existed during data collection, including breaking waves,

high wind and complex tidal current patterns. A previous analysis

of MARSEN data indicates that the breaking waves may be responsible

for much of the azimuth streaking on the imagery (Lyzenga and

Shuchman, 1983), and may also be the cause of the bottom-related sur-

face patterns.

The NRL data showed numerous patterns which occurred over the

sand banks within the region, however not all bottom features had an

associated SAR-observed surface pattern. Since the SAR imagery was

collected over the same areas under different current wave and wind

conditions exhibited different surface patterns, this data set offers

an opportunity to further examine the mechanisms responsible for the

detection of bottom-related surface patterns on SAR imagery.
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4
DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF SAR DATA

In this chapter, the results of three separate analyses of dig-

ital Seasat SAR data are presented. The first analysis involves

comparison of Seasat data collected over Cook Inlet, Alaska with

digital depth data from the region. The second analysis involves

comparison of two separate scenes of Seasat SAR data collected over

the Tongue of the Ocean with a Landsat scene collected five weeks

after the Seasat data. The third analysis presents the results of

an evaluation of the utility of speckle reduction routines for in-

creasing the interpretability of Seasat SAR imagery for ocean surface

patterns.

4.1 COOK INLET DATA ANALYSIS

Studies of Seasat SAR data collected over the Nantucket Shoals

region showed a high degree of cross-correlation (0.86) between water

depth and SAR image intensity variations for selected regions within

the data set (see Kasischke, et al., 1982). Correlations between

image intensity and depth were further investigated using Seasat SAR

data collected over Cook Inlet, Alaska during Rev. 289. This partic-

ular data set was selected because of: (1) previous qualitative

comparisons revealed that many of the SAR surface patterns occurred

over or near bottom features in the area, (2) the availability of

digital SAR data for this date, and (3) the availability of digital

depth data.

4.1.1 DATA SETS

Seasat Rev. 289 imaged the Cook Inlet region on 17 July 1978 at

approximately 05:48 GMT. Digital SAR data used in this study were

generated by the JPL digital Seasat processor and were provided to

ERIM in CCT format. Figure 44 presents an image generated from the

tr
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Figure 44. Seasat SAR Image of Cook Inlet, Alaska (Rev. 289, 17 July
1978. JPL Digitally Processed Data)
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Figure 45. Hydrographic Chart of Cook Inlet (After National
Ocean Survey Chart No. 16660, Depth in Fathoms)
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digital SAR data. Figure 45 presents the hydrographic data for this

region. Of particular interest to this study is the shoal running

west of Fire Island (D6 to F4).

Water depth data were obtained in the form of digital depth

soundings, collected by the National Ocean Survey and obtained from

NOAA's Environmental Data and Information Service in CCT format.

The area included on this CCT was from 61°N to 61020'N and 150°W to

151°20'W. The position of the area covered by the digital depth

files is marked on Figure 45. Figure 46 presents a grey-map gener-

ated from the soundings in the digital depth file.

At the time of the Seasat overpass, the wind was from the south-

southeast (1600 True) with a velocity of 6 m/s (12 knots) with gusts

up to 10 m/s (20 knots). The tide stage (from NOAA Tide Tables) was

one-half hour before high water, with the water level around Fire

Island 4.3 m above mean low water. We can assume that at this tide

stage there were relatively small (<0.5 m/s) tidal currents present

in this area.

4.1.2 METHODS

The Seasat SAR data were first radiometrically and geometrically

rectified using algorithms described by Kasischke, et al. (1982).

To reduce the coherent speckle present in the SAR data and to achieve

a sample size more equivalent to the digital depth data (the depth

data has a spacing of 15 seconds in both latitude and longitude which

corresponds to ground distances of approximately 450 m and 225 m,

respectively), the Seasat SAR data were smoothed using an 11 x 11

pixel window. The first step in the registration process was to

locate suitable features on the SAR imagery for use as ground control

points (GCP's). Ten such features were identified and their line

and pixel numbers were identified from line printer grey maps. Next,

the latitude and longitude of these features were obtained from NOAA

/1 116
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Chart No. 16660. These were transformed into equivalent line and

point numbers in the digital depth data file using the following

relationships:

line =61
020'N - latitude + 0.5 (1)

151°20'W - longitude + 0.5 (2)
point -0.25'

These ground control points are summarized in Table 17 and their

positions plotted on Figure 45. These points were then used as in-

puts into a registration program which merges the Seasat image in-

tensities and digital depth file. The results of registering these

data sets are summarized in Table 18. The rms error of 1.17 pixels

correspond to a physical distance of about 300 m in both range and

azimuth dimensions. This is still less than the sample spacing of

the depth data, and thus, was judged precise enough for this analy-

sis. Black and white level sliced images generated from the co-

registered SAR and depth data sets are presented in Figure 47. The

bright areas on the SAR image correspond to areas of higher radar

return. The bright areas on the water depth image correspond to

shallow water areas, with deeper water designated by a darker tone.

Qualitative examination of these images indicates that areas of high

radar backscatter correlate to shallow water regions.

To quantitatively examine the relationship between the registered

SAR and water depth data, a computer program was written which

allowed the cross-correlation of the two data sets to be calculated

for a single pixel over a specified line range, or for a single line

over a specified pixel range. The cross-correlation function can be

used to study the interactions between two processes (in this study,

water depth and SAR image intensity) with different scales of mea-

surement or different variances and is defined as

Yl2 (u)
012 =  l 2 (3)
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TABLE 18.
SUMMARY OF LEAST SQUARES REGISTRATION OF DIGITAL
SEASAT DATA AND DIGITAL WATER DEPTH DATA
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Seasat SAR Data

Digital Depth Data

Figure 47. Co-registered Seasat SAR Data and Digital Depth File
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where

N

Y12(u) = L (Xl(t) - X1)(X2(t + u) - X2) (4)

t=l

where a, and 02 are the standard deviations of the two samples,

X, and X2 are the means of the two samples, t is the sample num-

ber, u is the lag, and N is the total number of points in each sam-

ple. The computer program was designed to produce correlations for

lag values ranging from -5 to 5. This allows the relative offset of

the high radar backscatter areas from the shallow water areas to be

calculated. Any offset could possibly be due to a tidal current in

the area. The computer program which performed these calculations

also produced a plot of the correlation as a function of lag. Thir-

teen areas on the shoal west of Fire Island were selected for cross

correlation analysis.

4.1.3 RESULTS

Figure 48 presents a one-dimensional scan of co-registered rela-

tive SAR image intensities and water depth. The cross-correlation

plot for these data is presented in Figure 49. From this plot, we

can see that a maximum cross-correlation of 0.64 occurred when a lag

of near zero was used. Table 19 summarizes the cross-correlation

for the thirteen areas selected for analysis. The average cross-

correlation achieved was 0.50 with an average lag of -0.4 pixels.

In general, these correlations are not as high as those achieved in

the previous analysis of this type performed are Seasat SAR data

collected over the Nantucket Shoals (see Kasischke, et al., 1982).

4.1.4 DISCUSSION

0 This analysis has shown there is some statistical correlation
between water depths and the Seasat SAR image intensity from Rev.

122
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TABLE 19
RESULTS OF SAR/WATER DEPTH CORRELATION

FOR COOK INLET DATA

Maximum
Line(s) Pixel(s) Correlation Lag

51-66 161 0.59 -l

49-62 181 0.64 0

49-59 191 0.43 -2

48-60 201 0.27 -2

46-60 211 0.65 -2

35-57 241 0.21 0

23-42 291 0.60 -2

23-42 301 0.50 +2

23-40 311 0.54 0

26 265-321 0.36 0

46 205-275 0.50 +3

46 205-250 0.74 -l

61 130-165 0.51 0

All Points 0.50 -0.4
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289, but not as high as those found during past studies. As dis-

cussed in Section 4.1.1, the Seasat data were collected when the tide

stage was near high water, when currents in the region were generally

low. Also, as indicated by the weather records, wind speeds were

possibly high at this time. A past study (Shuchman, 1982) indicated

that the environmental conditions present when the Cook Inlet Seasat

SAR data were collected were the least optimal for the generatioa of

bottom-related surface patterns. Therefore, the low correlation was

not surprising.

4.2 TONGUE OF THE OCEAN DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 50 presents Seasat SAR imagery collected over the Tongue

of the Ocean (TOTO) region of the Bahamas on two separate dates. An

analysis of these data (see Chapter 5) indicates that the banded

patterns are a direct result of tidal currents flowing over the tidal

bar belts, sand bars, and the edge of the Great Bahama Bank in this

area. The two Seasat data sets, which are available in digital CCTs,

present an interesting analysis in that there is a tonal reversal in

the surface patterns over the bottom features, e.g., the dark bands

in Figure 50(a) correspond to light bands in Figure 50(b) and vice

versa.

Comparison of the digital Seasat SAR data to the depth readings

in this area presents a challenge because many of the bathymetric

readings are sparse and outdated (the charts for this region are

based largely on British surveys made between 1836 and 1890). Tech-

niques have recently been developed to extract water depth informa-

tion from Landsat data (Lyzenga and Polycyn, 1979). Although the

absolute accuracy of these techniques has yet to be determined, they

do generate a good relative depth profile for water areas with low

turbidity, such as those found in the Bahamas. In the present analy-

sis, a Landsat-generated depth map is compared to the two digital

Seasat SAR data sets.
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Propulion Laboratory; Chart Reproduced From DMA Chart Nos.

a 26300 and 27040, Depths in Fathoms.)
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4.2.1 METHODS

The Seasat SAR data used in this analysis were collected during

Revs. 1239 (21 September 1978) and 1411 (8 October 1978). The data

were digitally processed at JPL and geometrically and radiometrically

corrected at ERIM using the techniques described by Kasischke, et al.

(1982). Figures 51 and 52 present images generated from the cor-

rected data.

The Landsat data selected for this study was scene number E30240-

14563 (31 October 1978). This particular data set was selected be-

cause it had a minimum amount of cloud cover and was collected near

the time of the Seasat overpasses.

Both the Landsat and Seasat data were registered to match DMA

Chart No. 26300 (Andros Island to San Salvador). The Landsat data

were processed at ERIM's Earth Resources Data Center using standard

Landsat registration algorithms (Wilson, 1979). The data were re-

stored to a 50 x 50 m pixel size. A subset of the Landsat scene

which contained the tidal bar belts at the southwestern corner of

the TOTO was extracted and used in a water depth calculation algo-

rithm. This algorithm uses Landsat bands 4, 5 and 6 for depth calcu-

lations (Lyzenga and Polcyn, 1979) and results in a single channel

with a predicted depth for each pixel.

The Seasat data were also registered to DMA Chart No. 23600 using

techniques similar to those outlined in Section 4.1.2. Both Seasat

data sets were smoothed using a three by three boxcar averaging fil-

ter and resampled to 50 by 50 m pixels. Cross-correlation statistics

were then generated for areas of the registered Landsat and Seasat

data sets.
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Figure 51. Seasat SAR Image of Tongue of the Ocean Region
(Rev. 1239, 21 September 1978; JPL Digitally
Processed Data; Geometrically and Radiometrically
Corrected at ERIM)
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Figure 52. estSRIaeothTogeo teOcn
(Rev. 1411, 8 October 1978; JPL Digitally
Processed Data; Geometrically and Radionietrically
Corrected at ERIM)
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4.2.2 RESULTS

Figure 53 presents images from the co-registered Seasat and

Landsat data files. In the Landsat depth image, bright returns cor-

respond to a shallower depth, while darker returns correspond to a

deeper depth. The extremely dark patches in the Landsat bathymetry

file corresponds to cloud cover. Figure 54 is an enlargement of DMA

Chart No. 23600 from this region. It can be seen that the level of

detail concerning the extent and location tidal bar belts is greater

in the Landsat depth file, and that the Seasat images are similar to

the depth profile. Due to the lack of depth calibration data, the

Landsat imagery was processed to yield only relative depths, which

are sufficient for the present analysis.

The co-registered Seasat and Landsat files were smoothed using a

5 x 5 pixel window and one-dimensional plots of water depth and radar

image intensities were generated for every 50 lines (i.e., lines 50,

100, 150, 200, and 250). Figure 55 presents the plots generated for

line 100 between pixels 50 and 215. Comparing the Rev. 1411 plot

with the Rev. 1239 plot in Figure 55 reveals that for every "peak"

in the Rev. 1411 data, there is a "valley" in the Rev. 1239 data,

and for every valley in the Rev. 1411 data, there is a peak in the

Rev. 1239 data. It can also be seen that the increase and decrease

in radar image intensity closely correlate with the Landsat depth

data presented in Figure 55.

This relationship supports the hydrodynamic model developed by

Kasischke, et al. (1982; 1983, see Chapter 5) for this area. This

theory states that a current flowing over a shallow-water bottom

feature will result in both an increase and decrease in radar image

tone. The juxtaposition of the radar intensity modulations will be

dependent on the current direction. For the cases presented here,

the current was flowing from right-toleft during Rev. 1239 and

left-to-right during Rev. 1411. Therefore, one would expect a re-

versal in the position of the image intensities for the two different

situations, as is the case.
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Figure 54. BathymetriC Chart of Area of Co-Registered
Seasat and Landsat Data (DMA Chart No.
27040, Depth in Fathoms and Feet)
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The cross-correlation between the Line 100 Rev. 1239 and Line 100

Rev. 1411 data was -0.80 (pixels 115 to 215). The correlation be-
tween Landsat depth and Seasat image intensity was -0.45 for Rev.

1839 and -0.60 for Rev. 1411, somewhat lower than anticipated.

However, an extremely complex situation is involved in this data

set, with the following factors possibly playing a role in the

changes in radar image intensity: (1) wind speed; (2) differences
in water depths and currents; and (3) the closeness of the bottom

features to one another creating a complex hydrodynamic situation.

If we reduce the area where the two data sets are compared, much
higher correlations can be achieved. For example, between pixels

160 to 210 on Line 100, the correlation between depth and Seasat
image intensity is 0.74 for Rev. 1239 and -0.84 for Rev. 1411. Sim-

ilar correlations were achieved for specific areas within this data
set.

4.2.3 DISCUSSION

This analysis supports the first order hydrodynamic model devel-

oped for situations similar to the TOTO tidal bar belts (see Chapter

5) in that it illustrates the tonal reversal expected during opposite

current flow direction conditions. High correlations were achieved
between SAR image intensity and a Landsat depth profile for limited

cases. However, the hydrodynamic situation between the closely

spaced tidal bar belts is probably extremely complex, and correla-
tions over large areas are not as high as for the limited cases.
This further demonstrates the need to develop more sophisticated

analysis techniques when relating SAR image intensity to water depth.

4.3 DIGITAL IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

Up until this point, we have discussed digital processing of SAR

data in terms of geometric and radiometric correction and merging of
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Seasat data with other data sets. We should not lose sight of one

of the mostly widely practiced forms of digital processing: image

enhancement. With the development of high-speed computers and digi-

tally recorded remote sensing data, much research has been directed
towards development of routines which enhance the resultant imagery
for the visual interpretation. These image enhancement routines
involve algorithms which smooth, contrast stretch, level slice and
filter the data. In this section, we will evaluate several smoothing

routines on Seasat SAR imagery of oceanic features.

4.3.1 METHODS

For this analysis, digital Seasat SAR data from Rev. 1239 were
used. From Figure 51, it can be seen there are several subtle fea-
tures just west of the tidal bar belts in the lower left quadrant of
the image. These features include both large scale, E-W oriented
striations, as well as numerous N-S oriented small scale, wave-like
features. A 1024 by 1024 pixel subset of this region was extracted
from the full Seasat scene, and is presented in a non-smoothed format

in Figure 56. With the 16 m pixel spacing, this image is approxi-
mately 16.4 km by 16.4 km. The features of interest are located at

grid locations A6 to C6, A5 and C5, A4, and A2 to C2. In this
figure, we can also see the distinctive N-S patterns which occur
over the tidal bar belts.

A fundamental property of any coherent imaging system such as
SAR is that the imagery is characterized by speckle which results in
an image intensity that fluctuates widely from pixel to pixel even
if the surface is uniform in a statistical or geophysical sense.
Speckle occurs because the image is strongly influenced by interfer-
ence effects between scattering centers within each resolution

element.
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Figure 56. Non-Smoothed Digital Seasat SAR Data (Rev. 1239)
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In this section, we will discuss the results of four image proc-

essing algorithms which reduce image speckle. These routines in-
clude: (1) image averaging, (2) median filtering, (3) variance fil-

tering, and (4) convex hull filtering.

The simplest way to reduce speckle in SAR imagery is to apply an

average or "boxcar" filter to the data. In this smoothing algorithm,

the operator selects the number of pixels to use, which are referred

to as a window. In boxcar filtering, the central pixel of the window

is replaced by the average of all the pixels in the window. In the

present analysis, a 5 by 5 pixel window was used.

A median filter works along the same manner as an average filter,
with the exception that the center pixel is replaced by the median
of the pixels in the window (where median is defined as the middle
value in a set of observations ordered by size). For the median
filter used in this analysis, a 5 by 5 pixel window was selected.

The shortcomings of the average and median smoothing routines is
that they are insensitive to edges and sometimes smooth out the pat-
terns of interest within the image if the window size is too large.
There are several techniques which can be used to overcome this

shortcoming.

A variance filter smooths digital data by replacing the center
pixel by the statistical standard deviation of all pixels within the

window. Thus, this filter is more sensitive to sharp changes in
image intensity which are associated with edges of patterns. In this

analysis, a 5 x 5 pixel window for the variance filter was used.

The final smoothing routine evaluated was a convex hull filter.
The convex hull filter is a sophisticated geometric filter which
operates in three-dimensional space (Crinmmins, 1983). It is an

* iterative filter which evaluates the amplitudes of neighboring pixels

in its smoothing operation. It essentially smooths out small-scale
intensity variations such as speckle while retaining the larger-scale
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features within the imagery. In the present analysis, ten iterations

were used for the convex hull filter.

Finally, all images generated from the above smoothing routines

were linearly contrast stretched to utilize the full dynamic range

of the image display device.

4.3.2 RESULTS

Figures 57 through 60 present the four smoothed images which were

compared to the raw data presented in Figure 56. Figure 57 presents

imagery from the average smooth, Figure 58 the median smooth, Figure

59 the variance filter and Figure 60 the convex hull filter.

The average filtered image (Figure 57) shows about the same level

of detail as the non-filtered image. The tidal bar belts (Dl to F6)

show up just as well on either image, as do the small scale, wavelike

patterns (e.g., A6 to C6). The larger scale patterns on the left

side of the image (A4 to C6) appear to be a little more distinct on

the average filtered

image.

The median-filtered image (Figure 58) displays a little more de-

tail than the unsmoothed image. Both the large (Dl to F6 and A4 to

C6) and small scale features (e.g., A6 to C6) on the left-hand side

of the image are a little more distinct.

The variance-filtered image (Figure 59) displays less detail than

the unsmoothed data. The small scale patterns (e.g., A6 to C6) are

less distinct as are the larger scale, patterns (A4 to C6).

The convex hull filtered image (Figure 60) appears to enhance

the larger patterns at the expense of the small scale patterns. Of

particular interest in Figure 60 are the linear feature at Al to B2,

which is not visible on the unsmoothed image, the V-shaped pattern

at C5 which, is highlighted on the convex hull image, and the large

scale patterns at C4 to A6 which are distinct on this image.
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43

0 4 km

Figure 57. Seasat SAR Image Smoothed Using an Average
Filter (Rev. 1239, 5 x 5 Pixel Window)
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Figure 58. Seasat SAR Image Smoothed Using a Median
Filter (Rev. 1239, 5 x 5 Pixel Window)
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Figure 59. Seasat SAR Image Smoothed Using a
Variance Filter (Rev. 1239, 5 x 5
Pixel Window)
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Figure 60. Seasat SAR Data Smoothed Using a
Convex Hull Filter (Rev. 1239)
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4.3.3 DISCUSSION

It is difficult to quantitatively analyze the significance of

the results of the smoothing routines in absolute terms of improving

SAR imagery for detection of bottom-related surface patterns because

of the lack of accurate bathymetric charts for the test site. The

above examples do illustrate, however, that ocean surface patterns

present on Seasat SAR imagery can be enhanced using smoothing

algorithms.

If digital SAR data are available, it appears that a median fil-

ter is best suited as an all-round smoothing algorithm. However,

for detection of larger scale patterns, the convex hull type filter

may give better results.

In this analysis, we have addressed only one type of image en-

hancement by discussing several smoothing algorithms. Other digital

processing techniques which also may be used include level slicing,

directional filtering and frequency filtering.
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5
MECHANISMS FOR THE DETECTION OF BOTTOM

FEATURES ON SAR IMAGERY

In this chapter, the hydrodynamic mechanisms responsible for the
appearance of bottom-related surface patterns on SAR imagery are
discussed. Although several of these mechanisms were specifically
analyzed under the present investigation, some were identified under
previous efforts. The general theory of SAR detection of the ocean
surface has been reported on elsewhere (see e.g., Shuchman, et al.,
1981a). For completeness, a brief discussion is presented here.

The principle in imaging any ocean surface with a radar is that
the backscatter of microwave energy (echo) received by the radar con-
tains information on the roughness characteristics (shapes, dimen-
sions and orientations) of the reflecting area. Parameters that in-

fluence the SAR image of the ocean surface include the motion of the

scattering surfaces, coherent speckle, system resolution, non-

coherent integration as well as the surface roughness. In addition,
the orientation of ocean waves and of bottom topographic features
with respect to the radar 1look " direction are influencing

parameters.

Several scattering models exist that attempt to explain ocean
surface image formation with synthetic aperture radars. These models

are of two types: static models that depend on instantaneous surface

features, and dynamic models that employ surface scatterer

velocities.

Three static models have been suggested to describe the radar
scattering of energy from large areas on the ocean surface. These

three scattering models are: (1) the tangent model which is most
appropriate for small incident angles, (2) the Bragg-Rice scattering

* model, which correlates well with experimental data for incident
angles larger than 100, and (3) a Rayleigh scattering model which is
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often used in terrestrial earth scattering calculations. There is

general consensus within the radio-oceanography scientific community

that a Bragg-Rice scattering theory best explains the SAR observed

backscatter values obtained from the ocean surface for incidence

angles between 20° and 600 (Shuchman, et al., 1981b). The Bragg-Rice

scattering model is based on a well known phenomena in the study of

crystals, grating, and periodic structures. If one considers the

random ocean surface to be represented by a combination (i.e., spec-

trum) of periodic surfaces, then the spectrum region which satisfies

the backscatter phase matching condition will be the main contributor

to the backscatter cross section. Sometimes in the literature, this

phase matching of the small ocean Bragg waves with the incident radar

electromagnetic energy is termed a resonance phenomenon; more cor-

rectly stated, it should be termed a constructive interference be-

tween the electromagnetic and ocean waves.

Pioneering theoretical and experimental work by Wright (1966) at

the NRL demonstrated the general validity of a Bragg scattering

model for an ocean surface imaged by radar. In a series of wave

tank measurements using 3 and 25 cm wavelength continuous wave (CW)

Doppler radars, Wright demonstrated that Bragg scattering, that is,

transmitted radar energy with wave number K, interacts in a resonant

or interference fashion with ocean surface waves with wave number

Kw, such that

Kw = 2K sin e, (5)

where Kw = 2w/L and K = 2w/x, (L and x are the wavelengths of the

surface waves and the radar, respectively), and e is the incidence

angle. Shuchman, et al. (1981b) showed that a Bragg scattering equa-

tion satisfactorily explained the radar backscatter return from SAR

using data collected during the Marineland experiment (for a dis-

cussion of the Marineland experiment, see Shemdin, 1980). It should

be noted that radar data of large ocean areas (I x 1 km) were aver-

aged in that analysis. Thus based on the above, the principal radar
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reflectivity mechanism of imaging ocean surfaces is via the capillary

and small gravity waves which produce Bragg scattering (Raney and

Shuchman, 1978).

Synthetic aperture radars are also sensitive to the motion of

scatterers present in the imaged scene (Raney, 1971). Effects of

scatterer motion on SAR imagery may include: (1) image displacement,

smearing and loss of focus in the azimuth direction, and (2) loss of

focus in the range direction. Some of these effects can be removed

during processing of the SAR signal histories by making appropriate

adjustments to the processor (Shuchman, 1981). Effects which cannot

be removed during processing may reduce the detectability of gravity

waves, but are not expected to have a large influence on the depth-

related image features.

Loss of focus in the range direction is due to a rotation of the

phase history of the target (i.e., migration through range cells).

This loss of focus is proportional to the range velocity and the

integration time, and can be corrected by a rotation of the lenses

in the optical processor, assuming the range velocity is constant

during the integration time.

Loss of focus in the azimuth direction can be caused by a con-

stant velocity in the azimuth direction or a changing velocity (i.e.,

an acceleration) in the range direction. These effects can be cor-

rected by a change in the azimuth focus setting of the processor,

assuming that the azimuth velocity and radial acceleration are con-

stant. Since they are both inversely proportional to the platform

velocity, these effects are less important for spaceborne than for

aircraft SAR systems.

A variety of processes can alter the surface Bragg waves, result-

ing in a distinct pattern on SAR imagery. These include oceanic

o processes (currents, surface waves, internal waves, slicks, local

water depth variations, water temperature and salinity) variations,
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climatic processes (wind, rain and air temperature) and man-made

phenomena (ships, buoys and oil spills). It is the hydrodynamic

interaction between several oceanic processes and a distinct bottom

feature which allows that feature to be detected on SAR imagery.

Examples of these bottom-induced surface patterns will be presented

below. For examples of other surface patterns on Seasat SAR imagery,

see Shuchman, et al., (1981); Gower (1981); Beal, et al. (1981); or

Fu and Holt (1982).

There are two dominant oceanic processes, which when they inter-

act with a bottom feature, can result in a SAR-observed surface pat-

tern: gravity waves and currents. These result in a set of six SAR-

observed patterns which can be used as an indicator of the presence

of a bottom feature. These six patterns are summarized in Table 1.

The remainder of this chapter discusses the hydrodynamic mechanisms

responsible for the appearance of these patterns on SAR imagery.

5.1 REFRACTION OF SURFACE GRAVITY WAVES IN COASTAL WATERS

The first method for detection of submerged features on SAR imag-

ery is the monitoring of wave refraction in shallow water, provided

the size of the shoaling bottom is large compared to the wavelength

of the gravity wave. Figure 61 illustrates the theoretical refrac-

tion of a gravity wave as it enters a shoaling coastal region. This

wave refraction diagram assumes that the bottom depth contours are

straight and parallel with respect to the shoreline. As a wave pro-

pagates shoreward, it will begin to respond to the shoaling ocean-

bottom at the point where the ratio of the water depth (h) to the

deep-water wavelength (L ) approximately equals one-half (i.e.,

h/Lo = 0.5). If the angle (a) between the wavefront and the bot-

tom contour is not equal to zero, the shoreward portion of the wave

will feel the bottom first, resulting in a decrease in the wave

velocity (celerity), and thus the angle of the shoreward portion of

the wave will decrease relative to the seaward portion of the wave.
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The decrease in velocity will also cause a decrease in the wavelength

between two successive waves, independent of the wave angle. In sum-

mary, as a wave propagates shoreward, its wavelength (L) and direc-

tion (a) will both decrease.

For the case presented in Figure 61, the shallow-water wavelength

(Ll) is given by

Ll = L tanh 2lh (6)0 7

and the shallow-water direction of propagation ( is given by

sin a, = sin ao tanh 21vh L1 . (7)

Therefore, if LI, L0, 1I, and a can be measured, then the

water depth (h) can be calculated by inverting either Eq. (6) or Eq.

(7).

As illustrated in Figure 12 (see Section 3.2.1), shoal areas can

be delineated by correctly interpreting refracting gravity wave pat-

terns. It has also been shown that accurate estimates of dominant

gravity wavelength (L) and direction of propagation (a) can be esti-

mated from SAR data through the use of two-dimensional Fourier trans-

forms (see Kasischke, 1980; Shuchman, et al., 1982). Figure 62 pre-

sents two examples of Seasat SAR imagery (collected during Rev. 974

on 3 September 1978) of gravity waves off Cape Hatteras, North

Carolina, and their resultant two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms

(FFTs). The distance between their peaks in the FFT spectra are

inversely proportional to the dominant wavelength, and the orienta-

tion of the peaks can be used to estimate the dominant direction of

propagation. Figure 62(a) is from a deep water (h - 100 m) area,

while Figure 62(b) is from a shallow-water (h = 20 m) area. It is

B evident from both the SAR imagery as well as the FFTs that the wave-

length and direction have changed.
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FFT
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Figure 62. Seasat SAR Images Illustrating Change in Wavelength
and Direction Due to Wave Refraction in Shoaling Water;
(a) is in Deep Water (200 m); (b) is in Shallow Water
(20 m) (Rev. 974, Cape Hatteras, N.C., 3 September 1978).
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Studies have shown that by using SAR estimates of dominant wave-

length in Eq. (6), estimates of water depths can be generated

(Shuchman, et al., 1979; Kasischke, et al., 1981; Meadows, et al.,

1983). Figure 63 shows a scatterplot of water depths estimated using

Eq. (6) versus hydrographic survey water depths.

5.2 NON-LINEAR INTERACTIONS OF GRAVITY WAVES

The above discussed wave refraction case assumes a bottom mor-

phology with a gradual (compared to the surface wavelength) change

in depth which results in a linear gravity wave interaction with the

bottom. When the shoaling is more abrupt, such as at a shoal, reef

or sill around an island, non-linear gravity wave/bottom interactions

can occur, resulting in surface patterns which are detected on SAR

imagery. Two distinct cases are discussed here: non-breaking and

breaking waves.

5.2.1 NON-BREAKING WAVES

The SAR image in Figure 64 was collected during Revolution 762

(19 August 1978) as Seasat passed over North Rona Rock, an island

located approximately 75 km off the northeast tip of Scotland. De-

tected on this SAR image is a distinct change in radar backscatter

in the shoal region (designated by the 50 m line) surrounding North

Rona Rock. The gravity wave field present on this date is also

clearly evident on the SAR imagery. Surface measurements made con-

currently with the Seasat overpass about 300 kilometers west of North

Rona Rock indicate a swell with a dominant wavelength of 206 m, a

significant wave height (H1/3) of 4.3 m and a direction of propa-

gation towards 60° (T) was present in the northeast Atlantic Ocean

at this time. A wind from 186 ° (True) with a surface velocity of 12

m/s was also present. The diffraction of the waves as they pass

North Rona Rock can also be seen on the image.
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Figure 63. Plot of Water Depths Calculated Using Inverted
Airy Wave Theory (Eq. (6)) with Changes of
Wavelength Extracted from Seasat SAR Imagery
Versus Depths Obtained from National Ocean Surveys
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Figure 614. Seasat SAR Imagery and Hydrographic Chart of North Rona Rock
(Collected During Revolution 762, 19 August 1978) Illustrating
Change in Image Tone (Radar Backscatter) Associated With the
Shoal Region Around the Island. (Seasat SAR Data Collected By
the European Space Agency and Optically Processed at ERIM.
Chart Reproduced From DMA Chart No. 35200.)
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The example presented in Figure 64 was selected for a more in-

depth hydrodynamic analysis by Dynamics Technology under sub-contract

to ERIM (Liu, 1983). A complete copy of Dynamics Technology's final

report for this sub-contract is presented in Appendix B. A summary

of their analysis of the North Rona Rock Seasat example is presented

below.

The processes that generate the variations in Bragg scattering

observed in the Seasat SAR image presented in Figure 64 most likely

involved a combination of modifications of Bragg scattering waves

due to tidal flow over topography and currents generated by the im-

pingement and refraction of swell and long waves on the shoal. It

has been shown by Longuet-Higgins (1967) that islands can trap long-

wave energy and this phenomenon was observed at Macquarie Island in

the Southern Ocean. The probable existence of such "edge waves" or

topographically-trapped waves in the shoal region surrounding North

Rona Rock may cause the change in radar backscatter. Some light can

be thrown on the phenomenon of wave trapping by considering the sim-

plest possible case: that of long free waves around a circular sill

in shallow water, as shown in Figure 65(a). The solution of the

wave- field is illustrated in Figure 65(b), which shows the plan

view of the wave crests. Two systems of waves propagate along

trajectories inside and outside the sill. In general, the trapping

of the energy is essentially due to the w:"'es being reflected

internally at the edge of the sill, when their angle of incidence is

greater than a critical angle. A mathematical analysis of this

special case is presented in Appendix B. This theory is a possible

explanation of the the SAR-observed pattern in Figure 64.

In general, a more exotic wave-wave interaction could generate

higher harmonic waves which could be trapped around an island. Wave/

U current interaction could produce wave breaking caused by the block-

age phenomenon (Phillips, 1977). A recent paper of Larsen (1980)

suggests that wavelets may be trapped in the current field over
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(a) Radial Cross Section

(b) Plan View of the Wave Crests
(After Longuet-Higgins, 1967)

Figure 65. Illustration of Long Wave Trapping by a Sill
Around an Island
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topography, even when the wave group velocity does not match current

speed (non-resonant condition). These mechanisms, if they occur,

would enhance the trapping phenomenon and, in turn, change the radar
backscatter. The additional energy associated with the trapped wave

energy most likely alters the surface capillary wave structure suf-
ficiently to be detected on the SAR imagery.

5.2.2 BREAKING WAVES

When a gravity wave propagates onto a very abrupt shoal or reef,

it can break. These breaking waves can then be detected on SAR
imagery as an area of high radar backscatter, thus delineating the

edge of the shoal or reef. Figures 12, 15 and 17 present examples
of this breaking wave phenomena which were observed in SIR-A SAR

imagery. This imagery was all collected during the same pass.

The gravity wave field is clearly evident on the SIR-A imagery

presented in Figures 12, 15 and 17. The dominant wavelength of these

waves is approximately 250 m. Because of the shadowing on the south

side of the island in Figure 15, it can be assumed that the waves

are propagating towards the south.

The bright lines off the north and west sides of the islands in

the imagery clearly outline the edges of the barrier reefs and are

believed to be due to the breaking of the gravity waves. The concept

of being able to detect breaking waves on SAR imagery is straight-
forward to understand. In the highly agitated breaking wave surf,
there is an increase in both Bragg scattering (Alpers, et al., 1981)

as well as increased specular and wedge scattering (Lyzenga, et al.,

1983). Therefore, breaking waves result in an increase in radar

backscatter which can easily be distinguished against a background

of non- breaking waves.
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5.3 TIDAL CURRENTS FLOWING OVER SHALLOW WATER FEATURES

The case where a tidal current flows over a shallow-water shoal,

the edge of a bank, or a coral reef is perhaps the most graphic

illustration of a bottom-related surface pattern as well as the most

well understood. In this section, we will present an example which

utilizes Seasat SAR imagery collected over the Tongue of the Ocean,

which was presented in Chapter 4. This presentation is a summary of

a previous year's efforts (Kasischke, et al., 1982; 1983).

Figure 50 presented two examples of Seasat SAR images collected

at the edge of the Great Bahama Bank, over a series of tidal bar

belts in the southern end of the Tongue of the Ocean (TOTO). It is

postulated that the patterns present on the Seasat imagery in Figure

50 were the result of an interaction between a tidal current flowing

over the distinct bottom features in this area. Although the tidal

range between high and low water is only about one meter in the

Bahamas, tidal currents in the tidal bar belts region of the TOTO

have been reported to be between 1 and 1.5 m/s (2 to 3 knots).

The strong tidal-driven flow of water over the tidal bar belts

and off the edge of Great Bahama Bank into the TOTO sufficiently dis-

turbs the small scale surface roughness structure (i.e., the capil-

lary and ultra-gravity waves) to cause a corresponding change in

radar backscatter. It should be further noted that although the sur-

face patterns occur in the same locations in the two Seasat images

in Figure 50, their appearance is different. These differences can

be explained through the use of the hydrodynamic/electromagnetic

model developed by Shuchman (1982), a qualitative synopsis of which

is given in the following paragraphs.

There are three major environmental factors influencing the ocean

surface roughness sensed by the SAR over sand banks such as those

located at the TOTO. These factors are: (1) the current speed; (2)

depth of water; and (3) the wind speed and direction. In regions
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where the depth (and therefore the current speed) is changing rap-

idly, the roughness is influenced primarily by the rate of change of

the current speed. A changing current tends to increase or decrease

the amplitude of the small capillary and ultra-gravity waves on the

surface and make the surface rougher or smoother, depending on the

direction of the current relative to the waves.

In general, where the depth is decreasing in the direction

towards which the current is flowing, the surface velocity of the

water will increase, resulting in a decrease in the amplitude of the

surface capillary waves traveling with the current. In areas where

the depth in increasing, the surface velocity will decrease, result-

ing in an increase in the amplitude of the surface capillary waves

traveling with the current. This alternating increase and decrease

of the water velocity results in the banded patterns imaged by the

Seasat SAR over the sand banks.

In areas where the depth and the current are nearly constant,

the surface roughness is governed primarily by the wind. The wind

can be thought of as a restoring force which tends to bring the wave

height, or surface roughness into an equilibrium value which depends

primarily on the wind speed. Thus, if current variations cause the

wave height to be decreased, the wind, given sufficient time, will

return the wave height to its original value. These general state-

ments are applied to the two particular cases illustrated in Figure

50 in the following paragraphs.

The bottom topography for the southern edge of the TOTO may be
modeled and divided into seven zones as illustrated in Figure 66.

The pattern of surface roughness variations depends on the current

direction. For simplicity, in both of these cases the waves are

assumed to be propagating in the same direction as the current.

Essentially the same qualitative descriptions hold if the waves are

propagating in the opposite direction to the current except that the
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a) Falling Tide:

Radar Image Tone Gray Dark Bright Gray Bright Gray

Surface Roughness

Current Magnitude -- - ~ ~ -

Bottom ---

b) Rising Tide:

Radar Image Tone Gray Bright Gray Dark Gray Dark Gray

Surface Roughness JVV UM I-

Current Magnitude - '-T - -- ~ -~

Bottom

* / Figure 66. Schematic Diagram of Interactions of Current, Bottom
.Ij. and Capillary Waves and the Resultant SAR Image

Intensity Variation
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phenomenon of wave blockage can occur if the current velocity changes

from less than the group velocity of the waves to larger than this

velocity. For a falling tide (Figure 66a) the following interactions

occur:

Zone 1: The depth is assumed to be uniform over a large enough

area so that the wave height (surface roughness) has reached an

equilibrium value for the existing wind speed and current conditions.

Zone 2: Decreasing depth causes an increasing water current

which in turn causes a progressive smoothing out of the surface

roughness pattern (i.e., a decrease in the amplitude of the capillary

and ultra gravity waves).

Zone 3: The current remains constant while the wave height

(surface roughness) is brought back into equilibrium by the action

of the wind.

Zone 4: Increasing depth causes a decreasing current, thus a

compression of the surface waves, and a corresponding progressive

roughening of the surface.

Zone 5: Depth and current remain constant while the wave height

readjusts into equilibrium with the wind.

Zone 6: Similar to region 4, i.e., a decreasing current causes

an increasing surface roughness.

Zone 7: Similar to region 5, i.e., a gradual return to equi-

librium with the given wind conditions.

The above model appears to adequately describe the patterns in Figure

50 for Revolution 1411, when an ebb tidal flow was present. Note in

the SAR image collected over the southern portion of the TOTO, there

exists a series of ridges, each of which has the banded appearance

as described in regions 1 through 5 above.

For a rising (flood) tide (i.e., a current flowing onto the

bank), the following interactions occur, as illustrated in Figure

66b:
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Region 7: The depth is assumed to be uniform over a large enough

area so that the wave heights (i.e., surface roughness) has reached
an equilibrium with the existing wind speed and current conditions,
resulting in an area of uniform radar backscatter.

Zone 6: A decreasing water depth causes an increasing current
which in turn causes a smoothing out (damping) of the surface capil-
lary and ultra-gravity waves.

Zone 5: Gradual return to equilibrium.

Zone 4: Same as Region 6.

Zone 3: Gradual return to equilibrium.

Zone 2: An increasing water depth causes a decreasing current
which in turn causes a compression of the surface waves and a pro-
gressive roughening of the surface with respect to the incident radar

waves.

Zone 1: Gradual return to equilibrium.

This model appears to adequately describe the patterns present
on Revolution 1239 (Figure 50) during a flood tide.

5.4 COASTAL INTERNAL WAVES

It is now widely accepted that internal baroclinic tides propa-
gating onto a continental shelf, at a time when a stratified water
column exists, result in internal wave fields which can be detected
on satellite imagery. Figure 67 shows Seasat SAR imagery collected
over the New York Bight during Rev. 974 on 3 September 1978. Figure
68 consists of line drawings of the internal wave positions observed

on Figure 67 super-imposed on the bottom topography (after Liu,
1983). Periodic striations of four sequential wave pockets are
clearly visible in the middle of the SAR image, apparently radiating

ofrom the edge of the continental shelf. The dotted area near the
top right corner of Figure 68 represents an area of low radar return
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on the Rev. 974 SAR image which was most likely caused by low surface

winds.

Long-term current and temperature observations on the Middle

Atlantic Shelf were reported by Mayer, et al. (1979) during two

years, 1975 and 1976. They reported that a mixed layer of 30 m depth

was present for the summer months of June 1975 and September 1976.

Although the SAR image of Figure 67 was taken on 3 September 1978,

the seasonal characteristics of the shelf water mass are expected to

be similar. In general, stratification builds to a maximum in August

in this region.

The following mechanism explains the generation process of the

internal waves. First, the scattering of the barotropic tidal energy

into an internal baroclinic tide occurs at the edge of the continen-

tal shelf for a few hours during the peak tide current. This baro-

clinic current distribution then generates internal waves by shear

flow instability on the bottom of the mixed layer (Tsai and Apel,

1979). As the tidal currents rotate through the tidal ellipse, the

instability starts up and shuts down every 12.5 hours. Thus a packet

of waves is created at the shelf edge and launched once each semi-

diurnal-tidal cycle as shown schematically in Figure 69: it typi-

cally contains about 10 waves. Then the wave packet propagates up

onto the shelf until the mixed layer intersects the bottom, whereupon

the waves break and deposit their energy into turbulence and bottom

sediment transport.

A hydrodynamic analysis of the Rev. 974 internal waves was per-

formed by Dynamics Technology (Liu, 1983). This analysis is summar-

ized below and presented in detail in Appendix B.

The model developed by Liu (1983) is based on a two-layer soli-

* tary wave theory, with the wavelengths and amplitudes within a packet

monotonically decreasing from front to rear. Each wave within a

packet has a surface current, which in turn, perturbs the surface

capillary waves.
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Figure 69. Schematic Diagram of Generation of an Internal Wave
Packet on the Edge of a Continental Shelf
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Figure 70(a) presents the surface currents for an internal wave

field for the estimated conditions for Rev. 974. Figure 70(b)

nresents the surface strain rate of the capillary waves induced by

the surface currents. Figure 71 presents a simulated SAR negative

image of the internal wave packet. This negative indicates that an

internal wave crest consists of a light band followed by a dark

band, which is consistent with the internal waves imaged during Rev.

974.

5.5 DEEP WATER INTERNAL WAVES

Tidal currents flowing over deep water bottom features can gener-

ate internal waves as well as frontal boundaries (which are discussed

in the next section). Figure 72 shows Seasat SAR imagery of deep

water features over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge collected during Revo-

lution 762 on 19 August 1978. Figure 73(a) presents the correspond-

ing bathymetric chart for this region. Figure 73(b) combines line

drawings of internal waves and a frontal boundary observed in Figure

72 with the corresponding bathymetric chart for this area. From

Figures 72 and 73, it can be seen that there are numerous internal

wave signatures. The internal waves in the middle of the image (F5

to J8) appear to be generated over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. Near

the lower right corner of the image, three wave packets are visible

along the edge of the continental shelf (D4 to F4). It is to be

noted that no waves are generated on the north side of the Wyville-

Thomson, as will be discussed below.

Figure 74 presents a cross-section of the Wyville-Thomson ridge

through the points C, 0, D, F and G on Figure 73(b). It's dominant

bottom features are a broad, saddle-like valley on the east side of

the ridge near the Faeroe Bank, and a 900 sector of deep water

t perpendicular to the ridge, as shown in Figure 75. The ridge has

the characteristic scales of approximately 10 km in both the

longitudinal and transverse directions.
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Figure 70. Surface Current (A) and Surface Strain Rate
Induced (B) By an Internal Wave Packet
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* Figure 72. Seasat SAR Imagery Collected Over Wyville-Thomson
Ridge Illustrating Internal Wave and Frontal
Boundary Patterns (Seasat Rev. 762, 19 August
1978, JPL Optically Processed Imagery)
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Figure 74. Cross-Section Diagram of Bottom Topography of
the Wyville-Thomson Ridge
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Based on the bathymetry of the area, it seems that the wave

packets observed on the Rev. 762 Seasat imagery are produced by lee

wave formation--a mechanism similar to the undulation of the jet

stream as it passes over a mountain ridge. Figure 75 schematically

illustrates the stages that are hypothesized during the production

of solitary internal wave packets. As the strong semidiurnal tidal

current flows north into the Faeroe Bank Channel, an internal lee

wave forms on the northern edge of the ridge, as illustrated in

Figure 75a. As the tidal flow goes to zero six hours later, the lee

wave, trying to maintain its group velocity relative to the current,

escapes south over the ridge barrier back into the deep water, emerg-

ing as a packet of solitary waves (Figure 75b). This phenomenon has

previously been studied by Holbrook, et al. (1983) in the Sulu Sea.

The initial waveform then can be viewed as a localized source that

immediately begins to propagate, and evolves into a series of soli-

tary waves while undergoing radial spreading, encountering variable

topography and slowly losing energy through dissipation (Figure 75c).

The absence of internal waves on the north side of the ridge is prob-

ably because there is no strong tidal current flowing south across

the ridge; most of the tidal current may flow along the Faeroe Bank

Channel.

These deep-water internal waves appear on SAR imagery for the

same reasons as the Continental Shelf internal wave patterns dis-

cussed in the previous section.

* 5.6 DEEP WATER FRONTAL BOUNDARIES

*The cold front that forms the boundary between the two layer sys-

tem on the off-shore side and the vertically-mixed water inshore has

been observed on Seasat SAR images of the Faeroe Bank Channel. The

curved, dark line beginning at A9 and continuing to A6, as indicated

* in Figure 72, is believed to be a surface pattern caused by a frontal

boundary. Its location appears to be over the edge of the Faeroe
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Shelf, and closely matches the 900 meter bottom contour as

illustrated in Figure 73(b).

The relationship of the front to local upwelling topographic mix-

ing may be described by the following process. Figure 76 shows the

cross-section diagrams of bottom topography of the Wyville-Thomson

Ridge, through points C, 0, D and A, 0, B in Figure 73(b). It ap-

pears that the tidal current flowing over the ridge through another

saddle-like valley on the west side of the ridge forces the deep

water isotherms up toward the surface. To illustrate this mechanism

for frontal boundary generation, a schematic diagram of deep water

upwelling over the Faeroe Bank Channel is shown in Figure 77. There-

fore, the frontal boundary seems to represent simply a surface inter-

section of the seasonal thermocline. The combination of frontal

slope and current shear could yield information on density contrast

across the front. The formulation of this upwelling problem is

given in Appendix B for reference.

In summary, the frontal boundary pattern in Figure 72 appears to

be the direct result of an interaction between a deep ocean tidal

current and the Faeroe Shelf which results in deep water upwelling

in this area. It is theorized that other frontal boundary patterns

observed on Seasat SAR imagery collected over the eastern North

Atlantic were similarly formed.
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6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The significant results and findings of the analyses conducted

for NRL throughout the past year have been summarized in Chapter 2

(Executive Summary). In this chapter, we would like to re-state the

overall goals of the NRL/DMA sponsored program, discuss SAR's ability

to address these goals (based upon the past four years' studies) and

present recommendations for future demonstration projects and re-

search topics which may be pursued to more fully define the potential

of airborne and spaceborne SARs to detect and chart submerged navi-

gation hazards.

The goals of using remote sensing in updating nautical charts

are, in order of priority:

1. To detect uncharted or mispositioned submerged features which

are potentially hazardous to surface and subsurface

navigation,

2. To define the boundary and location of these hazards in

either an absolute or relative sense, and

3. To extract accurate, detailed and complete water depth

information.

The stuaies have demonstrated there is a distinct set of patterns

on SAR imagery which correlates to submerged bottom features. These

patterns appear in both deep and shallow water. Some of these pat-

terns, however, are similar in appearance to non-depth related pat-

terns on the ocean surface, and must be carefully interpreted to

avoid false alarms. This interpretation requires a basic understand-

ing of the SAR imaging mechanism of the ocean surface and of ocean

dynamics. When interpreting SAR imagery, it is also helpful to de-

* fine the ocean conditions present at the time the data were

collected.
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There are several types of surface patterns on SAR imagery which

give a strong clue as to the actual shape and location of a bottom

feature. These include current-induced banded patterns over shallow

water sand banks and shoals, striped patterns at the edges of banks,

and wave-induced changes in radar image intensity over shoals and

coral reefs. It has not been possible to precisely determine the

position of the SAR-observed patterns relative to a specific bottom

feature for several reasons, including the lack of accurate, up-to-

date, high-density hydrographic data to compare with the SAR data.

There are several approaches to overcome these shortcomings.

Future collection of SAR imagery over areas where surface patterns

have been previously observed could be beneficial if sufficient

ground truth (i.e., depth measurements) were obtained and if

specific, known points on the feature were bench-marked so as to

appear on the SAR imagery. Another approach would be through further

development of electromagneticthydrodynamic models, which can predict

the positions of the SAR-observed surface patterns relative to the

bottom features. These models would have to be validated using

actual data, but would have the advantage of being able to predict

surface patterns under a variety of SAR-configurations and ambient

environmental conditions. A third approach would be to survey the

positions of bottom-features which are stationary and compare these

positions to already existing SAR imagery. An example of a station-

ary bottom feature is a barrier coral reef in the Bahamas.

Several comparisons of digital Seasat SAR data to depth data of

the same region have shown strong statistical correlations between

these parameters. These analyses have shown that radar image inten-

sity is also dependent on the direction and magnitude of the currents

and the strength of the wind. Therefore, although the potential

exists to extract depth data from SAR imagery, further research is

needed to fulfill this potential. This research should include both

the modeling and model verification as described above.
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In summary, SAR data can be used to assist hydrographers to up-

date nautical charts. However, further basic and applied research

is needed to fully evaluate SAR's potential. Recommendations based

on the conclusions from this series of studies include programs to

demonstrate SAR's potential to DMA hydrographers as well as basic

research.

Specific recommendations for programs which will demonstrate the

usefulness of SAR imagery to DMA hydrographers include:

1. Generation of a user's manual on the techniques for inter-

preting bottom-related surface patterns on SAR imagery. This

manual should include sections on basic SAR theory, avail-

ability and sources of past, present and future SAR imagery,

the theory of SAR imaging of the ocean surface, examples of

SAR observed patterns on the ocean surface, test-cases which

illust-ate examples of the different kinds of bottom-related

surface patterns on SAR imagery and discussions as to how

these patterns occur, digital processing of SAR data, and

advanced SAR interpretation techniques.

2. Utilization of the 1984 Shuttle Imaging Radar-B (SIR-B)

experiment as a hands-on demonstration of the use of SAR

systems for the detection of bottom-related surface patterns.

In this recommended demonstration program, a SAR image inter-

preter with oceanographic experience would assist DMA

hydrographers in reviewing the proposed SIR-B coverage areas,

select test sites (if possible those which have questionable

or outdated surveys, and will be covered by SIR-B), obtain

and process the imagery from these test sites, and interpret

the SIR-B data for bottom-related surface patterns, including

analysis of the ambient environmental conditions.

Further basic research in conjunction with field data collection

programs are needed to determine the position of SAR observed surface
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patterns relative to bottom features and to further define the cor-
relations between SAR image intensity and water depth. To address

these areas, the following research programs are recommended:

1. Further development of electromagnetic/hydrodynamic models

which predict radar backscatter as a function of SAR system

parameters, water depth and the ambient environmental condi-

tions (waves, wind, and currents). Such models, when

verified, can further define the potential for extracting

water depths from SAR images and for predicting the position

of a bottom feature "&'ative to SAR observed pattern.

2. In conjunction with the SIR-B Experiment, conduct a field

data collection program to gather the necessary water depth

and ambient environmental data to validate hydrodynamic/

electromagnetic models which have been formulated to date.

The SIR-B experiment could include the collection of sea-

truth information over a region where bottom-related surface

patterns are likely to occur. A candidate test site is the

Nantucket Shoals, which has a high probability of being

imaged during the SIR-B Experiment.

*18
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF SEASAT SAR OBSERVED BOTTOM RELATED

SURFACE PATTERNS

This appendix consists of a summary table listing all occurrences

of bottom related surface patterns on Seasat SAR imagery. This table

consists of the following information:

REVOLUTION: Seasat revolution

DATE: Date, relative to Greenwich Mean Time, data were

collected

TIME: Approximate time (GMT) of the center of the Seasat

revolution

LOCATION: Location of the bottom features imaged during the

Seasat revolution

BOTTOM FEATURE TYPE: The type of bottom feature using the fol-

lowing key:

BE Edge of large bank in Carribean

CR Coral Reef

CS Continental Shelf

DWB Deep water bank

DWS Deep water shelf

DWSM Deep water seamount

FA False alarm, no bottom feature

SWSB Shallow water sand bank

SWSI Shallow water shoal surrounding an island

SAR PATTERN: The type of surface pattern observed on the Seasat

imagery, using the following key (see also Figure 1):

BP Banded pattern

DB Change in radar image intensity

FB Frontal boundary pattern

A-I
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1W Internal wave pattern

NP No pattern

SP Striped Pattern

COMENTS: Observations concerning the SAR data which affect

image interpretati on:

Weather - Low wind in the area of interest resulting in an area

of no radar return

Processing - Processing or radar artifacts make data

uninterpretable

Both - Imagery contains both WEATHER and PROCESSING problems.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents an analytical investigation of the oceanic processes

involved in the bottom-related surface signatures observed on the Seasat

SAR imagery. Two sets of data from Seasat orbits during Revolutions 974
and 762 were used to examine the relationship between the bottom features

and surface patterns. Shallow water internal waves on the East Coast and
New York Bight are studied and analyzed. Based on a two-layer solitary
wave theory and the Seasat SAR image data (Rev. 974), the internal wave
field has been formulated. The wind wave modulation induced by the inter-

nal waves is estimated, and a numerically simulated Seasat SAR image shows

good visibility of the internal waves. Three selected features in the

northeast Atlantic test site on the Seasat SAR imagery for Rev. 762 have

been examined carefully. Deep water internal waves over the Wyville-

Thomson Ridge appear to be produced by lee wave formation. A frontal

boundary over the Faeroe Bank Channel seems to be generated by deep water

upwelling. The change in backscatter around North Rona Rock is probably

caused by the trapping of wave energy around the island. This study has

demonstrated that these patterns can be used for inference about bathymetry

and submerged features. The limitations of the theoretical model are dis-

cussed, along with recommendations for future efforts on further data

analysis and numerical simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has become apparent in recent years that striking evidence of subsurface

topography is often observed in microwave radar images of the ocean sur-

face. Since microwave radiation does not penetrate to any significant

depth below the sea surface, this phenomenon must be the surface manifesta-

tion of the wind wave-current interaction induced by bottom features.

Analyses of Seasat SAR images reveal that this is a common phenomenon

occurring in a large number of coastal , island and seamount regions.

Numerical examples of these subsurface topographic effects in SAR imagery
have been described, for example, by Shuchman (1982) and by Fu and Holt

(1982). Several comprehensive documents collecting information on Seasat

SAR are available (e.g., Apel , 1980; Beal , et aZ., 1981; Vesecky and

Stewart, 1982). Apparently, SAR imagery is rapidly becoming an important

tool for investigation of oceanic processes.

For the Seasat SAR, backscatter from the ocean surface is produced pre-

dominantly by the Bragg resonant scattering mechanism. That is, the

surface waves traveling in the radar range direction with a wavelength of

XA2 sine), the Bragg waves, account for most of the backscattering, where X
is the radar wavelength and 0 the incidence angle. Therefore, Seasat SAR

imagery of the ocean is fundamentally a map of the radar scattering charac-

teristics of wind waves with a wavelength of 34 cm. The capability of SAR

to detect bottom features is a consequence of hydrodynamic interaction

between the topographically induced surface current field and the wind-

driven ocean surface waves. The resulting spatial variations of sea sur-

face roughness are, in turn, imaged by the radar as variations in image

brightness. Thus, the utility of SAR for providing bathymetric information

requires understanding and analysis of these hydrodynamic processes.

A recent report by Kasischke et al. (1982) has discussed the utility of

Seasat SAR data for the detection and charting of bottom features which
might be hazardous to navigation. Their investigation supports the goals

of the Defense Mapping Agency with respect to the utilization of remotely

sensed data. The final goals of using remote sensing are to provide a

rapid survey capability to detect and locate geographically submerged

-1-
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features potentially hazardous to navigation, as well as to provide esti-

mates of water depth in order to aid in updating of nautical charts. SAR

imaging is a powerful technique for high spatial resolution observation

under all weather conditions of geographical regions of concern to the

DMA. The work at ERIM supported by DMA has already gone a considerable way

toward identifying the oceanic processes in SAR imagery. The present work

was sponsored by ERIM and supports ERIM's effort under sponsorship of the

DMA. Based on ERIM's preliminary investigation by Kasischke et at.. (1982),

they suggested the data sets for further hydrodynamic analysis, and also

supplied DynaTech with copies of Seasat SAR imagery and hydrographic data.

In this report, the hydrodynamic processes are studied in detail for a

better understanding of the causes of surface signatures that map bottom

features.

Due to the limited scope of the investigation, efforts are concentrated on

the illustrative description and theoretical analysis of the hydrodynamic

processes underlying the subsurface topographic signatures in SAR imagery.

Four major oceanic processes that result in SAR observation of submerged

features are focused on. First, the shallow water internal waves on the

East Coast and Flew York Bight are studied in Section 2. The generation

mechanism is discussed and the internal wavefield is formulated based on a

two-layer shallow water solitary wave theory and SAR image data. The sur-

face roughness modulation of wind waves by the internal wave-induced sur-

face current is estimated by a spectral transport model. The Seasat SAR

image is simulated numerically to show the visibility of internal waves.

Then, in Section 3, the surface patterns in the northeast Atlantic test

site caused by the oceanic currents flowing over distinct bottom features

are studied; this includes the deep water internal waves over the Wyville-

Thomson Ridge, a frontal boundary over the Faeroe Bank Channel, and the

change in backscatter around North Rona Rock. The hydrodynamic processes

involved in the formation of these SAR observed phenomena are described and

formulated with the appropriate equations. Finally, this detection study

* of bottom features on Seasat SAR imagery is summarized and discussed in

Section 4, along with recommendations for future efforts on further

detailed data analysis and theoretical/numerical modeling.

// -2-
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2. SHALLOW WATER INTERNAL WAVES

2.1 Background

Peculiar striations more than one hundred kilometers long are visible on
satellite photographs, and these surface striations are often interpreted
as the surface roughness modulation induced by the passage of the under-
lying nonlinear internal waves. These nonlinear waves are apparently
generated by a tidally driven flow over sills, continental shelf edges, or
other major variations in underwater topography. .Surface signatures of
these topographically generated internal waves have been observed with

Landsat (Apel et al.., 1975, 1976) off the North American and African
coasts, and Seasat (Apel , 1981) off the West Coast of Baja California,
Mexico. Recently, several studies of internal waves on Seasat SAR imagery
were reported by Trask and Briscoe (1983), by Alpers and Salusti (1983) and
by Hughes and Gower (1983).

The generation and propagation of nonlinear internal waves in a stable,
stratified fluid has been a subject of considerable recent interest. The

existence of a class of nonlinear waves of permanent form in a stratified
medium has been investigated by Benney (1966) and by Benjamin (1966) for a
shallow water system. The mechanism whereby these waves, usually known as

solitary waves, retain their shapes and speed can be explained in terms of
a balance between nonlinear and dispersive effects. The results often
demonstrate the existence of such a solitary wave solution.

The solitary wave theory which describes the generation and evolution of
the nonlinear internal waves has been modeled and compared with field
measurements. A study of underwater current and temperature variations
associated with such large internal waves in the Andaman Sea was reported
by Osborne and Burch (1980). They used a two-layer shallow water model
(Korteweg-deVries or KdV equation) to describe the physics of these non-
linear waves and their interactions with surface waves. Their observations

are in good overall agreement with the characteristics of internal solitary

-3-
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waves predicted by the KdV equation. Recently, Apel and Holbrook (1q83)

and Holbrook et aZ. (1983) reported on what appeared to be very large

internal waves visible on satellite images taken over the Sulu Sea. Then,

Liu et aZ. (1983) reported on an analytical investigation of these internal

solitary waves in the Sulu Sea based on the nonlinear finite-depth theory.

The analytical results agree reasonably well with the Sulu Sea data and the

numerical simulations demonstrate the generation and evolution of a series

of solitons in a wave packet.

2.2 East Coast and New York Bight Observations

Continental shelf internal waves have been chosen by Apel et a . (1975,

1976) for interpretation and analysis because of their coherence and clear-

ly defined characteristics when viewed from spacecraft. Figure 1 shows the

Seasat SAR imagery of internal waves collected over the East Coast during

Revolution 974 on 3 September 1978 at approximately 02:50 GMT. The scene

dimensions are 170 km x 55 km; South end of the image lies approximately

250 km from Cape Hatteras. Figure 2 shows the interpretive line drawings

of the internal waves observed on the east coast of Delaware and also shows

the bottom topography with isobaths given in fathoms. As shown in Figure

2, the internal waves are generated near the edge of the continental shelf

at the depth around 100 fm. A series of internal wave packets are visible

along the coast on the continental shelf. Another Seasat SAR image of

internal waves, collected over New York Bight during Revolution 974, is

shown in Figure 3. The scene dimensions are 200 km x 110 km; it shows Long

Island at the top corner. Figure 4 consists of line drawings of internal

waves observed in Figure 3 superimposed on the bottom topography. Periodic

striations of four sequential wave packets are clearly visible in the

middle of the SAR image, apparently radiating from the edge of the conti-

nental shelf. The dotted area near the top right corner indicates a dark

region, most likely due to low wind speed. The complicated pattern of

wave-wave interaction of two wave packets can be observed at the top part

of the image, near Long Island.

-4-
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Long-tern current and temperature observations on the Middle Atlantic Shelf

were reported by Mayer et at. (1979) during two years, 1975 and 1976.

Example contours of temperature and sigma t for the section of shelf just

north of the Hudson Shelf Valley (HSV) are shown in Figure 5. A mixed

layer of 30 in depth is evident for the summer months of June 1975 and

September 1976. Although the SAR image of Figure 1 was taken on 3

September 1978, the seasonal characteristics of the shelf water mass are

expected to be similar. In general, stratification builds to a maximum in

August in this region.

While no sea truth is available, the identification with internal waves is

reasonably certain. The following mechanism seems to explain the genera-

tion process. First, the scattering of the barotropic tidal energy into

internal baroclinic tide occurs at the edge of the continental shelf for a

few hours during the peak tidal current. This baroclinic current distribu-

tion then generates internal waves by shear flow instability on the bottom

of the mixed layer (Tsai and Apel, 1979). As the tidal currents rotate

through the tidal ellipse, the instability starts up and shuts down every

12.5 hours. Thus, a packet of waves is created at the shelf edge and

launched once each semidiurnal-tidal cycle as shown schematically in Figure

6; it typically contains about ten waves. Then, the wave packet propagates

up onto the shelf until the mixed layer intersects the bottom, whereupon

the waves break and deposit their energy into turbulence and bottom sedi-

ment transport.

The observed important characteristics of the surface pattern induced by

the internal waves on the continental shelf are summarized as follows:

1. The internal waves occur in packets, separated by distances that
are on the order of 25 km.

2. Based on the assumption of a semidiurnal tidal origin, the wave
speed is estimated to be 0.55 m/s.

3. The wave packets in this region contain about te. - yes with a
packet width about 5 km.

4. Within a given wave packet, the wavelengths appear to be monoton-
ically decreasing, front to rear, from 1200 in to 300 m.

-9-
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5. The surface pattern is always nore observable at the front of the
wave packet than at the rear.

6. Each wave is characterized by a bright band followed immediately
by a dark band.

The above features suggest that these internal waves in each packet are

probably the rank-ordered solitary waves with the largest, fastest and

longest waves found out in front. The solitary wave theory which describes

the evolution of the internal wave packet is reviewed in the next section.

2.3 Solitary Wave Theory

Since there is no in situ measurement of the density profile, a two-layer

model is used based on the historical data described in te previous sec-

tion. The system considered is a mixed layer of depth H1 lying on top of a

denser layer with thickness H2 and density contrast Ap/p. Because the

wavelength of the internal wave is much larger than the total water depth,

the shallow water theory is adopted. Then, the evolution equation for the

displacement of the interface h(x,t) is given by the Korteweg-deVries

equation

3(H1 -H2) 1
ht Ch + Coh h + CoHIH h : 0 (2.1)t 0 x + T2 HH 2  x 0 12 xxx

A~ 12

where subscripts t,x denote time and space derivatives, and the linear wave

speed C0 is

12
C HIH2] . (2.2)

It is easily seen from Equation (2.1) that the character of the solitary

wave can be directly inferred from consideration of the depths of the water

and interface. When H1 > H2 , only waves of elevation can occur, whereas if

H, < H2 , only waves of depression can occur. When H, = H2, the nonlinear

ter1 in the evolution equation (2.1) vanishes.

-12-
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The steady-state solution of Equation (2.1) is given (Whitham, 1974) by

h(x,t) = -A sech 2 [(x-Ct)/L] , (2.3)

where A is the wave amplitude, the wave speed C is

A(H2-H1)(24C = CO [I + 2HIH2  ] , (2.4)

011 2H 1H12
and the half width L is

L = HI1H 2 [3A(H24,HI) ] 11 (2.5)
(2.5

In the New York Bight, the density contrast Ap/p = 10- 3 , and the mixed

layer depth H, = 30 m with H2 = 60 m. From Equation (2.2) the linear wave

speed is estimated to be CO  0.45 m/s. As reported by Proni and Apel

(1975), the wave amplitude A 20 m in this area, based on the XBT data and

the towed thermistor data. Then, the wave speed C is calculated from Equa-

tion (2.4) to be 0.53 m/s, which is consistent with the wave speed of 0.55

rn/s estimated from the SAR images. The width of the wave, 2L, is evaluated

from Equation (2.5) to be 170 m. Thus, a packet of depression waves propa-

gates up onto the shelf until H2 = H1 , whereupon the waves disintegrate

into a dispersive wave train. As evident in Figure 4, the wave packet

starts to disappear approximately at the water depth of 60 m near the 30-

fathom contour.

The number of solitary waves N which emerge from an initial disturbance can

be determined from the Schrodinger equation. For the specific case where

the initial waveform is a sech 2 X potential well, the amplitude A for each

solitary wave of a wave packet can be written approximately in the form

(Whitham, 1974)

An -A 1 [(N-n)/(N-l)] 2 , (2.6)

-13-
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where n is the number of a particular solitary wave in a packet, and Al is

the amplitude of the first wave in the packet.

After the initial interaction, each solitary wave moves in the packet with

velocity C-Co, which is proportional to the wave amplitude. Then, for each

solitary wave of a wave packet, the distance behind the first wave is

approximately given by

R - Rn  = R { - [(N-n)/(N-I)] 2} , (2.7)

where R is the packet width, which can be estimated from the SAR image.

Therefore, for a train of solitary waves in a packet, the internal wave-

field can be approximately expressed by

N -R
h(&) A n sech

2 [ ] (2.3)
n=1 n

where Ln is given by Equation (2.5), and C = x - C0t

This simplified model of the internal wavefield can then be used to esti-

mate the surface effects, which will be presented in the next section. It

is to be noted that the present solitary wave theory is limited to a two-

dimensional inviscid fluid without radial spreading and energy dissipation.

Such a deduction is not expected to be highly accurate, of course, but it
can provide order-of-magnitude estimates if the nonlinear effect is appre-

ciable.

The total wave energy per unit crest length for a wave packet is given by

E Ap g f h2(&) d&

4 g (2.9)
n=l

-14-I
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In general, larger internal wave energies will result in a clearer surface

pattern under ideal conditions. For the sake of reference, an estimate of

the total energy per unit crest length is 106 Joule/m in the New York

Bight. Based on the SAR image of 100 km crest length, these waves could

deliver energy to the coast at the rate of 1011 Joules per each wave period

T = 2L/C = 5 min. This estimate may account for a significant portion of

the 1012 watt loss due to the dissipation of tidal energy by the sharp

depth change at the edges of the continental shelves (Halpern, 1971).

Evidently, this process is also important to the coastal seiche excitation

by tide-generated internal waves, as reported by Giese et al. (1982).

2.4 Surface Effects

The essential element of the surface effects is the interaction between the

internal wave-induced surface current field and the wind-driven ocean sur-

face waves. This interaction has been studied, notably by Lewis, Lake and

Ko (1974) and Hughes (1978). Basically, the analysis is based on a near-

equilibrium spectral transport model to estimate the roughness modulation

by a variable surface current. The effect of the surface current is to

alter the spectrum from its equilibrium value, while the natural processes

of wave energy input from the wind, wave breaking and other non-conserva-

tive processes act to restore the ambient equilibrium spectrum.

The surface current induced by the wave packet can be expressed as

C
U(x) = - .- h(x) (2.10)

1
where h(x) is given by Equation (2.8).

Then the strain rate is defined by

CO
U (x) = -0 h (x)

N 2Co An  xRn x-Rn
n=I -L sech 2 [x tanh -- " (2.11)
n 1 i n n n
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The maximum and minimum values of the strain rate are located at x = Rn t

0. 66 Ln .

A strictly horizontal surface current induced by the internal waves is

assumed for a locally one-dimensional wave packet. Then, the surface wave

spectral function F(k,x,t) is related to the distribution of the mean

square surface displacement by the expression

<=2(X~t) > = f F(k,x,t) dk , (2.12)

where < > denotes ensemble average.

The variation of the wave action spectrum, E(k,x,t)= (wo /k)F(,x,t) is

described by a spectral transport equation:

3E dx 3E dk _E 2 (_ 2-t-BE [I1- ( ] (2.13)

where k is the wave number, wo is the intrinsic frequency, B is the surface

wave relaxation rate (Inoue, 1966), and Fe is the equilibrium spectrum

(Pierson and Stacy, 1973). The equation for the characteristics are

dx ) I - k = const. (2.14)--W -- - ' 2
1

where the dispersion relation is

W 0 + [U(x) + Co] k,

= (gk + yk3) I/2 + [U(x + Co] k1  , (2.15)

where y is the coefficient of surface tension, and CO is the linear

internal wave speed. The spectral perturbation function is defined by

f(k,xt) = F(k,x,t)/Fe(k) - 1 , (2.16)
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and is an indication of the surface roughness modulation, which is assumed

to be smaller than unity.

By linearizing the spectral transport equation for f, it reduces to

df 6F kC 6Fe. 1~df _ l Fe k ? F e_ + 2Bf =[ + (-L -1)] sin29 + s si n26l _Ui
t FF _k w0 e  0 bx'

S(k,O,t) au (2.17)

where 0 is the radar look angle corresponding to the surface wave propaga-

tion direction, and Cg is the surface wave group velocity.

Equation (2.17) has the simple integral solution

f :f t e S(k,e,t') A dt' (2.18)
0 ax

When the current is relatively small compared with the group velocity of

the surface waves, it can be neglected in the computation of the character-

istics. In general, the surface current can be represented in terms of the

Fourier integral U(a). Then the final solution for the spectral function

can be expressed as

12 f i a S U ) iax d + Bt(2.19)
f(x) = 2B + i g (CgsinG + e e(

As indicated, Equation (2.19) is valid for Bt >> 1, i.e., when the interac-

tion timle is much larger than the relaxation time, which is generally true

for the short Bragg waves. Therefore, a quasi-steady state surface pattern

will be established, as observed on the SAR image.

-17-
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In the New York Sight, the surface current and strain rate are constructed,

)ased on the Seasat SAR image and the solitary wave theory as shown in

Figure 7(a) and (b). A wave packet consisting of ten rank-ordered solitary

waves with packet width of 5 km covers the range of 15 km. The amplitude

of the first wave is assumed to be 20 m. The maximum surface current and

strain rate are 0.30 irn/s and 0.003 1/s, respectively.

Figure 7(c) illustrates a scenario where a surface current induced by an
internal wave packet is interacting with the wind waves. The resultant SAR

image intensity variation is caused by the wind wave modulation. The sur-

face pattern depends on the environmental conditions (wind) as well as the
radar operating conditions (look direction). Figure 8(a) shows surface
roughness modulation induced by the internal wave packet as given by Equa-

tion (2.19) for four different wind and look directions. Case 1 is the

cross-track wind with along-track look direction relative to the track of
internal wave propagation direction. Case 2 is the cross-track wind with

down-track look direction. Case 3 corresponds to the along-track direction

for both look and wind. Case 4 corresponds to the down-track direction for

both look and wind. The wind speed is assumed to be 5 knots for all cases.

The maximum surface roughness modulations are 0.34, 0.39, 0.13, and 0.14
for these four cases, respectively.

It is to be noted that surface roughness is a maximum ahead of the wave

crest and is minimum immediately after the crest, which corresponds to a
rough region followed immediately by a smooth region. This surface charac-

teristic is consistent with the SAR image of internal waves, which shows a

bright band followed immediately by a dark band. It is believed that once

the surface roughness modulation is less than 10%, the surface pattern may

not be observable by SAR. As demonstrated in Figure 8(b), a Seasat SAR

negative image for Revolution 974 is simulated for Case 2 above, based on

the models described in this report. Those surface roughness values are

converted to reflectivities using a formula for Bragg scattering

(Valenzuela, 1978). Exponential speckle noise is multiplied into the data

to produce the final image. Using a Seasat SAR sized pixel of 25 m x 6.25

ii, four aximuth resolution looks are incoherently averaged with a resulting

0 B-26
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25 m x 25 m pixel. Four internal waves are clearly visible in this simu-

lated image. Similar reflectivity maps of South Falls were reported by

Shuchman (1982) through extensive hydrodynamic and electromagnetic modeling

efforts on the tidal flow over sand waves. As mentioned before, these

order-of-magnitude estimates are based on simplified models and are not

expected to be highly accurate. However, the hydrodynamic transfer

function model can be refined through comparison with satellite data and

in situ field measurements. Further study on this is recommended in the

last section.

I
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3. SELECTED FEATURES IN NORTHEAST ATLANTIC 
TEST SITE

3.1 Background

Bottom-related surface patterns exist in deep water as well as shallow-

water regions. An extensive data survey was reported by Kasischke et az.

(1982) on 35 Seasat orbits to examine nine test sites. The northeast

Atlantic test site actually contained 17 distinct bottom features such as

seamounts, submarine ridges, banks, and the edges of continental shelves.

Several types of surface patterns observed on Seasat SAR imagery are

believed to be the result of an interaction between tidal currents and such

bottom topography. ERIM suggested the data sets to DynaTech for further

hydrodynamic analyses in order to have a better understanding of the causes

of these selected surface signatures.

In this report, a careful examination is conducted of Seasat SAR imagery

collected during Revolution 762, to further study the relationship between

bottom topography and surface signatures in the northeast Atlantic test

site. Three surface patterns are focused on in this study: (1) internal

waves over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge; (2) a frontal boundary over the

Faeroe Bank Channel; and (3) change in backscatter around North Rona Rock.

The first two are deep-water features, the third is a shallow-water fea-

ture. The hydrodynamic processes involved in the formation of the above-

mentioned SAR observed phenomena are described with the appropriate equa-

tions in the following sections.

Deep water internal waves have been studied by Apel et aL. (1983), and they

conclude that the solitary waves in the Sulu Sea are generated as a result

* of intense tidal flow over sharp, narrow bathymetric features. Surface

signatures of these waves have been observed in images from the DMSP,

Landsat, Nimbus-7 and SIR-A satellites. Legeckis (1978) has reported a

*survey of satellite images that show temperature fronts associated with

ocean currents and upwelling at a wide variety of locations around the

world. When the long surface wave field crosses an abrupt change in water

depth, the wave energy can be trapped due to wave-wave interaction, as

shown by Longuet-Higgins (1967). The occurrence of such "edge waves"in the

shoal region was observed at Macquarie Island in the Southern Ocean.
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3.2 Internal Waves Over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge

Figure 9 shows the Seasat SAR imagery of deep water features over the

Wyville-Thomson Ridge collected during Revolution 762 on 19 August 1978 at

approximately 06:45 GMT. Figure 10 combines line drawings of internal

waves and a frontal boundary observed in Figure 9 with the corresponding

bathymetric chart for this area. From Figure 10, it can be seen that there

are numerous internal wave signatures. The internal waves in the middle of

the image appear to be generated over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. Near the

lower right corner of the image, three wave packets are visible. It is to

be noted that no waves were generated on the north side of the ridge.

The dominant bottom features are a broad, saddle-like valley on the East

side of the ridge, and a 900 sector of deep water extending out from the

ridge, as shown in Figure 11. The ridge has the characteristic scales of

approximately 10 km in both the longitudinal and transverse direction. The

minimax of the bathymetric saddle is at a depth of about 450 m.

Based on the bathymetry, it seems that the wave packets are produced by lee

wave formation--a mechanism similar to the undulation of the jet stream as

it passes over a mountain ridge. Figure 12 schematically illustrates the

stages that are hypothesized during the production of solitary internal

wave packets. As the strong semidiurnal tidal current flows north into the

Faeroe Bank Channel, an internal lee wave forms on the northern edge of the

ridge. As the tidal flow goes to zero six hours later, the lee wave, try-

ing to maintain its group velocity relative to the current, escapes south

over the ridge barrier back into the deep water, emerging as a packet of

solitary waves. This phenomenon has previously been studied by Holbrook

et al. (1983) in the Sulu Sea. The initial waveform then can be viewed as

a localized source that immediately begins to propagate, and evolves into a

series of solitary waves while undergoing radial spreading, encountering

variable topography and slowly losing energy through dissipation. The

disappearance of internal waves on the north side of the ridge is probably

because there is no strong tidal current flowing south across the ridge;

most of the tidal current may flow along the Faeroe Bank Channel.
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Figure 10. Line Drawings of Internal Waves and a Frontal Boundary Observed in
Figure 9 Superimposed on the Hydrographic Chart of the Northeast
Atlantic Ocean.
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Based on the Seasat SAR image, wave packets in deep water over the Wyville-

Thomson Ridge have the following properties:

1. Wave packets are separated by distances of the order of 14 km.

2. Wave speed is estimated to be 0.31 m/s based on the assumption of
a semidiurnal tidal origin.

3. Wave packets in this region contain about five waves with packet
width about 5 km.

4. Wavelengths are between 500 m and 1000 m.

5. The crests are curved in a horizontal plane with their convex
sides pointed-in the direction of propagation.

Although no -*n Zttu measurements are available, it is believed this area is

dominated by tidal currents with velocities of less than 0.5 m/s at the

surface. Figure 13 shows the profiles of potential temperature, salinity

and sigma theta generated from data collected over the Iceland-Faeroe Rise

during the Atlantic Expedition in August 1972 (Bainbridge, 1980). Station

19 is expected to be the measurement closest to the Wyville-Thomson Ridge

area. As evident fron Figure 13, a mixed layer of 40 n is dominant in this

area during the summer. Based on the two-layer finite depth nodel , the

linear wave speed is given by

Ag 1 1/2
CO  [] (3.1)o coth kH + Coth kH2

Near the Wyville-Thomson Ridge, Ap/p = 0.6 x 10 , I  40 m, H2  260 r,

2n/k = 500 m, and thus the wave speed is approximately 0.40 m/s, depending

on the water depths. This value is consistent with the estimated wave

speed of 0.31 m/s from the SAR image. Based on the wavelength, the wave

amplitude is estimated to be between 10 to 15 m. Note that the effect of

shear is important in this case, since the wave speed is slow compared with

the background current. Also, the bottom topography near the Shelf West is
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complex, which influences the evolution of wave packets, as shown in Figure

10. A similar solitary wave theory developed by Liu et aZ. (1983) can be

applied here. However, due to the limited scope of this investigation, the

detailed analysis and calculations will have to wait until sea-truth data

are available.

To understand the surface pattern caused by the internal wavefield, the

essential physics element is the interaction between the internal wave-

induced surface current field and the wind-driven ocean surface gravity and

capillary waves. As discussed in Section 2, the wind wave modulation can

be estimated by a spectral transport model. Such surface effects result in

a SAR-detected surface pattern similar to that produced by the shallow-

water internal waves.

3.3 Frontal Boundary Over the Faeroe Bank Channel

The cold front that forms the boundary between the two layer system on the

off-shore side and the vertically-mixed water inshore has been observed on

Seasat SAR images of the Faeroe Bank Channel. The curved, dark line begin-

ning at 48 and continuing to 55, as indicated in Figure 10, is believed to

be a surface pattern caused by a frontal boundary. Its location appears to

be over the edge of the Faeroe Shelf, and closely matches the 900 meter

bottom contour.

As shown in Figure 13, the deep water upwelling results in a frontal bound-

ary over the Icelandic-Faeroe Rise. The relationship of the front to local

upwelling topographic mixing may be described by the following process.

Figure 14 shows the cross-section diagram of bottom topography of the

Wyville-Thomson Ridge. It appears that the tidal current flowing over the

ridge through another saddle-like valley on the West-side of the ridge

forces the deep water isotherms up toward the surface. To illustrate this

mechanism for frontal boundary generation, a schematic diagram of deep

water upwelling over the Faeroe Bank Channel is shown in Figure 15. There-

fore, the frontal boundary seems to represent simply a surface intersection

of the seasonal thermocline. The combination of frontal slope and current
/t
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shear could yield information on density contrast across the front. The

formulation of this upwelling problem is given in Appendix A for reference.

The detailed numerical modeling and quantitative estimates are beyond the

scope of this investigation, awaiting further study.

The radar imaging mechanism for a frontal boundary is not totally under-

stood at the present time. The surface current field associated with the

front is caused by the coastal upwelling, as well as the surface tempera-

ture gradient. The effects of such surface currents will perturb the wind

wave structure through current-wave interaction. The radar detects these

subtle changes in backscatter, thus giving a SAR-detected surface pattern.

3.4 Change in Backscatter Around North Rona Rock

North Rona Rock is an island located approximately 75 km off the northeast

tip of Scotland. Figure 16 shows the Seasat SAR imagery and hydrographic

chart of North Rona Rock collected during Revolution 762. Detected on this

SAR image is a distinct change in radar backscatter in the shoal region

designated by the 50 meter depth contour surrounding North Rona Rock. On

the SAR imagery, the surface long wave field is also clearly visible. Sur-

fac measurements made concurrently with the Seasat overpass about 300 km

west of North Rona Rock indicate that a swell with a dominant wavelength of

210 m, a significant wave height of 5.5 m, and a direction of propagation

towards 600 was present in the northeast Atlantic Ocean at this time. A

wind from 1860 with a surface velocity of 12 m/s was also present. The

diffraction of the surface long waves as they pass North Rona Rock can also

be seen in Figure 16.

The processes that generate the variations in Bragg scattering observed in

the Seasat SAR image most likely involve a combination of modifications of

Bragg scattering waves due to tidal flow over topography, current generated

by the impingement and refraction of swell and long waves on the shoal, and

combined effects. It has been shown by Longuet-Higgins (1967) that islands

can trap long-wave energy and this phenomenon was observed at Macquarie
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Island in the Southern Ocean. The probable existence of such 'edge waves"

in the shoal region surrounding North Rona Rock may cause the change in
backscatter. Some light can be thrown on the phenomenon of wave trapping
by considering the simplest possible case: that of long free waves around a
circular sill in shallow water, as shown in Figure 17a. The solution of
wavefield is illustrated in Figure 17b, which shows the plan view of the
wave crests. Two systems of waves propagate along trajectories inside and
outside the sill. In general , the trapping of the energy is essentially
due to the waves being reflected internally at the edge of the sill, when

their angle of incidence is greater than a critical angle. The brief
analysis for this special case is reviewed in Appendix 3 for reference.

This theory seems to explain the SAR-observed pattern, but remains to be
directly verified by an in qitu field measurement.

In general , wave-wave interaction could generate higher harmonic waves
which could be trapped around an island. Wave-current interaction could
produce wave breaking caused by the blockage phenomenon (Phillips, 1977).

A recent paper of Larsen (1980) suggests that wavelets may be trapped in
the current field over topography, even when the wave group velocity does
not match current speed (non-resonant condition). These mechanisms, if

they occur, would enhance the trapping phenomenon and, in turn, the change
in backscatter.

As mentioned previously, imaging radars are sensitive to the short Bragg
waves. But the trapped waves around an island are generally much longer
than the Bragg scattering waves. Short waves riding on long waves are
strained by the long waves, and this leads to energy exchange between long
and short waves. This long-short wave interaction will modulate the Bragg
wave structure, which may result in a SAR-detected surface pattern. The

combined effects on modulations of Bragg waves from tidal flow over the
sill in the shoal region and the long-short wave interaction seems to be a

plausible explanation for the change in backscatter around the North Rona

Rock.
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AFigure 17. The Form of Free Waves Trapped by a Circular Island With Sill. (a) ARadial Cross Section; (b) Plan View of the Wave Crests. From Longuet-
Higgins (1967).
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4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This report presents an analytical investigation of the oceanic processes
involved in the bottom-related surface signatures observed on the Seasat
SAR imagery. Under sponsorship of the DMA, ERIM is currently investigating
the potential ability of SAR to provide a rapid survey capability to detect
and locate geographically submerged features potentially hazardous to navi-

gation, as well as to provide estimates of water depth. Based on thei r
preliminary investigation, ERIM suggested the data sets for further hydro-
dynamic analyses. Two sets of data from Seasat orbits during Revolutions
974 and 762 were used to examine the relationship between the bottom fea-
tures and surface patterns. These SAR-observed patterns occurred in both
the shallow, co~astal regions, as well as in deep water offshore. For both,
the hydrodynamnic processes are analyzed in detail to better understand the
causes of surface signatures that map bottom features.

Shallow water internal waves on the East Coast and New York Bight appear to
be generated at the edge of the continental shelf by shear flow instability
at the bottom of the mixed layer. Then, the wave packet propagates up onto
the shelf until the mixed layer almost intersects the bottom. The SAR-

observed features suggest that these internal waves in each packet are pro-
bably rank-ordered solitary waves. Based on a two-layer solitary wave

theory and the Seasat SAR image data (Revolution 974), the internal wave
field has been constructed. The wind wave modulation induced by the inter-

nal waves is form~ulated by using a spectral transport model. The surface

roughness modulation is estimated for different wind and radar operation
conditions. The numerically simulated Seasat SAR image shows good visibil-
ity of the internal waves, and demonstrates the capability to provide a
first order description of the observations.
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It is to be noted that the solitary wave theory used in this report is

limited to a two-dimensional inviscid fluid without spreading and dissi-

pation. As demonstrated by Liu et aZ. (1983), radial spreading and dis-

sipation effects are important for the internal wave evolution. Also, the

effect of shear is important for the calculation of the wave speed and

waveform, as shown by Liu and Benney (1980). Therefore, without in si t

field measurements of environmental conditions, the estimates of surface

roughness modulation in the second section are only expected to give order-

of-magnitude accuracy.

An alternative mechanism for producing surface effects would be surface

films concentrated in current-convergence regions damping the local Bragg

waves and hence reducing SAR image intensity. In current-divergence

regions the dispersal of surface filins would allow higher energy density

Bragg waves and hence image enhancement. However, the slicks do not propa-

gate with the internal waves and, unlike the wind waves, may not exist

everywhere in the ocean. Therefore, it is felt that the wind wave modula-

tion induced by surface current is probably the dominant mechanism for sur-

face effects. Combination of both mechanisms will definitely enhance the

visibility of a surface pattern in SAR images. Nevertheless, at present,

the quantitative estimations of both mechanisms are not completely avail-

able, awaiting further research.

Three selected features in the northeast Atlantic test site on the Seasat

SAR imagery for Revolution 762 have been examined carefully. Deep water

internal waves over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge appear to be produced by lee

wave formation near a saddle-like valley on the East side of the ridge. A

frontal boundary over the Faeroe Bank Channel seems to be generated by

deep-water upwelling. The tidal current flowing over the Wyville-Thomson

Ridge through another saddle-like valley on the West side of the ridge

forces the deep water isotherms up toward the surface. Therefore, the

frontal boundary may simply represent a surface intersection of the

seasonal thermocline. The change in backscatter around North Rona Rock is

probably caused by the trapping of wave energy around the island. The

existence of such "edge waves" in the shoal region surrounding North Rona

Rock may explain the SAR-observed surface pattern.
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In this study, the water depth is related to the SAR observed surface pat-
terns in several ways. For shallow water internal waves on the East Coast
and New York Bight, the wave packets are created at the continental shelf
edge. Therefore, the location of the first packet seaward is at a water
depth of approximately 100 meters. Also, the wave packet disappears at the

water depth of 50 to 60 meters. For deep water internal waves, a saddle-
like valley on the Wyville-Thomson Ridge can be identified based on the
estimated source location of wave packets. The frontal boundary over the
Faeroe Bank Channel matches closely the 900 meter bottom contour. The dis-

tinct change in radar backscatter in the shoal region is designated by the
50 meter depth contour surrounding North Rona Rock.

This study has demonstrated that these surface patterns can be used for
inference about bathymetry and submerged features. Quantitative predic-
tions of SAR-observed phenomena seem to be possible, especially when sup-

* ported by adequate environmental data (e.g., wind speed and direction), and
much of that might also be obtainable remotely. The results of this study

lend support to the intended goal of doing the "inverse problem": namely,
given remote sensing data, quantify subsurface topography. Therefore, SAR

imaging is a powerful technique for high spatial resolution observation
under all weather conditions of geographical regions of concern. What is

needed is verification of the relationship between oceanic processes and
remote sensing imagery, and testing the interpretation of such relation-

4ships in research applications and surveys. The following efforts are
recommended:

1. Improve the hydrodynamic model by considering the three-dimen-
sional effect and dissipation effect.

2. Estimate the surface roughness modulation based on the spectral
transport model to provide a first order description of surface
signatures, and limitations of using SAR data.

3. Make detailed quantitative comparisons between the theoretical
predictions and SAR observations for some specific case studies.
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4. Refine the hydrodynamic transfer function model by comparison
with SAR data and other in situ field measurements.

5. Apply/modify the model developed above for parametric study and
field test plannir, g with various environmental conditions
(wind/sea state, stratification, shear) and radar operation con-
ditions (look angle, incidence angle).

This list is still preliminary, and we hope some additional studies will be

reported in the near future.

'4

.1
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APPENDIX A: FORMULATION OF COASTAL UPWELLING

Analytical models which attempt to model the seasonal upwelling structure

have been studied by Allen (1973) and Pedlosky (1974,1978). Usually, these

models depend heavily on both a linearization of the momentum and thermal

equations and a very crude parameterization of the turbulent fixing of heat

and momentum. These assumptions lead to conceptually useful descriptions

of the circulation. In this Appendix, the appropriate governing equations

for the coastal upwelling problem over the Faeroe Bank Channel is outlined

for the sake of reference. Further quantitative estimates will require

numerical modeling and computations.

For an incompressible fluid with the Boussinesq approximation and small

aspect ratio, i.e., depth is much smaller than the characteristic horizon-

tal scale, the momentum equations are

ou uI - U - fv = - _ P , k bu (A.1)
+u vu-fv- o PO [k m

-v + u • Vv + fu - 1 P + -L [k (A.2)FF -"t PO ay  az [m 6z'

0 = -_ + (A.3)

6z+pg

where u, v, w are velocity components, P is pressure, p is density, f is

the Coriolis parameter, and km is the eddy viscosity. The continuity

equation is

u + i w I w
au + L + aw = 0 .(A.4)

x ay az

For a fluid where effects of compressibilty are minor, the simple state

relation

P :PC) [1 - (T-To) ]  (A.5)

(A-I)
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is often adequate, where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion. In

this case, the heat equation takes the form

u VT = -L [kh T (A.6)
7t - 7z h )

where T is temperataure, and kh is the eddy diffusivity.

The coastal upwelling is of the unsteady channel-flow type in which the

vertical momentum equation reduces to the hydrostatic pressure relation, as

shown in (A.3). The eddy viscosity/diffusivity is, of course, an imprecise

concept because the value of the coefficients required are a poorly known

function of scale, density stratification, and energy input at frequencies

above the mean. This formulation nonetheless is useful when analogies can

be found to provide guidance for estimating the coefficients.

For future numerical computations, the boundary conditions at the free

surface and bottom boundary layer require modeling and matching. The

channel flow across the computation boundaries will also need quantitative

estimates from the field measurement.

(A-2)
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APPENDIX B: TRAPPING OF WAVE ENERGY AROUND AN ISLAND

In this Appeidix, the long free waves around a circular sill in shallow

water is reviewed. The detailed analysis may be found in the paper by

Longuet-Higgins (1967). Assuming that the free surface displacement C(x,y)

is small compared to the water depth h(x,y), the equation for C in shallow

water is

(v2  1 32 1
(V hat,) C +

A circular sill is represented by radius a with an island of radius b, as

shown in Figure 17a. The general solution can be expressed by Bessel and

Hankel functions,

C A Jn(kIr) ; 0 r < a

:B H(1)(k zr) ; r > a
n 22

where

kghT=112 k 2 1 , (B.3)(gh(gh2)/

and 5 is the wave frequency, n is the azimuthal wavenumber.

The solution is illustrated in Figure 17b. Inside the sill the solution

consists of two systems of waves propagating along straight trajectories

tangent to the circle klr = n. Outside the sill, the solution consists if

waves propagating outwards, along straight trajectories all tangent to the

circle k2r = n.

From the solution (B.2), it appears that there are three necessary condi-

tions for the existence of trapped modes. First, the ray paths in the

interior must make, with the normal at the sill, an angle greater than the

critical angle. Hence

o hn > -R-(kla) .(B.4)
2

,/ (B-i)
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Secondly, the outer critical circle must be sufficiently far from the edge

of the sill. Thus

n >> 1 + k a *(B.5)

Thirdly, the radius of the island must be smaller than the inner critical

radius, so that its presence will have little effect on that particular
mode. That is,

b <n(B.6)
1

In general , the trapping of the energy is essentially due to the waves
being reflected internally at the edge of the sill , when their angle of
incidence is greater than the critical angle. In' more general forms of

bottom topography, a sufficient condition for trapping of wave energy

appears to be the existence of at least one continuous ray-path surrounding

the i sl and. However, the curvature of the ray-path must not be so great

'that appreciable energy is lost at the sharp corners by diffraction.

Around North Rona Rock, h, 5nl in, h2 = 100 m, with an incoming wave of

2iT/k 2 =210 m, the wavelength over the sill 211/k, is about 150 m. It can

be seen that, for the shoal region a 1 kin, a fair degree of trapping is

achieved only if the azimuthal wavenumber n is greater than about 30 based

on Equations (B.4) and (8.5). Then, from Equation (B.6), the radius of the

island should be less than 700 in, as observed. This theory seems to pro-

vide a reasonable explanation for the SAR observed surface pattern, but

remains to be directl) verified by an in situ field measurement.

(B-2)
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REMOTE SENSING OF OCEANOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS

PERTINENT TO HYDROCARBON RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT*

Eric S. Kasischke
David R. Lyzenga

Radar Division
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107

ABSTRACT

Information obtained from remotely sensed imagery
which is potentially useful to hydrocarbon
resource development is discussed in this paper.
Oceanic phenomena presented include surface
gravity waves, detection of bathymetric features,
and deep ocean internal waves. Techniques used
to extract data are presented along with pertinent
examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main emphasis of the papers presented at this meeting has been on the processing and
analysis of remotely sensed data to aid in the detection of oil, gas and mineral deposits.
When the exploration geologist moves from a terrestrial to an off-shore environment, where much
of the world's exploration activities are occuring, remotely sensed data become less useful as
an exploration tool, but more useful in the design and deployment of structures and vessels
operating in oceanic regions. This paper discusses areas where remotely sensed data can be
useful in off-shore hydrocarbon resource development.

This paper focuses on three areas where remote sensing systems can provide important
information in near- and off-shore regions: measuring gravity waves, extracting bathymetric
information, and monitoring oceanic internal waves. The monitoring and classification of sea
ice, an important topic for those interested in off-shore operations in Arctic regions, is
reviewed in other papers presented at this meeting (see Lyden, et al., 1983; Tucker, 1983; and
Mercer, 1983). For an in-depth review of remote sensing for oceanography, the reader is
referred to Gower (1981).

Because of the authors' research interests, the emphasis in this paper will be on imagery
collected by synthetic aperture radars (SARs), with examples from other sensing systems when
appropriate. Because of their sensitivity to changes in the small-scale roughness on the ocean
surface (i.e., the capillary and ultra-gravity wave structure), which is strongly influenced by
many physical oceanic processes, SARs detect a wider variety of oceanic phenomena than any
other imaging spaceborne remote sensing system. The Seasat satellite experiment demonstrated
this capability (see Fu and Holt, 1982; or Bea], et al., 1981). With the number of planned and
proposed spaceborne SARs scheduled for launch during the late 1980's and early 1990's (i.e.,
ERS-1 [Japan], ERS-1 (ESA], SIR-B, SIR-C, SIR-D, Radarsat, MRSE, and SAR-FACILITY), an ever
increasing amount of useful SAR imagery will be available for use by those operating in near-
and off-shore regions.

*Presented at the International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, Second Thematic
Conference, Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology, Fort Worth, Texas, December 6-10, 1982.
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2. DETECTION OF GRAVITY WAVES

Much destruction of property, loss of time and loss of life during operations in off-shore
regions can be directly attributed to wind-generated ocean gravity waves. Therefore, the
measurement and prediction of the gravity wave environment can be directly translated into
significant savings. More specifically, exploration vessels, drilling rigs and port facilities
must be designed and constructed to withstand the physical forces of the environment they will
operate in.

Recent losses of drilling platforms in the Labrador and North Seas dramatically illustrate
the fact that further improvements in the design of such structures are needed, with the forces
associated with the expected gravity wave field being a key element in the design. It has been
estimated that each additional foot in height of an off-shore drilling platform costs on the
order of one million dollars (Raney, 1982). Therefore it is important to design these
structures to match their environments as closely as possible.

Accurate gravity wave information is also required for the design of port and loading
facilities. This need was dramatically illustrated through the extensive damage to a
two-kilometer long breakwater (being constructed for a deep water, bulk cargo port) at Sine,
Portugal during a winter storm of moderate strength In February of 1978 (Zwamborn, 1979). A
detailed wave refraction analysis after this storm revealed that the waves from this storm were
refracted by the bottom and concentrated into several areas along the breakwater. This caused
a concentration of wave energy greater than the design specifications of the structure and
resulted in extensive damage at these points. More accurate information on the gravity wave
environment would probably have prevented the design flaw.

The above two examples illustrate the necessity of accurate gravity information for the
design and deployment of vessels and structures in near- and off-shore regions. Recent studies
have estimated that annual savings to construction engineering from improved wave data would be
in excess of 100 million dollars (Baer, 1982). Traditional oceanographic techniques use a
variety of buoy, ship and shore mounted instruments to measure gravity waves at a single
geographic location. These data are expensive and often difficult to collect. In any case,
for most areas extensive wave records do not exist. When wave information is needed for such
areas, or over a wider area of coverage, wave forecasting or hindcasting models are sometimes
used (for a review, see Ea rle, 1981). These models use a combination of meteorological (wind
speed, direction and duration) and basin factors (bottom topography, length of fetch, local
currents, etc.) to produce an estimate of the wave climate for the area. Hindcast models are
used to determine wave conditions that likely occured in the past and forecast models are used
to predict what conditions are likely to occur in the future. Both types of models use actual
wave data from an area to fine tune the equations within the model.

Because of lack of data records from many regions and the difficulties and costs of
collecting gravity wave data via traditional oceanographic techniques (i.e., pier, ship or buoy
mounted instruments), recent research efforts have focused on utilizing remote sensing
techniques for measuring gravity waves. There are numerous wave measuring methods which could
be classified as a remote sensing techniques. In this review, we will only discuss those
instruments which are mounted in an aircraft or spacecraft. These include cameras, laser or
radar profilometers, short-pulse spectrometers, radar altimeters and real or synthetic aperture
radars. (For a comprehensive review of these systems, see Huang. 1982.)

Although the potential for using aerial photography to image wave fields has been
recognized since the late 1920's. the first serious investigations were conducted during the
1950's. Through analysis of the sun glitter patterns on an aerial photograph, Cox and Munk
(1954) derived the probability density function of the sea surface slope. Cote. et a1. (1960)
used stereo pairs to construct an ocean surface contour plot, from which a wave energy spectrum
was derived. Stillwell (1969) produced a wave number and direction spectrum using a single
photograph by taking an optical Fourier transform of the image. Monaldo and Kasevi ch (1981)
have presented a detailed summary of photographic techniques for measuring surface gravity wave
statistics.
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It soon became evident that the use of aerial photography to obtain data about the gravity
wave field had serious drawbacks. First, clear weather and no clouds are required for a camera
to collect usable data. This virtually eliminates the use of aerial photography during storms,
the conditions underwtiich it is most desirable to collect wave information. In addition,
stereo photography requires a high degree of data reduction, another undesirable trait. Recent
investigations have centered on instruments which provide their own source of illumination and
can operate during adverse weather conditions.

The basic operating principle behind laser or radar profilometers is to measure the
distance between the instrument and the ocean surface. Because profilometers use focused
beams, which result in a small footprint, they can create an accurate portrayal of the ocean
surface. Recent refinements of the profilometer has led to the development of the surface
contour radar, or SCR. The SCR uses a beam transmitter which scans laterally with repect to
the platform flight path (see Walsh, 1982). In this manner, an area is covered rather than
Just a single line which would result if no scanning was used.

The SCR is a microwave instrument and it provides its own source of illumination. It
operates Independently of solar illumination and can operate through cloud cover. There are
limitations to SCR systems. Because it depends on the size of the antenna to create a focused
beam (i.e.. it is beam-limited), it cannot be operated from higher altitudes. Also, its ground
coverage is limited to roughly half the altitude of the aircraft.

The same ranging techniques used for beam-limited profilometers can be used for
pulse-limited microwave systems. Pulse-limited radars derive information on the contour of the
ocean's surface through use of pulse compression techniques, and are not dependent on the
beamwidth of the antenna for their range resolution (see Huang, 1982). Included in this class
of Instruments are radar altimeters and short-pulse spectrometers. These instruments are still
in their developmental stages for use in generating ocean wave spectra, and will not be
discussed in detail. Those interested in these systems should see papers by Huang (1982) and
Jackson, et al. (1982).

Considerable research has been performed during the past decade exploring the utility of
imaging radars to provide gravity wave data. Here we will review the use of synthetic aperture
radars (SARs). SARS have a distinct advantage of other microwave remote sensing systems in
that they produce fine-resolution images of a large area. These images can be used for
purposes other than measuring the surface gravity wave field, which will be illustrated later
in this paper.

There are four recognized techniques to extract estimates of the dominant gravity wave
period and direction from SAR data. These include two-dimensional Fourier transforms (both
optical and digital), a semi-causal technique, and a new one-step spectral estimation routine
which extracts the wave period directly from the SAR signal histories.

By passing a monochromatic, collimated beam of light through the film image of the gravity
waves imaged by the SAR, a two-dimensional optical Fourier transform (OFT) of the image is
created (Barber, 1949; Shuchman, et al., 1977). If a digital image is made, the same process
can be accomplished on a computer by taking a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the data
(Shuchman, et al., 1979). Producing an FFT has an advantage over an OFT in that distributional
wave spectra, as a function of wave frequency or direction, can also be generated; not just
dominant wavelength and direction as obtained from an OFT. Figure I presents an example of
actual Seasat SAR wave images and the resulting OFT and FFT generated from these data. Figure
2 presents the one-dimensional wave number and wave directional spectra generated from the
two-dimensional FFT in Figure 1.

A new two-dimensional spectral estimation algorithm related to maximum entropy, called the
semicausal model (Jain and Ranganath, 1978) has been applied to SAR wave imagery (Jackson and
Shuchman, 1983). These semicausal spectral estimates were compared to FFT estimates of
identical data sets and reference functions. Results indicate the semicausal model can
successfully produce spectral estimates of truncated data sets (i.e., 1-2 wave cycles).

Another new technique has been proposed by Hasselman (1980) to extract spectral wave
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information directly from the SAR signal history. Hasselman has derived a simple method for
the determination of the two-dimensional surface image spectrum from the return signal of a SAR
without explicitly forming an image. This algorithm, called a signal-image-Fourier transform
(SIFT) has recently been programed at ERIM and is currently undergoing testing and evaluation
using Seasat SAR data.

It should be noted that SAR spectral estimates of water gravity waves are wave
number/directional spectra of the radar return intensity. The data do not represent wave
height information, at least not in a recognizable form. The modulation transfer function
(i.e., the SAR gravity wave i.aging mechanism) is not totally understood at this time. The
determination of the transfer function, as well as determination of wave height using SAR data,
will be a major scientific advancement. At that time, it would be possible to use SAR gravity
wave data to obtain power density estimates of the sea surface.

During the past eight years, a series of experiments, whose purpose was to demonstrate
that SAR data can be used to determine wavelength and direction, has been conducted. Theexperiments include: Marineland; West Coast; DUCKEX; GOASEX; JASIN; MARSEI; ARSLOE; and Lake

Michigan (these experiments are described in detail by Shemdin, 1980; Shemdin, 1980a; Mettie,
et al., 1980; Gonzalez, et al., 1981; Allan and Guymer, 1980; Shuchman, et al., 1982; Baer,
1981; and Shuchman and Meadows, 1980). Figure 3 (after Vesecky and Stewart, 1982) is a
scatterplot of wavelength information obtained from the Seasat SAR compared to in situ (pitch
and roll buoy) ocean wavelength sea truth. Figure 4 (after Vesecky and Stewartf- W is the
direction of wave propagation obtained from Seasat, again compared to sea truth data. Based on
these data, it appears that the Seasat SAR estimates of wavelengths are biased slightly high,
with the average error being approximately 12 percent. For wave direction, there appears to be
no significant bias and the average error is approximately 15 degrees. To summarize, the
Seasat SAR wave analysis indicates dominant wavelength and direction can be measured by the
Seasat SAR provided that the waves are visible on the SAR imagery (Vesecky, et al., 1982).
Note directional wave data provided from a SAR have an 1800 ambiguity. Selective Doppler
processing, as reported by Shuchman and Zelenka (1978) and Kasischke and Shuchman (1981), can
in same cases resolve this 1800 ambiguity.

Figures 5 to 8 are scatterplots of aircraft SAR derived estimates of wavelength and
direction versus sea truth of X- and L- band data from Marineland, GOASEX (aircraft) and Lake
Michigan. These results indicate that aircraft SAR-derived wavelength information does not
appear biased and is accurate to within approximately 13 percent, while directional information
is also not biased and accurate to withing approximately 10 degrees.

3. MAPPING OF BATHYMETRIC FEATURES

Up-to-date hydrographic information has always been of utmost importance to navigators and
coastal engineers. The advent of sonar sounding techniques and the use of advanced satellite
location systems has greatly aided in the generation of more current bathymetric Information,

but there are still shortcomings in a high percentage of nautical charts. It has been
estimated that 62 percent of the world's ocean areas have insufficient hydrographic data to
determine the sea-floor topography (Kapoor, 1976).

Recent political developments and economic events have led navigators to seek out and use
new shipping lanes, which are not as well surveyed as traditional routes. The construction of
deep draft vessels (close to thirty meters) requires a minimum water depth greater than many
traditional routes provide. In addition, increasing energy costs have forced many navigators
to use shorter, but less well survey routes. In terms of hydrocarbon resource development,
many areas where new drilling is occuring are not well surveyed. Also, construction of port
and loading facilities often require accurate bethymetric information.

Although the demand for up-to-date nautical charts is high, the ability of the survey
vessels of today's hydrographic services to fulfill these needs is deficient. For example, a
recent study by the British Hydrography Study Group (Haslam, 1975) indicated that it would
require 284 ship-years of work to properly survey the waters around the British Isles, and
another 300 ship-years to survey foreign areas for which they were responsible.
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Recently, the utility of satellite and airborne remote sensing techniques to aid In
identifying and mapping bathymetric features has been extensively investigated. These
techniques include photogrammetric techniques, radiometric methods, lidar systems.
active/passive systems and synthetic aperture radar techniques.

The application of photogramnetric techniques to measurements of water depths was
apparently first attempted during World War I (Seiwell, 1949). These techniques were
elaborated to include corrections for refraction at the water surface by Tewinkel (1963) and
have subsequently undergone extensive field testing and evaluation (Geary, 1968; Libach and
Harris, 1973). As a result, photogramuetric techniques have become an operational tool for
nearshore hydrographic charting by several U.S. agencies. These photogrammetric methods use
stereo-cartographic techniques to extract estimates of water depths. Disadvantages of this
method include errors due to uncompensated refractive effects and limitations imposed by water
clarity and bottom contrast (Masry and NacRitchie. 1980). The technique is also not easily
adaptable to imagery acquired by satellites.

A second set of methods for the remote measurement of water depth using multispectral
scanner technology was initially investigated by Polcyn and Sattinger (1969) and Brown, et al.
(1971). The two main techniques resulting from these studies involved the refraction of
gravity waves in shallow water and the attenuation of light reflected from the bottom. This
latter method has been developed using both aircraft and Landsat NSS data over the past decade
(Polcyn and Lyzenga, 1973; Middleton and Barker. 1976; Warne, 1976; Lyzenga, 1981).

Essentially, the method depends upon finding a relationship between the water depth and
the observed radiance in one or more wavelength bands. If the water optical properties and
bottom reflectance are unifom, a good correlation exists between the depth and the radiance in
a single wavelength band. Figure 9 illustrates the reflectance of sunlight from a shallow
water region. The radiance in a single wavelength band (L) can be expressed as

L - Ls + Krbe'
2 z (1)

where L is the deep water radiance, K is the attenuation coefficient, r is the bottom
reflectince, and z Is the water depth. Eq. (1) can be inverted to estimte water depth (z).

Eq. (1) assues a constant bottom reflectance (r ) over the entire region of Interest.
Figure 10 illustrates a case where there is a vegetated and non-vegetated area in the same
scene. From Figure 10 it is clear that use of Eq. (1) would result in different depths
according to the bottom type. A two-channel technique to account for this variation is
described by Lyzenga, et al. (1982). Using two channels, this algoritthm can be written as

z I a0 + a1ln(L1 - Ls) + a2ln(L2 - Ls2) (2)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 designate the two channels used, and the coefficients a0, a1, and
a, are obtained from a regression analysis of the signals over a set of known depths, or from a
kfowledge of the water attenuation and bottom reflectance parameters.

The advantages of radiometric depth determinations are that they lend themselves well to
automatic computation and to data collected from satellites. The disadvantages are their
sensitivity to environmental parameters, their restriction to relatively shallow depths, and
the need for depth calibration. The problem of sensitivity to environmental parameters, has
been reduced by the development of multispectral and multitemporal processing algorithms, and
may be further reduced by future research. The depth range and accuracy of these techniques
are comparable to those of photogramtric methods if adequate depth calibration information
exists. The requirement for depth calibration can be met by coupling with lidar systems, as
will be discussed below.

The rmte measurement of water depth using pulsed lasers was proposed in the mid-1960's
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and was first demonstrated by Hickman and Hogg (1969) In 2968. The basic operating principle
behind a lidar is illustrated in Figure 11. A laser directs a pulse of energy towards the
water surface. Part of this energy is reflected at the water's surface, and part is reflected
from the bottom. The time ( t) between these two return pulses (see Figure 12) is

it . 2nz (3)C

where c is the speed of light and n is the index of refraction of water. Eq. (3) can be
inverted to calculate depth, if the returned pulses can be recognized and their separation
measured.

Further development of lidar bathyuetry systems has been actively pursued by various
civilian and military agencies in the U.S. and elsewhere (Kim, 1977; Hoge, et al., 1980).
Commercial lidar systems are now available which advertise 0.15 meter rms depth accuracy up to
3.3 times the Secchi depth (Avco Everett Research Lab, 1979). The high accuracy of lidar depth
measurements constitutes the primary advantage of this approach over other remote sensing
techniques. The disadvatages of this method includes its relatively low sampling density and
areal coverage. The sampling density is limited by laser pulse repetition frequencies and data
recording rates. Areal coverage is limited by the maximum altitude and scan angles at which
usable data can be obtained. In addition, very accurate determinations of platform position
and attitude are required in order to provide x-y coordinates corresponding to each depth
measurement.

In order to combine the advantages of high spatial resolution inherent in multispectral
scanner systems with the accuracy of lidar devices, a hybrid system incorporating both a
multispectral scanner and a lidar system was constructed at the Environmental Research
Institute of Michigan between 1975 and 1977 (Hasell, et al., 1977), and is called an
active/passive scanner. The laser pulse in this device is timed to correspond with known
locations in the passive data, allowing the relationship between water depth and the passive
signals to be examined statistically for a large number of independent depth samples. Once
this relationship is established, the water depth can be calculated at each passive data point,
resulting in a sampling density about 7800 times that of the lidar system. Using data
collected by the ERIM active/passive scanner system, Lyzenga, et al. (1982) showed that the
data could be processed to generate accurate bathymetric maps over a wider area than is
possible with lidar alone.

The active/passive scanner described above is subject to the same altitude restrictions as
lidar systems, but is capable of operating over a wider range of scan angles and, therefore,
has a larger areal coverage than lidar-only systems. Furthermore, the calibration coefficients
obtained from the active/passive scanner can be applied to passive data collected at higher
altitudes to extend the coverage to still larger areas.

Recent investigations at ERIM have demonstrated the potential of using SAR to detect and
chart bottom features (Kasischke, et al., 1980; 1982; 1983; 1983a; Shuchman, 1982; Shuchman and
Kasischke, 1979; 1981; and Shuchman, et al., 1981). The objectives of these intitial
investigations was to evaluate the potential of SARs to provide data for improving nautical
chart products. As a result of these investigations, five different physical oceanographic
phenomena were identified as the agents responsible for the appearance of depth-related
features on SAR-imagery, as summarize in Table 1.

t An example of a Seasat SAR image showing numerous depth-related features is shown In
Figure 13. This image was collected over the Nantucket Shoals region on 27 August 1978. At
the time of the overpass, a 1.5 knot (0.75 m/s) tidal current was present in this region. The
features appearing on this image are thought to be due to the interaction of this tidal current
with the bottom, causing a modulation of the wind-generated surface roughness. A comparison of
the radar return with the water depth along a transect east of Nantucket Island is shown in
Figure 14 (for a complete discussion of this image, see Shuchman, 1982 or Kasischke, et al.,
1982). Although there is apparently a strong correspondence between the radar backscatter and
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bathymetry in this region, much work remains to be done before quantitative depth estimates can
be extracted from SAR imagery.

4. MONITORING OF INTERNAL WAVES

Internal waves are waves that propagate beneath the ocean's surface, along the boundary
layer between water of greater and lesser density. This layer is usually a thermocline where
warm, less saline overlies cold, more saline water. Figure 15 (after Lafond and Cox, 1962)
illustrates an internal wave propagating along a thermocline. Internal waves can be caused by
several physical forces, but the most common appears to be a tidally driven current flowing
over an uneven bottom topography.

Studies by Osborne, et al. (1978) and Osborne and Burch (1980) focused on the effects of
internal waves on a drillship operating in 600 to 1000 meters of water in the Andaman Sea. In
this region, very large amplitude (greater than 100 meters) internal waves were quite common.
These internal waves were characterized by 100 to 200 meter wide swaths of choppy seas with
waves 1 to 1.5 meters higher than the surrounding seas which had surface currents of up to 1.5
m/s (3 knots) and currents along the thermocline of .5 to .75 m/s (1 to 1.5 knots). Although
the surface drillship from which these data were collected was sufficiently stabalized to
withstand these forces, Osborne, et al. (1978) concluded that knowledge of internal wave
charact-ristics were necessary for designing of production facilities for this region.

Internal wave patterns have been detected on a variety of remotely sensed images. They
are visible on aerial and spacecraft photography (Osborne and Burch, 1980), Landsat MSS imagery
(Apel, et al., 1974; 1975; 1975a; 1976) and aircraft and spacecraft SAR imagery (Brown, et al.,
1976; Elachi and Apel, 1976; Shuchman and Kasischke, 1979; Gower and Hughes, 1979; Apel, 1981;
Fu and Holt, 1982; Ford, et al., 1983; and Kasischke, et al., 1983). Internal wave patterns
have been observed in both shallow, coastal waters as well as deep ocean regions. They appear
as well organized wave packets (Figure 16) or as less organized wave-like patterns (Figure 17).

A large amount of information about the characteristics of the internal waves can be
inferred from analysis of remotely sensed imagery and data. By examining images collected at
different times, the spatial and temporal distribution of internal waves can be determined.
Through simple interpretation techniques, the size (wavelength and crest length) of the
internal waves can be measured. Recent investigations have shown that through measurement of
the phase histories of SAR data, surface current information can be inferred (Lyzenga, et al.,
1982a). Finally, the amplitude of the internal waves may also be estimated if the depth of the
thermocline is known or estimated (Apel, 1981).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed three applications of remote sensing techniques which can
provide valuable information for hydrocarbon resource development in oceanic regions. These
areas include detection of gravity waves, mapping of bottom features and monitoring of internal
waves. Each of these applications can have significant impact on drilling or exploration
activities. Remote sensing techniques can provide valuable data for design and deployment of
vessels in near- and offshore regions. Since many companies involved in hydrocarbon resource
development already have remote sensing processing and analysis capabilities, Incorporation of
the methods outlined in this paper represent little additional investment to expand these
capabilities.
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TABLE 1.

Summary of Types of Bottom-Related Surface
Patterns Observed on Seasat SAR Imagery

Bottom/Ocean Result on

Interaction Ocean Surface Result on SAR Image

1. Gravity Wave I. Refraction of Detection of change

Propagating into Gravity Waves in gravity wavelength

Shallow Water and direction of

propagation

2. Non-linear Gravity Distinct change in
wave interaction radar backscatter

resulting in change

in image tone over

bottom feature

2. Current Flowing 1. Change in Current Distinct change in

over a bottom velocity radar backscatter

feature resulting in a banded

pattern over the

bottom feature

2. Upwelling Frontal Boundary

3. Generation of Internal Wave Pattern

Internal Waves
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versus Sea Truth, for X-band versus Sea Truth, for X-band
Aircraft Data. Aircraft Data.
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Figure 11. Schematic Diagram of an
Active Laser Bathymetric
Measuring System.
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Figure 12. Diagram of a Reflected
Pulse from a Laser System.
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Figure 13. Seasat SAR Image of Bottom-Related Surface Patterns
over the Nantucket Shoals (Rev 880, 27 August 1978;
JPL digitally processed data, radlometrically and
and geometrically corrected at ERIM).
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Detection of Bottom Features on
Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar
Imagery

Seasat SAR imagery was evaluated with respect to its potential to
assist hydrographers in identifying submerged hazards.

INTRODUCTION a minimum water depth which is deeper thanU P-IO-DA I HYDROGRAPHI(: INFORMArIo N has al- many traditional routes provide. In addition. in-
ways been of utmost importance to riaviga- creasing enery costs have forced many navigators

tors and coastal engineers. The advent of sonar to use shorter. but less well surveved, routes.
sounding techniques and the use of advanced sat- Accurate hydrographic information is also rc-
ellite location systems has greatly aided in the quired for coastal engineering. This need was dra-
generation of more current bathymetric informa- matically illustrated through the extensive dia-
tiou, but there are still shortcomings in a high per- age to a two-kilometre breakwater (being con-
centage of nautical charts. It has been estimated structed for a deep water, bulk cargo port) at Sine.
that 62 percent of the world's ocean areas have Portugal during a winter storm of moderate

A.srRaCr: A distinct set (If surface patterns detected in imagery collectcd by.
the" Seasat snythetic aperture radar (SAR) hat, beei shown to be the result of an
interaction between a phusical occanh" proces.s and a bottommn topographic fea-
ture. These patterns can be used to infer a botton feature. and thus are a
potential source of information for identifitg sulbnmorged fcatures hazardous
to surface navigation. The Seasat SAR imaged bottom-related surface patterns in
both deep and shallow water. Examples of these surfac' patterns art, presented
in this paper along with explanations ofhow they occur.

insufficient hydrographic data to determine the strength in February of 1978. A detailed wave re-
sea-floor topography (Kapoor, 1976). fraction analysis after this storm revealed that the

Recent political developments and economic waves from this storm were refracted by the bot-
events have ed navigators to seek out and use tom and concentrated into several areas along the
new shipping lanes, which are not as well sur- breakwater, causing a concentration of wave ener-
veyed as traditional routes. The construction of gy greater than the design specifications of the
deep draft vessels (close to thirty metres) requires structure and resulting in extensive damage at

these points. Inadequate hydrographic charts
were one of the reasons cited for this design flaw

Also a consultant at the Environmental Research In- (Zwamborn, 1979).
stitute of Michigan. Although the demand for updated nautical
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charts is high, the ability of the survey vessels of Even though the Seasat satellite failed just three
today's hydrographic services to fulfill these months into its expected one-year mission, it pro-
needs is deficient. For example, a recent study by vided over one-hundred million square kilornetres
the British Hydrography Study Group (Haslam, of SAR imagery. These data provided the ocean-
1975) indicated that it would require 284 ship- ography community with an unparalleled opportu-
years of work to properly survey the waters around nity to view the surface of most of the Atlautic
the British Isles and another 30) ship-years to sur- Ocean and portions of the Pacific Ocean within
\ey foreign areas for which they were responsible. the Northern Hemisphere.

During the 1970s, the U.S. Defense Mapping An imaging radar such as the Seasat sAsi is an
Agency's Hydrographic/Topographic Center active device that senses the environmnent with
(I)MAtTC) began to explore the use of remote short wavelength electromagnetic waves. As an
sensing techniques to aid in the updating ofnauti- active sensor, the Seasat sA provided its own il-
cal charts (see Hammack, 1977). The goals of lumination in the microwave region of the clec-
using remote sensing are, in order of priority (J. C. tromagnetic spectrum and thus was not affected by
Hammack, DMAHTC, personal comntinication, diurnal changes in emitted or reflected radiation
1982): fiom the Earth's surface. Additionally, the 23.5-c11

* To detect uncharted or mispositioned submerged wavelength utilized bv the Seasat SAlt allowed for
features which are potentially hazardous to sur- imaging the Earth's surface through clouds and
facte navigation; light rain.
To define the boundary and location ofthese haz- The principle in imaging any ocean surface withsreanseare s ins'r an absol cr relati a radar is that the backscatter ofnicrowave energy

* To extract accurate, detailed, and complete water (echo) received by the radar contains information
depth information, on the roughness characteristics (shapes, diien-

sions, and orientations) of the reflecting area. Pa-
Most remote sensing efforts in this area have raineters that influence the SAlR image of the ocean

utilized aerial photography, multispectral scan- surface include the motion of the scattering stir-
hers, or lidars (e.g., Hammack, 1977; Lyzenga, faces, coherent speckle, system resolution, and
1981). These optical techniques have been able to noncoherent integration as well as the s,''ta'e
meet DMAHTC's three goals in shallow-water areas roughness. In addition, the orientati(n o'f ocan
which have clear water. However, these tech- waves and of bottom topographic features with re-
niques break down when either the water depth or spect to the radar "look" direction are influencing
the turbidity exceed certain limits. Recently,

t)\IIIT ha fudedresarc todemnstatethe parameters.I)MAlTC has funded research to demonstrate the Several scattering models exist that atteimpt toutility of synthetic aperture radar imagery for explain ocean surface image formation with syn-
meeting its goals in areas where optical tech- thetic aperture radars. These models are of two
niques are not applicable (Kasischke et al., 1980; types: static models that depend on iistantan(ois
1982). The purpose of this paper is to discuss the surface features, and dynamic models that employ
phenomena and mechanisms which are responsi- surface scatterer velocities.
ble ftr the appearance ofdepth-related patterns 0on Three static models have been suggested to de-
SAl imagery, and to present examples of patterns scribe the radar scattering of energy from large
on Seasat SAlt imagery collected over oceanic re- areas on the ocean surface. These three scatteringgions which ('an be used to infer the presence of a models include (1) the specular point model
bottom feature, which is most appropriate for small incidence an-

gles, (2) the Bragg-Rice scattering model, de-
BACK(ROI'ND scribed below, and (3) a Rayleigh scattering model

which is often used in terrestrial Earth scatterim
The data to be presented in this paper were col- calculations. There is general consensus within

lected by the Seasat satellite. Among the instru- the radio-oceanography scientific community that
mentation carried by Seasat, which was launched a Bragg-Rice scattering theory best explains the
on June 28 1978, was an imaging synthetic ap- SAR observed backscatter values obtained fiom the
ertire radar (SAR). This satellite collected over 5W) ocean surface for incidence angles between 20'
passes of sAiR data before suffering a catastrophic and 60' (Shuchman et al., 1981). The Bragg-Rice
power loss in October of 1978. The SAR on board scattering model is based on a well known phe-
Seasat was an L-band (23.5-cm wavelength) radar. nomena in the study of crystals, grating, and peri-
It collected 25 by 25 m resolution imagery with is odic structures. If one considers the random ocean
ground swath-width of 100 km and a length of up surface to be represented by a combination (i.e.,
to 4(XX) kin, anti viewed the surface of the Earth spectrum) of periodic surfaces, then the spectrum
with an average incidence angle of 200. For a de- region which satisfies the backscatter phase
tailhd description of the Seasat SAil system and its matching condition will be the main contributor to
mission, see Jordan ( 1980), Beal et al. (1981), or Fu the backscatter cross section. Sometimes in the lit-
and Holt (1982). erature, this phase matching of the small ocean
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Bragg waves with fte radar electroimagnettic elner- plalftirin velocity, these effe~cts are( less imiportanit
gY is termed it resonance pheiioineino mtore cur- for the Seasat than for aircraft SAH Systemis.
rectlv- stated, it shouild he termed it coiistrtictixc A variety of' pocsse call alter the( surfiac
interferconce Itetwveel thet electromiagnietic and Bragg waxes, resuiltinig iit distinct pattern oii sSi
Ocean wax-es. imiagery. These include oceanic Itoesses, (cur-

Pioneering theoretical and expeimlental wvork rents. gravity waves, internal waves. slicks, local
bN %%*right ( 1966i) at thet Naval Research I aboratorN water depth variations, water teniperatore. and sat-
\HIt.) delion st rated tite genheral valIidity of'a Bragg fliiity), c iiatic processe's (wind itidla, and air tentl-

scattering model for ain ocean stirfice imaged 1)' perature), and moan-made phienomenta (shlips,
radar. lI at Series d 'wave tan k inewl itreniletts its- butoys, aOnf oil spills). It is the Ii dr Iynai it i e-
ilig 3-ctl and 2 .3-cin iva% cength colltinlmolls wavec atioti betwveen several of' the oceanlic procsses
((A ) D~opplIer radars. %%'ri ght demtottisratedI thait and l ad(ist inct boattom11 ft'attre wvhich allow.s t hat

Bragg Scattering, that is. transmnitted radar ucegy, feature to be detectedl on sAHi imagery. Examnples
wvi th xvavt' mucir K ii iteract% sIn a re sonan~l t or of, these 1 ottoin- induced suirface patterns svill be
iiiteifet ice, Ihiou111 with occtall sitrlacdu ll preseted in thiis paper. F'or exSampjles of't ther
with Ii ax-i numbe11r K, teb thati face patterns il Scasat S~x H imIage ry. see(

k, -- 2K %li 4. (1) 1981 ), Beal vt a/. ( 1981l). or Fii antI Holt

svheric K, - 2Tr V. andi K 2Tr A1 d. t A are- tit (Hst liXA Ix IONS

svave It ig Ii of thle ili,.s 1es aindt th lrad ar. Tbhis stut dy exani ined otver (M passes o f it
re ~pet'l iv eI 1. ao 1(b is thet illcidtenlce antglI. SAlt i niagery- for cvi dence ofi 1)1ttoim -tel alt
Sliticlilitati it Idl. 148 11 slitiwe that a Biragg Scat- ice signiatulres. Ill I'saliiiiing Seasat SAH ill
te ri I g equi atiotil sat iii tr il\ cx p Ia il ( the( raldarl of' oceanic areas. t ho se Si gnatu tres wh i ch c-il
I ack scatter retu ritIin fo su sR5illg datta collectedI at ri Iilted ti othier oceanic on clIimitici tttl prcss

(htirinig the \Ianin'Iltiii vi-stiriilit (for itliscols- (e.g.. gravity wves, %i( atrs.ri.atis
%in (if thet MIarncilaiid v'spt rimout t see S ltcmd ini etc.) xvel-e elIiiinated fnitni coilsiderat ion. The pit-
I 1980))). It shldt be noti ied that radar data i f large sit ions of' tilte iiiiidenlifi ed patterns xvhiclh yc ic

itcaliares ( Iy Ikinwer axtrget il) that anial- suispected to bte Isotttiii-iiitltied were dfeterinedi'i
v-sis - Thuis. Ibased toithle aboit ve, the prinitp .! radar by identifyxinig k nowni land areas ior throinugh the
reflectiv-i lt mechtaniism i imt agi ng oceani su rfaces use of' stllIite ephemie ris5 reco rds. Hy driigra phtic
is x\i liiih capil Iarv. and1 sittall gravity syalves wvhich charts frott these areas xvere exainled tot deter-
tnodhiIce Braigg scatteriniig (R-aiiey aitt Sil ictlitan. 11in te xv-liether tor iiiot the patterns tccu Irred (I- i
1978). dlistiinct h ltn featuire.

Synthetic ape rt ire radars are, alsit Sensitive toi Ftuirtherimore. to dfetermnile the causes of thle Iii t-
tite mioin tiE scatte rers p~resen lt iln the initaged Ii uii-related sitrface paitternis onl the sA H irniagcry. i
scenie (Rati-\v. 1971 ). Effects tiC scatterer mnotioin totl set otf' ancillary enviroinmtental datta was coimipiledl
SSAIt itiiager% mta v inclutde ( I ) Imiage d is plaeett atid] anialyzed for most test areas. These aill i i-
sInvarintg., and lo ss of, loch s ini the azi Otith di ret- datai in clude11d wind s peetd an idti rectitoiii t idei
titu: atnd (2) liss of' focus iii the( range direclitin. height. dfirectiion and( tidal current velticitx- andt
Sonic oif these t'flects cin ttil( remotvedl duritig pro- gravity wax- hiight, len gthI. and (doiint i ir
tcessinig i if the sARll signal htistorie (' y I miakin iilt- Ii on if' protpagtiini.
priupri tte adtjIlstiet('it tilt' processotr ( SlIticli- Fiitallxy. at third analysis wvas ctiidticted wyhicht
mani. 1981). E fftets xwhich caniiit lie reintiei ciomparedt Secisat 5.-SR iiiiagerv collected mier Itte
lii ri mig pro ces silng mtay- reduce the' detectati lit\ o f sante test sit's til fi fleret dat s I.e.. a it uliIitemit-

graity wa vtves. bttut aret- iot expected tti iaxe it larv' piiral anialysi s. Tb is analyvsis wlas i ntenided lto dc-
influence oii the depth-related image f'attures. tertoine hotx freijuently it bttotm featuirt' appeared'i

Loss ti' foctis in the ralnge diretction is (file to aitoil thie S-SR imagery lin a given atrea for at s't ofi
ro tatiotil of'the phase hisliry of the tatrget ) (. ii- I'l itnii'tttl eon ditiitns. Asosi, whel cou-ii pled'l
gration throtigh range cells). This liss of' focus is with ancillary envxirtonmenital data, this tethiqute
ptriiportionlal to thlt range velocity tilil the ititegra- pruiVides a particularly poixerful means fItr() defilt-
tin time, antI can lie t-orreced by at riittiinl tiCthe ing the limiitatiotns otf detecting bottomt features oil
[(ense% in the oiptitcal proc-essoir, assiuting the ranige sAH imtagery.
xvelocity- is cotitanit duiring the integrationi timei(. Of' the( 1(K orbits of* Seasal-SARI imagery t'\aii-

Loss of focuts iii the azinitith dlirectiont tan lie ined, approximately 50 pert-enit xvas find to tin-
(-ailset by the cotinstant velocity iii the aziniitth dIi- lainl patterns on the imagery which tutld lie.
rection or at thanging velticitv (i.e. .all aecelera- tcorrelatedl to t adtistinct bottom featuire. Of these, :35
tiun) in the range direction. fTese eflects can Ih' orbits were rigorously examined and the sirfil-t'
corrced Iby a changze in the azimuith fociv setting patternis oin the imtagery compared with hivtrit-
of' the procf'ssitr, assing that tilt azimuith vv'- graphic charts and( an(ci~lti-v data )tnvi rtuentitl
lucitv aiid; radial act-elerastioni are- (-tuitant. Be- condtliitions citinvidejit with the Satellite ove'rpiass).
cause( thex- at'- both itiversely proiportiontal to tlt.i These oirbit% ar(' presenttedl in Table I1. Also Inl-
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Tsiit.i. 1. S-, \Im.I 01I- Si .:ss T \ 1 I.t.Ilo E \1 I-II) I'()I4 B NI I I\I. I iit I %It { I S
,

Scasat Till I v Bottmi \It
Stiudy Sitv(L Iocation) Re-voluitionl Date ((.\I I I"catilicl • i"ilatltul-"

litthi Bahama Bank-
(Crand Bahama Island 407 25 Jlly 1978 12:16 EB S1

651 11 AnIust 1978 12:26 Eli SF1
Clreat Bahamia Bank-lBifiini 407 25 jnly 1978 12:46 EB sB

651 I1 August 1978 12:26 EIB SB

(Crea Bahana Bank- 407 25 ]ill\ 1978 12:46 EB SB
SCitliin Edge 651 11 Angost 1978 12:6 E1 B sB1

1lt.c of the Ocean 450 28 flil\ 1978 06:23 EIi S\%S SB, iJI

529 02 August 1978 137 , 1 SWS Sl. SI'
694 141 Auiuttst 1978 I7:7 F B, S\VS S B. SI'

102.4 06 Stpte,,ilu' 1978 09:18 I- SIVS S B. Si'
I1I0 12 Septvelici 1978 09:413 L S\ S SB. SI'
1153 15 Sept' nilwu 1978 09:56 EiB, S\\ S SB. SP
1196 18 St-ptemlwi 1978 10: 09 Fl. SIVS SB. S1'

1239 21 SeT.einnc 1978 1h21 IlB SWlS Si. SI,
1282 24 SctcllbtIr 1978 10: 3.1 I B. S\% S S11. SP
1*325 27 Sept'iltui 1978 10:1 FIB. SllS S B. SI,'
136S .30 Septetlir 197S 11:00 Eli. S\% S S B. S P
1411 03 ('tobr 1978 11.12 EL Sl'S ll. SI'

II~lh-/,hiBlois anLk 492 31 Juil 1978 l 1128 SI SB. SI'
tL *nill i 1267 2:'1 Scptctilil 1978 14:2l SI SB

\,attit k(t Sluils 880 27 Auzust 1978 12:25 S\ S SI,'
(.k iht.- Alaska 289 17 July 1978 11:50 SWS. Mli SI', OB
Noth Rla Ro(.k 762 19 Au lusl 1978 06: 11 SI OB

silla 8 , 762 1) Augi.st 1978 (6:-11 S1 OB

Eulli Chuintit 762 I.t AiXg 1978 06:41 SWl. M B SI )B
9-57 (ll Septnibci 1978 21:40 S\\S SP ,li
11130 04 Octobvr 1978 2(1.42 SWlS SI'

1.17:3 08 ()ktovlu 1978 (0.:15 SllS SI
\,-till E-it Atlanltic 5.47 (4 Au g 1978 i6:15 B)l IB 1)R. I)VS. I)lSM lB. FI

556 04 Auiglst 1978 21:15 I)WB. I)WR. DWS. )\SNI IIBI \V
599 07 August 1978 21:.13 I)'B, I)lH, I)MS. I)WSM FLI 1\
6.3:3 10 August 197S 06:29 IB. I)WH. I)WS FB. 1\\
642 10 August 1978 21:50 l)\. I)1'S. I)\lSM IB. 1\\
719 16 .Augustt 1978 06:41 I) \'B . 't I)DWS FB. I\\

757 18 AIgut 1978 22:40 I)lI I)WlR. I)WS FR. l\\
762 19 Augit 1978 06:41 )lVB, DlR. I)\\'S FB, Ml

791 21 Augjust 1978 07:2.1 BI),I I)MR. I)'S. l)l'S\I FIB Ml

8:3.1 24 Augit 1978 07;31) 'B, I)WR. I)WS Fli
9.58 I1 Septrul'er 1978 23:5-4 lI, )WlI Fl. l\\
I1Mfi 05 Septenbt'r 1978 (8:15 D/B, I)VB. I)IS F1. MI

10-44 08 S 'pttnlwi 1978 W;)18 l) LB. I )\VR EI. I\\

1049 08 Svptemtlwi 1978 ((8.27 I)IL. I )V. I)WS FLI Ml

1(87 11 Srcphteni r I97S (M:. 30 I)IVB. IW H F IB. 1\\

*Botom F-tore Key
l)WB Deep Water Bank
I)WR Deep Water Ridge
)AS Deep Water Shelf

D)WSM Deep Water Seamount
EB Edge of Great or Little Bahama Bank
MB MuI Bank
SI Shoal area surrounding an island
SW% Shallow Water Sand Bank
*"SAl Signature Key
tiB Change in radar backsalte, or toue Isee Figure 2)
vB Frontal Boundary (see Figure 6)
IW Interni Wire I.e. Figure 5)

SB Stripe aiong Great or Little Bahama Bank (see Figure 3)
SP Striated pattern Ilee Figure 3)
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cided in Table I art' the study, site anid its lora- intoi shallow coastal waters was firs.t demonliistrated(
tiuti. the (late and timec of, thle Seasat oirbits, tite by S huchinan and Kasisch ke (1981 ). lFi zii i-c I
type of bottomn fe'ature at that site, and the type of' shows a plot of* water (lepthis which weecalco-
SAR suirface, pattern observed. SAIA imlagery hioiii lated 11511kg estimates ot wavelengthl obtine ii'l loii
Four areas whiich demonstrate SAWtS abi IitV to de- Seasat SAIA i magery Compared to water (IC i I fromii
tect b~ottomi features is presentedl in the following at hydrographic surveyI.
se'ctionis. Thle second type of' Iii tti mi-re lated si i rhce pt

Table 2 simnnarizes the types of hiottooi-relatted tern observed onl Seasat Sw\t im~agery Is associatei
suirface patterns obiserved onl Seasat SAIt imlageLs. with anl ocean swell propagating over a (listinct
This table also includes the hypothesized oceanic topographic irrla(91irity. in the( seat bottomn. Wiwi) a
process which interacts with at bottom feature to gravity wave field crosses anl abrupit chiange ill tli(.
pertuirb the short suirface capillary andl tiltra-giav- water dlepth, the stitictnre of" the gravity was c is
its' waves, which art- then detected 1iiy a SAlt. The changed b~ecause thet wve b~eginis at transitionl
two major. oceanl processes that resuilt in SAil ohiser- f'rom at (leep water to shiallow wvater wave. As tit

*vation of, submierged fe'atures are (I) gravity waves transformation procteeds, the iliass transport anld
propagatingk ino shall ow wvater, and (2) oceanic ho rizon1talI particle ve loc'ityv at tie( soirtacI( ill -
Currents flowving over distinct liottoni) features. creases, thuts straining t ie( smnall scalle sill-flict
These processes canl resolt in five dlistinct siurfalce roughness field ( i.e., thel capillary and uiltra-graity 4
pattern-s on1 SAA images, as will lbe (discussed inl the waves) aiid producing it coiresjpoiii nit ciiaiige ill
following sections. the received electromi iagn et ic b ack scatt( r 1)-. fili-

SHALO W FERFEIULSradlar. Ali exam pie of oitt' su ch featuiire ol insi is '() * i
Su.~uoss ~AiIR l'~Ai1Ri~Stite Seasat SAHl is pres('iited ll Figure 2. TIt(' imiagi'

The first type of' conmmionly observed boittomii- in Figure '2 was collected during Resolution 762
related fi'atture with at corresponding expression or ( 19 Angiist 1978) ats Seasat p~assed oser North Riona
suirface pattern Onl S.*X i inage rv is that associ atedl Rock. anl islIand l ocatedl approx imate ly 75 kinl of]
with chaisges in wvavelength and direction of' the northwest tip of' Scotland. Detected onl this xSAIA
ocean swell entering Coastal regions. Utilizing hni- imlage is at distinct change ill radlar hiackscatter Ii
ear gravity wave theory and( applyving S nell's Law%%, the shoal region (designated byv the 50-in lilt(-) sill-
relative changes Ii wave phase speed c-an be siic-- rounding North Roiia Rock. Thle grav ity %%.ave( ihl
cessiveiv calculatedl relative to at batlhvnmtric grid, present onl this date is also clearly evident onl the
Hence. topographically induced changes in both SARl iiriagerv. Suirfaice mieasureiments imadle conc-
so rf"uce wavelIenigth and( direction canl lie cal cii- ic it lv with the Seasat overpass abomu it :300 kilo-
lated at each grid location as at filniction of, swater metres west of' North Rona Rock indicate at swell
detpth. Becaulse Seasat SAl imag r a be used to with at dominant waveleaigthi of' 206 Iiit a iimil
dierive accurate estimates (if' waveleiigtl' aind di- cant wave height (ill 0) of'4.3 Ii. and at directiiii of
rection (see Kasisclike. 198(1 Gonzalez e't al.., propagation toiwardls 60' (True) was pre'senit Iii tite
1981; \'eseckv et ol., 1982), the mnathemnatical rula- northeast Atlantic Ocean at this tiiie. A \% imid froim
tionship bettwee(n Waveleingth and dlirectioin and 186' (True) with it suirface velocity of 12 Iiis ssas
wat(er depth call he used to calculate water detpth. also present. The dliffractioii of' the wyaves ats ft('.%
The Seasat SAWlS aibilitV to detect Changes iii wave- pass North Ronia Rock (-aii also lbt seen'i.
length and direction of'an ocean swell propagating The third class of Sil-Seiisedl soilc(' pattermi is

Tfsmuv 2. St-isi %ii Iies i BOuurnisi-Ili .i\1iij) SI i ltus [ P\ii -I I I\ Si \sS s I Aim1 0i

Bottomn/Occaji Iisiilt iiii
tt(i,(tiiiii Oceanl Siurfatic Itcliit il 55I: Iiiiuiz

Shallowss \ .iti' andi'mi~~ mmii i ctio (if

2. Noihie ( %.t\1it \v~ii\ Distj oct ( immiiA' ill liim~ ha iai.tti'i

2. (>ummu'mit ["loing over it hittiim 1. Chmmuzi' ill iuiu'iuit \vuiicit\ IDistiiict ciiic ill iadalii Iiiisictti'i

:1. ( ; eration o iiiIutr'ilul Wvici liiti'oial Wivus' Patte'rn (we1 I'itziiO
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7lo, " , fi-atturt it) shiallomv (-5 1119) st'att.e se

4.0 E.-d I. a lI. pehas tit( most c(~~iommo and2( Icdl ,V idenlti-
f ia.bl e bttilln- i d ticeti pat t(ri il S At 2222 igcis

aind several examlel~ls il-( re )citd j 22 Figurie 3.
%.0~ 08 BectdIse its v'eloctt and( intern~al stnutc t MVg

t.i l~atcel hN th libott him t01 )( grail 25 i fida! t 0 nlit

24 - + mill al ter thle am21pl it idc oft te (leel I 2 sm-tc Bcigi, ,
4 wave to 'which tie Sh is stiisitjve. llii ciii'tit's

+t mod lato of't th Ac at Br g wim I II IL A 0 i t

110 + CIA)IS SC~esfil SA illitill~, o llall btto
Iaile il-hlo vtr

+ eea eerhr aepciis\rpre
001

00 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 82 4 D 40 w ufaesgatre i aa mgr hc l i(
RADA OWNg DhEfG - AARLO IRifO

Wio- Sti~i SA h.hgtr 228I ~jt SO tlil-l6011 1A 1 9 -, 1 8 .. 41 U II

2 2

0 10

b ~ ~ ~ ~ S P-29R.11

L I "

Ft(.. 2. Stilcilt SARK iIIhI91r)v Arid hyd i graphi Ic hart (it F(;. 3. SeaSat SANl im~ager and hydrographic. chart of
North Hona Roc-k (col lectedl (hiring Revol Iition 762. 19) the Tonigoie of the Ocean: (1) Seasat Re'soimtion 1239 (21I
Aogo st 1978) ilii stratilg change i0I Iiage tone (Ia(Iai Septembier 1978). (h) Scasat Besot itioii 1411 ( )ctt I
b akstattu'r) associatedI with thie shoal regiomi 22(21 28( the 1 978), all(d (c) h ydrograpi c Chart ofarea. I Scasat digitall 'I
isL ld. (Sea,.at SAil data (:2(1 ectitI 1), the I. Ilopean Space2 processed imagery c:Okrt('S\ It he JOt Proolion0I La-10
A gent- and28( opt ically pro 2(sw d( at t,2(15. Clia it i,(- ratorN . Chart reprod( 1'1om1 DM A C'hart No%. 26i3W~ and
produl icedl fromit DM5A Chart No. 3.52W0.) 27040. depths tiihathoins ).
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result of'a currenit flowing over the bottom fleatu-re. dfeel)) with five to seven mnetre deep chianniels bc-
DeLoor an(I Brmnsveld \'an ll nten (1978) first tween them.
described this phenomenon using real aperture ia- It is postulated that the pattterns p~resenit on tit(e
(fill imagery collected over the North Sea. Using Seasat imagery in Figure 3 were the reslilt of anl
Seasat SAlt imiagery, Kasischke vt al. (1980) and( initeractioni between aI tjidal cnrreiit flowing over
Kenyon (1981) have rep~orted detecting sand( the (distinct bottom featuires iii this area. Althouigh
wavs in the southeast corner of the North Sea,. the tidlal range between high and low water is only
NlcLeish ct al. (1981) reportedl sandi waves de- about one mnetre in the( Bahamas, tidal currenits inl
tectecl onl real aperture. side-looking airborine ia- the tidal bar belIts region of tI e ( T( I have( I eeii
(lar (SLAII) imagery collectedl off thle Duitch coast, reported to be betmveen 1 and( 1.5 ti/-, (2 to 3 kinots).
Finall%-, Kasischkse et al. (1980) reported dletectinig During a studyl of* tidlal bar belts near Schooner
Sand~ w-aves and ridIges in the Nantucket Shoals off Cay in the Bahamas, Bill] (1967) noted the tide iii
the Massachusetts coast. The appearance of these, this areat was of the staniding wsave variety'. Using
cuirrent-inducved shallowv-water signatures is de- tide gage and current mneter recordings, lhe oh-
peindent onl several fauctors, incluin(1 g the strength served that iuaxiI mumI current over the tidal liar

*and dlirectioin of the tidal current, the shape, oricim- belts occurred midway between high and low
tatioii. aiit depth of' the( bottom fcature. and the w.ater, with maximum velocities between I and
niagnitude of the surface wiiid. Shuchman (1982) 1.5 ni/s (2 to 3 knots). In at studly of' the tidal bar
dleterminedl the effects of' several (If these factors blelts of' the "J'TO, P~almer ( 1979) also inotedl that
through anl extensive hydrodynamic and electro- the maximum tidal currents iii this region (esti-
magnetic modeling effort. The conditions re(- imatedl to be tin excess (If 1.3 Is) occurred midway

tinirt'( to observe these conditions include (1) at betw~een high and low water.
tidal current (if'at least (0.4 rn/s (0.8 knots), and (2) at The(. strong tidal-driven flow (If' water over the
wind of at least I in/s (2 knots) but not greater than tidal bar belts and off thle edge of* G;reat Bahlama
7.5 i/s (15 knots), with at least some component in Bank into the T(IT( may suifficiently dlistuirb the'

a direction parallel to the radar line-of-sight, small scale surface roughness struicture (i.e.. the(
Figure 3 presents twvo examples of' Seasat S..xt capillary and ultra-gravity waves) to cause at corr-

images collected at the edge of the Great Bahama spoiiding change in radar backscatter. It should bec
Bank, over at series of tidlal bar belts in the south- fuirther noted that, althouigh the surface patt(erns
ern end of the Tongue of the Ocean. The twvo ini- occur in the same locations in the two Seasat inm-
ages presented in Figure :3 were collected (hiriig ages in Figure 3. their appearance is tliffereiit.

*Revoluttion 1411 (3 October 1978) and Revolution These diflerences canl be explained through thle
1239 (21 September 1978). Comparison of the s.H ise, of* the hro nai/lcrmgtic 110(1(
imiages with the corresponding hvdrographic chart developed 1w Shutchman (1982), at quialitative svn-
(in Figure 3) reveals that the pattern located firon opsis oIf' which is giveii in the fIbllowing para-
B I to E4 coIrresponds to the edge (If' the G;reat graphs.
Bahaina Banik. while the larger fe'atures (A2 to E5) Examination oIf' tidle tables f*or the Bahanas
coIrrespoInd to the tidal bar belts in this area. (Kine. 1978) indicates at the time (If' Revolution

It should be noted that the patterns loIcated( lier 1411 that thle tide stage was four hours before low

the tidal b)ar- belts are "banded" ini appearance. the tide, indlicating thle pre.sence (If anl ebb flow oIf
patterni Consisting oIf' one band darker than the adl- water off the Great Bahamna Bank intoI the TI(I
jaceiit background image and one( band lighter Duiring Revolution 12.39. the tide stage was oiu('
thanm the adjacent background image, aind the pat- hour before high water, indicating the presence oif'
terins are, reversedl in the twol images Showin in Fig- a flood1( tide (Into the Great Bahamia Banik f'rom thc
nire :3. Both of the images shownii i Figure :3 were "roTO. Weather records fr-om the( Bahama Mete-
prI0lmICe~ frolnt SeaSat SAlt data mvhicli were digi- orological Office at Nassau showed at nonth wind
tally p~rIce'ssedat tit(- jet Propuilsion Laboratory. wvith avelocity of'2.5 rn/s wspeet(iigR\o
The (lifltrenIC('S in the patte'rns p~re'sent over the( Imtion 1411 while an east mvind~ (If-.8 ii/s \%-is pr's-
tidlal bar bielts are no(t (in' toI differeiices in the emit (hirinig Revolution 1239.
miainne(r ti which the imnage's were proIcessed(l but There are three eniviroinmlental factors influmnew-
are the result of' (hifereilt enviromiental coudi- ing the occail surfiace roughness seinsed by the( s~lt
tiolil at the( timiets the two dlata sets we're collected. oiver sandl banks such as those loIcated at the

The Toiigie of'the Ocean (TOT(I) is at large (30 Tongue of the Ocean. These fiuctors are the cuirrenit
kill biy 120 kin) ste('p-walledl channel within the speed, the (depth of water, and the wind speed and
G;reat Bahamna Banks. it has a depth (If well over diriectio(n. In re'gionfs where the depth (aiio there-
13(X mectres, while the snirroundiiig Great Bahiama ford' the current speed) is changing rapidly, the
Banik is geiierally less than ten metres dleep. The roughness is influencedl primarily by the rate oIf
tidial bar belts at the southern edge (if'th( TOITO are change tif the cur-rent speed. A changing cirent
at series oil shallow sand banks (one toi two mectres tenid~s toi increase' or- decre'ase the amplitude (if the
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.small capilatry and ultra-gravity waves on tile sin- ,
face and make the surface rougher or smoother,
depending on the direction of the current relative iT G b

to the waves. .- "-
lin areas where the depth is diecreasing in thle

direction of the current, the surface velocity of the ,
water will increase, resulting in a decrease in the
amplitude of the surface capillary waves. li areas
where the depth is increasing, the surface velocity
will decrease, resulting in an increase in the am-
plitude of the surface capillary waves. This alter-
nating increase and decrease of the water velocity
results in the banded patterns imaged by tile Sea-
sat SAX over the sand banks.

In areas where the depth and the current are
nearly constant, the surface roughness is governed
primarily by the wind. The wind can be thomght of
is a restoring fbrce which tends to bring the wave
height or surface roughness into an equilibrium h -. lv

value which depends on the wind speed. Thus, if RIW klwT- C. .0 , Dw h Dk G

current variations cause the wave height to he de-
creased, the wind, given sufficient time. Will re-
turn the wave height to its original value. These .

general statements are applied to tile two particu- 2 6

lar cases illustrated in Figure :3 in the followying
paragraphs.

It should he noted that, although the following
discussion is qualitative in nature, the observa-
tions made are based on a quantitative hydro-
dvnamic/electromagnietic model developed and
tested by Shuchman (1982). Computer simulated
s.i imagery generated ising this model of a tidal
driven current flowing over sand banks in the En-
glish Channel and the Nantucket Shoals (almost
identical to the situation occurring at the Tongue Fit;. 4. Schematic diagram ofittraction (Ifcnn'nt.

of the ()(e-all tidal bar belts) coipared favorably to bottom, and capillary waves and the I'rt"tlln % %H im-
age inltensitv variation.

actual Seasat SAR images collected over these re-
giolls.

The bottom topography tor the southern edge of (i.e., a decrease in the amplitude of ,be capillary
the rIOTO nay he omodeled and divided into seven and ultra gravity waves).
regions as illustrated in Figure 4. The pattern of Region 3: The current remains constant while the
surface roughness variations depends on the cur- wave height (surface roughness) is brought back
reit directiom. For simplicity, in) both of these into equilibrium by the action of the wind.
cases the waves are assumed to be propagating in Region 4: Increasing depth causes i decreasiliz
the Same direction its tile current. Essentially the current, thus a compression of the surface, and a
samine qualitative descriptions hold ifthe waves ale progressive roughening of the surface.
)ropagating in the opposite direction to the cur- Region 5: Depth and current remain constant

rent except that the phenomenon of wave block- while the wave height readjusts into equilibrium
age cian occur if the current velocity changes frtom with the wind.
less than the group velocity of the waves to larger Region 6: Similar to region 4, i.e., a decreasiiil
than this velocity. For a falling tide (Figure 4a) the current causes an increasing surface roughness.
fillowing interactions occur: Region 7: Similar to region 5, i.e., a gradual return
Region 1: The depth is assumed to lie unifbrmin to equilibrium with the given wind c(onditiotis.
over a large enough area so that the wave height The above model appears to adequately describe
(surface roughness) has reached an equilibrium the atterns in Figure 3 for Revolution 1411, when
value for the existing wind speed and current con- an eh tidal flow was present. Note in the s.sis image
ditiois. collected over the southern portion of the TOTO that
Region 2: Decreasing depth causes an increasing there exists a series of ridges, each of which has a
water current which in turn causes a progressive banded appearance as described in regions I
smootthing out of the surface roughness pattern through 5 above,
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Foir it rising (flood) tide (i.e., at current flowinig Revoluitioni 1411 iniagery, while all those coi-
onito thlt b~ank), the following interactions occuir, ats lected duiring flood coniftions were i milar to
illustrated in Figure 4b: Revolution 1239 imagery.
Regioni 7: The depth is assinnved to het viniforni DE AE FAUE
over it large enough area so that thet wave heights )IvWAl hAtE
(i.e.. suirfaev roughness) have reached anl equvi- Several types of' surface patternls obiservedf oi
lihiriuvo with the existinig wind Speed aiid] cur-rent Seasat SAIA imiagery are believedl to be thle result of
Conid itionis, resulting in anl area oh* in iforin radar ani interact ion between aI tidlal driven ci rrent avid
backscatter. bottomn featvires in deep water regions such a%
Region 6: A decreasing water depth causes ain in- seanounts. submtarine ridges, banks. and edges of
creasing current which inl turn caulses at silloo,:,itig continental shelfs. These surface patterns are of
ouit (dailipi ng) of' thet su rface capilIlary and l t ra- two types: internal wave si gnatuire s avid liv in ta
gravity waves. bonmdary signatures. Figures 5 and 6i show Seavsat
Re'gion i.5: ( radh val rely ri to equilIibiu tnm. SAH~ iniagerv colilected over thet Same( general re-
Re'gioni 4: Sanme ats Region 6. gin of* the northeast Atlantic Ocean, which illis-
Regioni .3: Gradual return to eqivilibiuiv. trate thet two types of (heel water paltternis, while
Region 2: Ani ivucreasil water dhepth canvitsdec- Fimgure 7 illustrates the( bathinetrx' of this area.
creasing cuirrenit v.ybich in turnm cavises at coilipres- Figure .5 presents examples of'internal wave sig-
sio ti o the sivrf'ce waves and at progress i s nattures. This imagtery wa-is collected dhiring Revo-
roigbieiiig of the stirfauce with respect to the mnci- Ivition 599 onl 7 August 1978 at approximately 214:3
(it-it vadar waves. (GMT). It Canl bet observed onl this S..%1 inage that
Region 1u: Gradual ret i rn to cv jiiibrimuiv. the initernmal w,.ave( patterns occur over the WvvilleI-

Tbhis Intalel auppeavrs tvo adev I late Il% descr ibe the Tb vimstil Ridge. wh ichI rises to withini apprv i-
patternvis present oii Re v oluition 1iI2:39 (htir inig at iuivate ly 400 mettres o f' the water stirflice frmvit
floiod tide. suirroiunding dfeep) water area oi' viver 10M) ietres

Thuis, the surface patternis p~resent viii the twotit id(epthl.

Seasamt s..% ima viiges iin Fi gu re :3 are con~si steni w itfi Fign re 6 pie sentIs avi exsample tiC a In intal liivd-
the hvchrodvl%-iiicL/elec-trovliaigvletic ilititel deve]- ary oibserved oii Seasat S~u imagery evil lected (filr--
opeh Iy Shucieb an (1982) and illustrated iii Fig- i ng Revoluvtiovni 762 tin 19 Angust 1978 at
tire 4. All Seasat S..xiR ivilages collected oiver rvioIro approiximnately 06401 cmIT. The curved dark line be-
(hi rinv g ebb flows had patterns SimilJar to those oi v ginin g at A4 avid evinti U hog toi B9 is believed to

SPACWRAIFI FLIGHT IUWTM]

Fit;. 5. Seasat SANI imagery of internal waves collected over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge
(Revolutiorn 5W9 7 August 1978. Optically proce'ssedt iimgl cviuivfesv oit JI'i
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1* 1 9 7 1 6 1 I 4 1 5 j 2 1

Fir.. 6. Seasat SAR imagery of a frontal boundary collected over the Faeroe Banik (:han-
nt-I and Fae-roe Ridge (Revolution 762, 19 August 1 978. ( pticaiI h pro Kised iniage com-
tesv of'jt)

be a surface pattern caused by a frontal boundary. areas of upwelling, which result in frontal bound-
Its location appears to he in an area %%here the aries.
bottom is rising from the Faeroe Bank Channel to There is little dloublt that internal wave signa-
the Faeroe Shelf, over anl area with a water depth tures have been oibserved onl both air"craft and
between 6(X) and 10(X) mnetres. spaceborne SAu imagery collected over coiastal

It is believed that both of these- deep water sig- areas (Brown et al., 1976; Shuchmian ail(l Ka-
natures are the result (if anl interactioin between at sischke, 1979; Cower and Hughes. 1979; Apel,
tidal current and a deep water bottom topographic 1981; Fit and Holt, 1982; Vesecky and St('wart,
feature. A current flowing over a deep water but- 1982). These patterns are visible 1)ecaose the en-
tomn feature can cause both internal -waves and ergy field associated with the internal wave is. suf ,-

ficient to alter the sitiall scale* surface roughnless to
which the SAR is sensitive. Based onl the results of
this study andl other recent research (Shochini
ati(l Kasischke, 1979; Fit and Hiolt. 1982), it ntow%

FAERE ~J appears that internal wave patterns c-anl also lie
AER // J detected in deep water regions.

I -~ The generation mechanisms and sources re-
SHELF sponsible for internal waves have been exteti-
SHELFsivelv researched during recent years (Wunch.

1976; Muller andi Olbers, 1975; Bell. 1975; Baines.
1979). Even so. the knowledge of the physical prol-
cesses for internal wave generation is still very
limited because a determination (if' the sour c
and sinks of internal waves requtires a cvintiniitus

C> record oif the wave spctra (Garrett and Monk,
1975 and 1979).

Several sources for the generation of' internal
waves have been identified, including surface at-

- mospheric effects, internal (oceanic) effects, andl
topoigraphic effects (Thorpe, 1975). Suirlfce atmno-
spheric effects include traveling atmospheri
pressure and stress, buoyancy flux, surface wave
interactions, and Ekman layer instability. Internal
(oceanic) generation can be caused by decay of'
large scale circulations and breaking baroclinic in-
stability (of which there is very little known). The

* - generation of internal waves due to topographic

Fit;. 7. Hydrographic chart of Northeast Atlantic features is similar to the generation of the Lee
Ocean %bowing locations of Figures 5 and 6 (After Insti- waves by air flow over irreguilar surfaces. In the
tute of Oceanic Science (U.K.) Chart No. C6567, depths ocean, internal waves can be generated when a

*in metre%). current (tidal or otherwise) flows over a deep
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w5ater I'eatll rt such'i as it Se('3111011lit, guvyot, Sub I- 1111 st lso( be dfeterined tit'fIll rdl to dit l te thlet
m ain te ridgte, or the edge of' a conti nenital shelf titilIity of dis data source f' pritin it I orm! at ioii
(Wunich. 1975; Bell, 1975; Baines, 1973). ini updati ng natit ical charts. An alys is of Sc',lat tll-i

It is sospected that tidal cirrents flowing over agery collected over the English Chaniinel sliossed
the bottoml topographic featuires in the northeast that the larger sand banks were detected 75 per-
Atlanitic were forming internal waves along the cent of the time while the smaller sanid baulls s en'
therinoclitie present in this area. itn many cases, detected only 50 percent of the timie. Anlsis of
the internal wave fields are felt to have sufficient the Seasat imiagery colletet ovetr ft.le bliht of
energy to modulate the surface capillary wave the Ocean showed that distinct silut'a pittellls
structure, and hence allow thle internal waves to oceirlreti mlore thanl 90 percent oftie tilme u\ er the
lbe dietected il n .4 imagery, its illustrated in Fig- titdal bar belts and 70 percent of fte time (15 (I tile
tile 5.Y edge of' the Great Bahama Bank'. iinall\. IIill'

The imtage presented in Figure 5 is ilot anl iso- (feep) water studyf, anl internlal wave pattern \\.is
* ~latesi eviample of' anl initernal wave patternii i it pie sen t O)il 6:3 pe rcenlt if tile Seasait im age r\ uI-
* (etep water region. Seasat imagery collected ti11r- lected o~ver (deep) wate'r featuires 511(11 is .1 se-

hig the j oinlt A jr/Sea Interactioni over the nlorthleas t mon ts, ridIges, oi- 1bainIk%.
Atlanitic (see Allani and (;tiner, 1980)) wa'is examl- Cur-rently. all smil imagery colllec'tedl bs tit Sea-
ied du in ig the presen t studyl. Wi tin tihe total sa1t S Al antile Shi tt Iu lit lagi I Radaitr (Silt sI

area covered ib' the 15 Seasat revolult ion s, 17 di s- b einIgI exam inied antile Itt 111liber (If tillIc% 53 tit .1(1ac

ti I lt b ottom features esi ste(I. The boilttom f'eatu res pattern occurns, or doe is llit ocIcuItr. oive'r a illottom11

in this area had depths rat ig I ginm less than I1t0t f'eatture is being tabulllatedi.
mletres (Bill Bailey's Bank) to approximately 1000~t '%fall\ SIMUCeiIrue1 SARl SV'Stells Wil be lit l(')ll\ Cof
Ilietres (HI-ebid(es Terrace Seantnt). Seasat in,1 (hing the next detcadec. Thes S\its jo~el 1111 adal-
aged the watter surfatce over tilese features at toltal sat (Canada), Earth Resources, Sate1 Iite- I I':sS.
ott 89 titmes. Onl 63 percenlt (if'tlile-st occasitonts, ill Earth Resouiices Sate llte- I (Japall ). SI- I (llU SA)
iitterttai a pattern occuI rred. No inlte-rnal wa'~ve ailt tile NIicrowssae RemoI te Sentiv Es pen 111111Ii

p~att-rns wsere present oti thet Seasat SAHl illagcrv (We'tst Gertmaty), to namtue a few, vv It is therefo"re

c'llecedt lover the deep wiater biasinls ( >2(X) ill) ill highly likely that SARl ittlagt't' Wi'll lit C'Il Itdt
thet noirtherast Altantic. (15Cr alreas where illsIffi'i('lit hydiro graphit' intlf-

Dalta p~resenlted lby Bainbiridge ( 1978) sluggest ulatioit exists. This SABl inllagc'rv will cet'ltiilliy ('('I)
that stevt-re (It'fointat ul1 (if' the thilt- u cl~tIt' ('all restenlt a (data 5011re fo~r itftttt i f'illg M~id tocating
als ol cculr i1% thet re sul t I Ifa cuIIrrenlt floswing lye r ait uncharted ori alttered olilttoml featires h lr tille o5' r-
dettep watt'r bIottom11 feattIirt'. Ti isdetfo rma~tionIl is gall'alt ioil w 'it h thet t'ts p1Ils iiiili t ill It l)(latillg
sometttime-s s11 seve-re ats to force tilt coilder, ltess nlautical charts.
silitit' detepeitr watter to thet strfact'. rtesultinlg ill all AKO%11 .E
area uif' ipm.''l lintg. This dettep watetr tilfwt'l Iitg
wIould( res It t ill a fron tal bioun dary' bitt-wte I tfit Tin' work reportted here was st tpporteti b.\ the ~
tsSol water mlasses. It has0 iit'tll shown~l tha~t Scasat IDef'ense NMappinig Agentcy (DIMA) undeltr ColltrIet

c'alt dttct frilital 1111undari es (Slittei tiat cf al.,- NIo. 800)-78-C-00860h at i Iis t het N aval Re st'31lch
1979; Haves. 1981i Chetitv, 198L Li ch v cta/ - Iada atory(l, )I tttlt'r Cottract Nol. NOtE14-1B I-
1981 ), il(l- it is betliev'ted thaot patternis hike'tittst' ill C-2254. The te'h'icaitil mnlitors we'trte Jamels C.
Ft gi rt' 6i art' patterns IcatuIse'd lby fi-otital bound 1(1- HIatliinauk ( DMtA) and Piete r A. NMi tchel (I 0 t~. li e

aries. Oil :38 percenlt of' t it'- occasj ins thiat Scasalt ittithor ISwol d lik'e to Ithankl t he 61111151 illg moll13-

illIagt't th is'ttt'r suirface ovt'r it (le'p watt'r liut- \itltals att 1-1115 Wh'o jros'id'd ilS~sitaocel('t' itills
tom11 feat iI rt ill thet Ito rthleast AlItalltic. it palttetrn v ari (ils phiase's of' tilt' studit: B. Tei'maitt J. 1').

it'entiflied its it fruilitil I 1111itdarv Wals prt'seint. ILydell, A. Kinoster. and 't'. S. Tst'tig. Tiit 311 tbiIt
551111Id al so li ke to thank Tht' Jet Pitpl~ sio Lab11,1

StUMM~A RY AN COi(. NCIO Si NS ;inilt ill pa~rticular B. Hollt foir piroiinitg somelt ofI till

This sttity has showti that certatin pattt'rns til Scasat imalgeryS presenttd ill this re'port.

SARl imlagery' Call le uisedl to finfer tilt presenue (If'a RuE MF

of' the patterni. These SARl observed pattens call Ilt. J. RemrolE' SenhinIg. 1. pp. 261-267.
occtir in both shal low coastal region~s its wsel Iais in Api' . j R.,- 1981. Nont- Linu't F.tteN (if IntIlti I 1.11%t'v
dleeper offshore water. It has been demonlitstr'atedi ' 1 lt *erived irlli the Si'lsat Illii~g BalI. ill
thait SA'S imagery can be tiseti tol dett't suibmergedi Ocelanlographyli fromil SpaeI. (i. hN J. F. iR. (;\%is '.
bolttomll feattures which are poitetltly hatzardouis tol let'iii Press', New York, pp. 52."33,
surfnate navi gatioin. Bainraidtge, A. E., 1980). Gcvo.sc'u.s Atlanltic' Expe'dition11-

Tit' f'requei'ocy with wh ith i)(ttoiil-in ittli %t'l sti- Volumeil 2: Sectim join du Pr'ofile's. U.S. Gi ve''lninilt
fac'e pattternts atppeatr onl spac'tibornt' 541 imagery Priniting O)ffice. Walsiiigtlii, iD.C., 198 p).
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Eighteenth International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment

Paris, France
1-5 October 1984

organized and conducted jointly by the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and the Environ-
mental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), the Symposium will address state-or-the-art capabilities
and techniques, emphasizing current and future capabilities for remote sensing from space.
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ABSTRACT

The locations of all frontal bound-
ary and internal wave patterns on 21
passes of Seasat imagery collected over
the eastern North Atlantic Ocean were
plotted on a bathymetric chart of the
region. These plots revealed that the
patterns always occurred over or close
to a deep water bottom feature, such as
a ridge, seamount, bank or shelf. At no
time did a pattern occur over a deep
water basin. An internal wave pattern
appeared in Seasat SAR imagery 67 percent
of the time Seasat passed over a deep
,ater feature, while frontal boundary
patterns appeared 28 percent of the time.
The causes of internal wave and frontal
boundary patterns on the Seasat SAR
imagery have been identified as Lee wave
generation and deep water upwelling,
respectively. Research which combines
oceanic, subsurface measures with the
Seasat SAR imagery is definitely war-
ranted to further study these patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary mission of the Seasat synthetic aperture radar (SAR) was to image gravity
waves, ice and other oceanic surface patterns that are a result of interval waves, currents,
frontal boundaries, oil slicks and meteorological occurrences. In collecting over 100 million

*Presented at the Seventeenth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, Ann

Arbor, MI, May 1983.
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square kilometers of SAR imagery from space, Seasat provided the oceanographic and remote
sensing communities with an abundance of data to examine.

Numerous studies in the past have documented the presence of internal wave and frontal
boundary patterns on SAR images in shallow (<100 m), coastal areas. An early Seasat study of
imagery collected during Rev. 762 between Scotland and Iceland reported numerous large wave-
like patterns in deep-water (>200 m) regions (Shuchman and Kasischke, 1979). Here, we report
on the continuation of this earlier study on the appearance of large-scale surface patterns
on Seasat SAR imagery collected over the northeast Atlantic Ocean. These large-scale surface
patterns have been tentatively identified as surface manifestations of internal waves and
regions of upwelling which result in frontal boundaries.

We will first present a background section which contains discussions on the Seasat SAR,
SAR imaging of the ocean surface and past investigations on internal wave and frontal boundary
patterns on SAR imagery. This is followed by a section which presents examples of deep-water
internal wave and frontal boundary patterns observed on the Seasat SAR imagery and discusses
the occurrence of these features on the 21 passes of Seasat data examined during this study.
Finally, two first-order hydrodynamic models are presented which explain why the observed
patterns were detected by the Seasat SAR.

2. BACKGROUND

The data to be presented in this paper were collected by the Seasat satellite. Among
the instrumentation carried by Seasat, which was launched during June of 1978, was an imaging
synthetic aperture radar (SAR). This satellite collected over 500 passes of SAR data before
suffering a catastrophic power loss in October of 1978. The SAR on board Seasat was an L-band
(23.5 on wavelength) radar. It collected 25 x 25 m resolution imagery with a ground swath-
width of 100 km and a length of up to 4000 km, and viewed the surface of the earth with an
average incidence angle of 20. For a detailed description of the Seasat SAR system and its
mission, see Jordan (1980); Beal, et al. (1981), or Fu and Holt (1982).

An imaging radar such as the Seasat SAR is an active device that senses the environment
with short wavelength electromagnetic waves. As an active sensor, the Seasat SAR provided
its own illumination in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum and thus was not
affected by diurnal changes in emitted or reflected radiation from the earth's surface. Addi-
tionally, the 23.5 on wavelength utilized by the Seasat SAR allowed for imaging the earth's
surface through clouds and light rain.

The principle in imaging any ocean surface with a radar is that the backscatter of micro-
wave energy (echo) received by the radar contains information on the roughness characteristics
(shapes, dimensions and orientations) of the reflecting area. Parameters that influence the
SAR image of the ocean surface include the motion of the scattering surfaces, coherent spec-
kle, system resolution and non-coherent integration as well as the surface roughness. In
addition, the orientation of ocean surface patterns with respect to the radar "look" direction
can be influencing parameters.

Several scattering models exist that attempt to explain ocean surface image formation
with synthetic aperture radars. These models are of two types: static models that depend on
instantaneous surface features, and dynamic models that employ surface scatterer velocities.

Three static models have been suggested to describe the radar scattering of energy from
large areas on the ocean surface. These three scattering models include: (1) the specular
point model which is most appropriate for small incidence angles, (2) the Bragg-Rice scatter-
ing model, described below, and (3) a Rayleigh scattering model which is often used in terres-
trial earth scattering calculations. There is general consensus within the radio-oceanography
scientific community that a Bragg-Rice scattering theory best explains the SAR observed back-
scatter values obtained from the ocean surface for incidence angles between 20" and 60*
(Shuchan, et al., 1981). The Bragg-Rice scattering model is based on a well known phenomena
in the study of crystals, grating, and periodic structures. If one considers the random ocean
surface to be represented by a combination (i.e., spectrum) of periodic surfaces, then the
spectrum region which satisfies the backscatter phase matching condition will be the main con-
tributor to the backscatter cross section. Sometimes in the literature, this phase matching
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of the small ocean Bragg waves with the radar electromagnetic energy is termed a resonance
phenomenon; more correctly stated, it should be termed a constructive interference between
the electromagnetic and ocean waves.

Pioneering theoretical and experimental work by Wright (1966) at the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) demonstrated the general validity of a Bragg scattering model for an ocean
surface imaged by radar. In a series of wave tank measurements using 3 and 25 cm wavelength
continuous wave (CW) Doppler radars, Wright demonstrated that Bragg scattering, that is,
transmitted radar energy with wave number K, interacts in a resonant or interference fashion
with ocean surface waves with wave number Kw, such that

Kw = 2K sin 9, (1)

where Kw = 2w/L and K = 2w/x, (L and x are the wavelengths of the surface waves and the
radar, respectively), and e is the incidence angle. Shuchman, et al. (1981) showed that a
Bragg scattering equation satisfactorily explained the radar backscatter return from SAR using
data collected during the Marineland experiment (for a discussion of the Marineland experi-
ment, see Shemdin, 1980). It should be noted that radar data of large ocean areas (I x I km)
were averaged in that analysis. Thus based on the above, the principal radar reflectivity
mechanism of imaging ocean surfaces is via the capillary and small gravity waves which pro-
duce Bragg scattering (Raney and Shuchman, 1978).

Synthetic aperture radars are also sensitive to the motion of scatterers present in the
imaged scene (Raney, 1971). Effects of scatterer motion on SAR imagery may include: (1)
image displacement, smearing and loss of focus in the azimuth direction, and (2) loss of focus
in the range direction. Some of these effects can be removed during processing of the SAR
signal histories by making appropriate adjustments to the processor (Shuchman, 1981). Effects
which cannot be removed during processing may reduce the detectability of gravity waves, but
are not expected to have a large influence on other ocean surface patterns.

A variety of processes can alter the surface Bragg waves, resulting in a distinct pattern
on SAR imagery. These include oceanic processes (currents, gravity waves, internal waves,
slicks, local water depth variations, water temperature and salinity), climatic processes
(wind, rain and air temperature) and man-made phenomena (ships, buoys and oil spills). It is
the hydrodynamic interaction between several of oceanic processes and a distinct bottom fea-
ture which allows that feature to be detected on SAR imagery. Examples of these bottom-
induced, deep-water surface patterns will be presented in this paper. For examples of other
surface patterns on Seasat SAR imagery, see Gower (1981); Beal, et al. (1981); or Fu and Holt
(1982).

Internal wave patterns have been detected on a variety of remotely-sensed images. They
have been detected on aerial and spacecraft photography (Osborne and Burch, 1980; Gower and
Hughes, 1979), Landsat MSS imagery (Apel, et al., 1974; 1975; 1975a; 1976) and aircraft and
spacecraft SAR imagery (Brown, et al., 1976; Elachi and Apel, 1976; Shuchman and Kasischke,
1979; Gower and Hughes, 1979; Apel, 1981; Fu and Holt, 1982; Ford, et al., 1983; Trask and
Briscoe, 1983; Alpers and Salusti, 1983; and Hughes and Gower, 1983). Most of the above
studies do not present any direct evidence that the observed patterns are due to internal
waves, but the patterns are widely believed to be internal wave surface signatures. An ex-
cellent field study by Hughes and Gower (1983; see also Gower and Hughes, 1979) actually mea-
sured a tidally-driven internal wave packet as it was being imaged by an aircraft SAR and
Seasat. This study verified that SARs can detect surface manifestations of internal wave
fields.

An early Seasat study by Shuchman and Kasischke (1979) indicated the presence of internal
"wave-like" patterns on Seasat-SAR images in deep-water regions. Since then, deep-water in-
ternal wave patterns have been reported on Seasat imagery by Fu and Holt (1982) and SIR-A
imagery by Ford, et al. (1983).

There appears to be little question that ocean current or frontal boundaries can fre-
quently be observed on SAR images, although the reason for their appearance is not yet under-
stood. Current boundaries were first noted on aircraft SAR imagery by Moskowitz (1973).
Since then, frontal boundaries have been extensively studied by both aircraft SARs (Larson,
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et al., 1976; Shuchman, et al., 1977; 1979; Weissman, et al., 1980; Shuchman, et al., 1981)
and spaceborne SARs (Hayes, 1981; Shuchman, et al., 1979; Shemdin, et al., 1980a; Mattie, et
al., 1980; Cheney, 1981; Lichy, et al., 1981; Shuchman, et al., 1981c). Current velocity
gradients (duldx) on the order of 10- 3 sec-1 appear to be detectable (Larson, et al.,
1976), and the sensing of current boundaries apparently occurs for a wide range of wind speeds
(3-10 m/s) and air-sea temperature differences (0.1 - IO'C).

The appearance of frontal boundaries on SAR images was at first thought to be due to a
Doppler-induced image displacement (Larson, et al., 197-), but this notion has been dis-
counted by the observation of current boundaries at all radar look direction orientations on
Seasat data (Hayes, 1981). Although the Doppler mechanism may be a contributing factor in
some cases, it is now felt that the main reason for the appearance of current boundaries on
SAR imagery is either a stress-induced variation in surface roughness in the area of the
shear, or a difference in the surface roughness of the water masses.

3. METHODS

The data set for this analysis was the Seasat SAR imagery collected over the eastern half
of the North Atlantic Ocean. These data were available because of the satellite receiving
station viich was operating at Oak Hangar, England for the European Space Agency. The 21
passes of imagery used in this study are sumemarized in Table 1.

There were two parts to the present analysis. The first part involved investigating the
relationship between the internal wave and frontal boundary patterns and the deep-water bottom
features in this region. The second part was to develop a first order, hydrodynamic model as
to why the patterns appeared on the Seasat imagery.

In order to study the relationship between surface patterns on Seasat SAR imagery and
the deep-water bottom features, the following procedure was used: First, the location of the
ground coverage of the Seasat SAR was obtained by consulting the satellite data record (SDR)
for each pass. (A SDR contains a series of ground latitude and longitude coordinates for
specific times during a Seasat pass. Most of the Seasat SAR images contained annotations of
the time the data were collected. Therefore, the location of a particular surface pattern
could be identified by noting the time when the pattern occurred during that orbit.) The
ground coverage of each pass was then marked on an overlay placed on the chart. Next, the
locations of all internal waves and frontal boundaries detected on each pass were noted and
then these locations marked on the overlay. Finally, a surface pattern was said to be asso-
ciated with a bottom feature if its location was within 10 kilometers of that feature.

The bottom morphology of the eastern North Atlantic Ocean is quite well known due to the
extensive hydrographic surveys conducted in this region (see e.g., Roberts, et al., 1979).
This area contains a large number of submarine ridges, seamounts, banks and shelfs. Table 2
lists the major bottom features in this area, along with the shallowest contour interval
charted for that feature and the depth of the adjacent deep water.

The second part of the analysis was performed by analyzing the environmental conditions
which were most likely present at specific sites for a given set of patterns observed in a
single pass of Seasat SAR imagery, and then formulating a first-order hydrodynamic/
electromagnetic model which explains the SAR-observed surface pattern.

4. OBSERVATIONS

In this section, we will first present examples of internal wave and frontal boundary
patterns from the study area. This will be followed by a summary of the relationship of these
patterns to the deep-water bottom features. Figure 1 is a diagram of the positions of the
Seasat images presented in this section.

The JPL-optically processed SAR imagery in Figure 2 was collected during Rev. 599 (7
August 1978) as Seasat passed over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. The corresponding bathymetric
chart for this coverage is presented in Figure 3. From Figure 2, it can be seen that there
are numerous internal wave signatures. Note on the SAR image that the internal waves are both
range (e.g., C/Dl to C/02) and azimuth (e.g., A9 to 09) traveling. The internal waves in the
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lower left corner of the SM image appear to occur over the Ymir Ridge; the internal waves in
the middle of the image appear over the Wyville-Thompson Ridge; and those at the top of the
image occur over the Faeroe Bank Channel.

Surface measurements collected at the time of the Seasat overpass indicate a wind of 6.9
m/s from the north, and a wave field with a significant wave height of 1 .1 meters, and a dom-
inant wavelength of 71 meters propagating towards 200"(T).

The SAR imagery in Figure 4 was collected during Revolution 958 (1 September 1978) as
Seasat passed over the Iceland-Faeroe Rise. The corresponding bathymetric chart fur this area
is presented in Figure 5. The internal wave patterns in the top half of Figure 4 occur in an
area where the water depths are between 600 and 1000 meters. It is in an area where the ocean
floor is rising from the deep (>2500 m) Iceland Basin to the relatively shallow (500 m) Ice-
land-Faeroe Rise. The dark areas of Figure 4 (J7 and D2) are believed to be atmospheric
events.

Surface measurements obtained near the test area indicates the gravity wave field present
at the time of Revolution 958 had a significant wave height of 1.4 meters, a dominant wave-
length of 147 meters and was propagating towards 176"(T). Surface winds had a speed of 7.2
m/s, but no direction was given.

Figure 6 presents Seasat SAR imagery collected during Rev. 762 (19 August 1978). The
corresponding bathymetric chart for this region is presented in Figure 7. This image contains
both internal wave patterns as well as a frontal boundary pattern. There are two distinct
sets of internal wave packets present. One set (F5 to J8) can be seen on the West Shetland
Shelf, while the other lies along the southern edge of the Wyville-Thompson Ridge (C3 to H4).
The frontal-boundary pattern in this image can be seen to lie along the edge of the Faeroe
Shelf (A6 to 89).

Surface measurements obtained near the time of the Seasat overpass indicate a strong wind
(12.5 m/s) from the south and a swell with a significant wave height of 3.0 m/s and a wave-
length of 210, propagating toward 60"(T) was present.

Not all surface signatures believed to be related to deep-water, bottom topographic fea-
tures are as clear and distinct as the examples presented previously. Figure 8 was collected
by Seasat during Rev. 791 (21 August 1978) as it passed over the Anton Dohrn Seamount. The
corresponding bathymetry for this imagery is presented in Figure 9. The internal wave signa-
tures collected over the Anton Dohrn Seamount are quite subtle. Three groups of internal
waves (B6 to C6, 0/E6 to 0/E8, and A8) occur over this seamount , which is quite steep sided,
as can be seen by the narrow spacing of the contour lines in Figure 9.

The sea truth collected near the test area indicates the winds were quite strong, with a
speed of 13 m/s from the southwest. The surface gravity wave field had a significant wave
height of 3.1 m, a dominant wavelength of 151 m and was propagating towards 45°(T).

Table 3 summarizes the occurrences of the internal wave and frontal boundary patterns
over the 26 deep-water bottom features in the study area. Table 4 summarizes the number of
times each Seasat revolution passed over a deep-water bottom feature and the total number of
internal wave and frontal boundary patterns appeared over a bottom feature in that pass.

At no time did an internal wave pattern or frontal boundary pattern appear on the Seasat
imagery over a deep-water region without a bottom feature in the ivmediate vicinity. From
Table 3, it can be seen that 67 percent of the time the Seasat SAR imaged the ocean surface
over a deep-water bottom feature, an internal wave pattern was present. The corresponding
figure for frontal boundary patterns was 28 percent. The figure for internal waves and
frontal boundary patterns combined is 82 percent. These figures suggest a strong correlation
between the bottom features and the SAR-observed surface patterns. This relationship will be
further analyzed in the next section.
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5. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS

The Seasat SAR imagery presented in Figure 6 was used as a base to formulate first-order
hydrodynamic models to explain why the internal wave and frontal boundary patterns occur.
Figure 10 conines a line drawing of the internal waves and a frontal boundary observed in
Figure 6 with the corresponding bathymetric chart for this area. From Figure 10, it can be
seen that there are numerous internal wave signatures. The internal waves in the middle of
the image appear to be generated over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. Near the lower right corner
of the image, three wave packets are visible. It .s to be noted that no waves were generated
on the north side of the ridge.

The dominant bottom features in this region are a broad, saddle-like valley on the east
side of the ridge, and a 90 sector of deep water extending out from the ridge, as shown in
Figure 11. The ridge has the characteristic scales of approximately 10 km in both the longi-
tudinal and transverse direction. The minimax of the bathymetric saddle is at a depth of
about 450 m.

Based on the bathymetry, it seems that the wave packets are produced by lee wave
formation-a mechanism similar to the undulation of the jet stream as it passes over a moun-
tain ridge. Figure 12 schematically illustrates the stages that are hypothesized during the
production of solitary internal wave packets. As the strong semidiurnal tidal current flows
north into the Faeroe Bank Channel, an internal lee wave forms on the northern edge of the
ridge. As the tidal flow goes to zero six hours later, the lee wave, trying to maintain its
group velocity relative to the current, escapes south over the ridge barrier back into the
deep water, emerging as a packet of solitary waves. This phenomenon has previously been
studied by Holbrook, et al. (1983) in the Sulu Sea. The initial waveform then can be viewed
as a localized source that immediately begins to propagate, and evolves into a series of sol-
itary waves while undergoing radial spreading, encountering variable topography and slowly
losing energy through dissipation. The disappearance of internal waves on the north side of
the ridge is probably because there is no strong tidal current flowing south across the ridge;
most of the tidal current may flow along the Faeroe Bank Channel.

Based on the Seasat SAR image, the wave packets in deep water over the Wyville-Thomson
Ridge have the following properties:

1. Wave packets are separated by distances of the order of 14 km.

2. Wave speed is estimated to be 0.31 m/s based on the assumption of a semidiurnal tidal
origin.

3. Wave packets in this region contain about five waves with packet width about 5 km.

4. Wavelengths are between 500 m and 1000 m.

5. The crests are curved in a horizontal plane with their convex sides pointed in the
direction of propagation.

Although no in situ measurements are available, it is believed this area is dominated by
tidal currents with velocities of less than 0.5 m/s at the surface. Figure 13 shows the pro-
files of potential temperature, salinity and sigma theta generated from data collected over
the Iceland-Faeroe Rise during the Atlantic Expedition in August 1972 (Bainbridge, 1980).
Station 19 is the measurement closest to the Wyville-Thomson Ridge area. As evident from
Figure 13, a mixed layer of 40 m is dominant in this area during the summer. Based on the
two-layer finite depth model, the linear wave speed is given by

a k coth kHl + coth kH2 I2

Near the Wyville-Thomson Ridge, ao/o = 0.6 x l0-3, Hl = 40 m, H2 = 260 m, 2w/k = 500 m,
and thus the wave speed is approximately 0.40 m/s, depending on the water depths. This value
is consistent with the estimated wave speed of 0.31 m/s from the SAR image. Based on the
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wavelength, the wave amplitude is estimated to be between 10 and 15 m. Note that the effect
of shear is important in this case, since the wave speed is slow compared with the background
current. Also, the bottom topography near the West Shetland Shelf is complex, which influ-
ences the evolution of wave packets, as shown in Figure 10. A similar solitary wave theory
developed by Liu, et al. (1983) can be applied here. However, due to the limited scope of
this investigation, the detailed analysis and calculations will have to wait until sea-truth
data are available.

Liu (1983) also modeled the surface strain rate produced by shallow water (coastal) in-
ternal waves. He then used this surface strain as an input to an electromagnetic model and
simulated a SAR image of the internal wave, which compared favorably to the Seasat image. A
similar surface strain is expected to occur for the deep-water internal waves, resultinq in
the patterns observed on the JASIN imagery.

The curved, dark line, as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 10, is believed to be a
surface pattern caused by a frontal boundary. Its location appears to be over the edge of
the Faeroe Shelf, and closely matches the 800 meter bottom contour.

As shown in Figure 13, the deep water upwelling results in a frontal boundary over the
Icelandic-Faeroe Rise. The relationship of the front to local upwelling topographic mixing
may be described by the following process. Figure 14 shows the cross-section diagram of bot-
tom topography of the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. It appears that the tidal current flowing over
the ridge through another saddle-like valley on the west-side of the ridge forces the deep
water isotherms up toward the surface. To illustrate this mechanism for frontal boundary
generation, a schematic diagram of deep water upwelling over the Faeroe Bank Channel is shown
in Figure 15. Therefore, the frontal boundary seems to represent simply a surface intersec-
tion of the seasonal thermocline. The combination of frontal slope and current shear could
yield information on density contrast across the front.

6. SUMMARY

Twenty-one passes of Seasat SAR imagery collected over the eastern North Atlantic Ocean
were examined for the presence of internal wave and frontal boundary patterns. All passes
contained such signatures, and the geographic position of all signatures were found to be
within 10 kilometers of a deep-water bottom feature, such as a seamount, submarine ridge,
bank, or shelf. It was determined that on 67 percent of the occasions the Seasat SAR passed
over the geographic location of a deep-water bottom feature, an internal wave pattern was
present at that location. The corresponding figure for frontal boundary patterns was 28
percent.

A first-order hydrodynamic model was developed to explain the appearance of the Seasat
SAR-observed surface patterns. These models indicate that the internal wave patterns are
formed by lee-wave internal waves, which are generated as tidally-driven currents flow over
the deep-water bottom features. The frontal boundary patterns were shown to be due to the
upwelling of deeper water to intersect the surface layer. This upwelling is generated by
tidal currents flowing against a deep-water bottom feature.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF SEASAT SAR PASSES COLLECTED OVER EASTERN NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN

Seasat Time
Revolution Date (GMT)

547 4 August 1978 06:15
556 4 August 1978 21:35
590 7 August 1978 06:20
599 7 August 1978 21:45
633 10 August 1978 06:30
642 10 August 1978 21:50
714 15 August 1978 22:35
719 16 August 1978 06:40
757 18 August 1978 22:40
762 19 August 1978 06:45
785 20 August 1978 21:40
791 21 August 1978 07:25
834 24 August 1978 07:30
958 1 September 1978 23:53

1006 5 September 1978 08:15
1044 8 September 1978 00:18
1049 8 September 1978 08:27
1087 10 September 1978 00:30
1149 15 September 1978 08:20
1307 26 September 1978 09:45
1359 30 September 1978 01:15

TABLE 2
BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES IN THE NORTHEASTERN ATLANTIC

Depth of
Deep Water

Shallowest Point Adjacent
Bottom Feature (m) (m)

Iceland-Faeroe Rise 300 1000
Bill Bailey's Bank 100 1200
Lousy Bank 300 1500
Hatton Bank 500 2000
George Bligh Bank 500 1100
Faeroe Bank 100 1000
Faeroe Shelf 300 1000
Wyville-Thomson Ridge 400 1200
Ymir Ridge 600 1500
North Feni Ridge 1200 2000
Rosemary Bank 500 2000
Rockall Bank 300 2300
Anton Dohrn Seamount 600 2100
West Shetland Shelf 300 1000
Malin Shelf 200 2000
Hebrides Terrace Seamount 1000 2400
Hebrides Shelf 200 1500
Iceland Continental Shelf 200 2000
Norway Contentinal Shelf 200 600
Ornnde Seamount 100 2500
Gettysburg Seamount 100 2500
Coral Patch Seamount 500 2500
Ampere Seamount 100 2500
Porcupine Bank 300 3000
Mld-Atlantlc Ridge 700 1500
South Feni Ridge 2300 3000
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCES OF BOTTOM-RELATED SURFACE PATTERNS
ON SEASAT SAR IMAGERY COLLECTED OVER THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC

SA 8 5AR-Observe , Pattern
Bottom Feature Covered Revolution Internal Frontal

by Seasat SAR Numer Wave Boundary

Rockall Bank 547 x
5546
714 X

791 4
958 x B
1044
087 x

Anton Doh, Seamount 547 x x
556 x
599 x
79

West Shetland Shelf 642 X762 *
7359

4a;n Shelf 547

791 x

834

Hebrides Terrace Seamount 547 x
64, 4
791

Hebrides Shelf 590
599
633
642

719
762 x
B34
1006
1049
1307

Icei;ad-Faeroe Rise 719 x
762 , x
958 x
1044 x
1087 7
1140 ]

7573,11 Ba~ley's Bank 757 x

1006 x
1044
1049 X
1087
1307

Lousy Bank 633 x x
590 a
791 B
834 4
954
1006
1044 X
1049 t
1087 x

n.t ton 9nk 547
791
958
1044 x

Georoe 811Bg Bank 547 X
791 B
958 1

1044 X
1087 x

Faeroe Bank 556
719 X757 B B
762 x x

Faeroe, ShelI 556
599 B
642 B
714 B
757
762a1149 4

Way ille-Thoso, Oildge 15 B

599
642 B
719 B
757
'62 B

iy- Rldae 96 x

599 
1542 0

7 1 9 1
757

1049
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF OCCURRENCES OF BOTTOM-RELATED SURFACE PATTERNS
ON SEASAT SAR IMAGERY COLLECTED OVER THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC (CONTINUED)

SAq SMR-Observed Pattern

Bottom Feature Covered Revolution Internal Frontal
by, Seasat S8 Nhoer Wave Boundary

North Feni Ridge 547 x
556 x
S9 x
633
757
791 a x
834
1006 X K

1049 K
South feni Ridge 556 x

Rosemary Bank 556 a

599 K
633 K X
757
834 K

1036 x X
1049 X
1307

Iceland Continental Shelf 547

633 K
719 a
762 x
791 x
834

Norway Contlnemtal SKpe'f 556 X

599
757 

Or on de Seamount 785 I

Gettysburg Seaount 785 x

Ampere Seavo unt 785

Coral Patch Seamvunt 785 x

PorcuPine Bank 599 1
642 x

mid-Atlantic Otiqe 556
599
642 X
714 K
757 y

TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF DETECTIONS OF DEEP WATER TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES BY
SEASAT SAR IMAGERY USING DATA COLLECTED OVER THE NORTHEAST ATLANTIC

Total Ntueber of Total Number of
Total Nhiser of Occurrences of Occurrences of

Seasat Deep-Water Bottom Internal uaves Frontal Bounearies
Reoolutn Features Covered Over Features Over Features

541 8 6 3

556 11 7 4

SM9 4 4 0

599 9 6 1

633 6 4 1

642 B 6 3
714 3 3 0

719 7 5 2
757 10 5 1

762 7 7 4

705 4 2 0
791 N 5 4

834 6 3 0

958 5 4 2

1006 5 2 4

1044 6 4 2

1049 6 4 2

1087 5 4 1

1149 2 2 0

1307 3 0 0

1359 I 1 0

Total 125 84 35

Percent 67% 78%
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